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Abstract 

Elcctron cyclotron hcating of ;l highly-ionizcd plasm;] in mirror gcr)tnctry is invcstigatcd. 
Of pritnaly intcrcst is rhc cxpcrinlcntal diagnosis of tlic clcctron cncrgy distribution and the 
colnpc~rison ol' thc ~.csults of tllis diagnosis with a two dinicnsionill, time-dcpc~rtlcnt Fokkcs-Planck 
simul;ition. 'lhcsc two go;lls arc accornplishcd in four stcps. ( 1 )  First thc t>t)wcr balancc of the 
hciltcd atid unhc;~tcd Cotlstancc 2 plasma is anaiyzcd cxpcrin~cnt;llly. It is concludcd that the 
hcatcd clcctrons cscapc thc mirror at a sate dolnin;rtcd by ii combiniltion of tlic illflux of "cool" 
clcctrons from oulsidc thc mirror atid t l~c  incrcascd loss ntc of thc ions. 'l'his atiitlysis is uscd latcr 
tci hclp construct thc sirnlrliiiio~i. (2) '1:hc niicrowavc paralncters at thc rcsona~ice zoncs arc then 
cahrlated by cold-plasma rav trilci~ig. High NII waves arc Ii111nchcd. and. t i~r  rhcsc wavcs, strong 
tirst-pass absorption is prcdic~cd. 'lhc absorpt~on strcllgth is qualititivcly chcckcd in the cxpcriment 
by sun'oundin_e thc  plasm;^ with non-rcilcc~ing lincrs. (3) A simplified quasiIinc;ir theory including 
Uie clfwt of NII is dcvclopcd to nlodcl thc clcctrons, An an;tlytic expression is ,derived for the 
KF-induccd "pump-out'' of ~ l l e  magnctically-confincd "warm" clectrons (T, 1OOev). IIcsult~ 
of dlc E'okkcr-Planck Simulations show the dcvclc)pmcnt of tlic clcctron cllcrgy distribution for 
~c\~cr;tI plasnlit coaditions i~nd vwil'y h e  scali~ig of the itnalytic cxprcssion lor K1:-induccd diffi~sion 
into thc loss cone. (4) Smplc x-ray and ctidloss data arc prescntcd, and the overall comparison 
bctwc.cn the simul;ction and cxpcri~nent is discusscd. 'Ihc x-ray signals indicate that for glScaler 
liF powcr, the hot clcctron dctlsity increases tnorc rapidly rhan'its ten1pcr;tturi:. I hc  time history 
of thc c~idloss dilta. illustratitig K1;-cnhanccmcnt suggcsts the prcdictcd sc;~ling .for worm-electron 
"pump-olrt". Fin;~lly. a comparison bclwcen the nicasurcd and prcdictcd cnergy distribution 
shows tl~iit, ovcr thc range of pilramctcrs invcstigatcd (2 x l ~ " c r n - ~  < n, < 1 x 10 '~crn-~  
and (n,T,) f 200ev. c ~ n - ~ )  ilnd within thc accuracy witll which dic p1asm:t paramctcrs can be 
delennined. the "bulk", "wann", and "hot" co~nponcl~ts of the heated Constailce 2 electrons are 
indecd reproduced by the simulation. 

Thesis Supervisol-: Louis D. Stnullin 
Professor of' Electrical Engineering 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1 .I. Brief Statement of the Problem 

With the invention of the thennal barrier, electron cyclotron heating has played 
a new and vital role in the design of tandem mirror experiments and the development 
of alternati vc tandem mirror concepts. According to current p la~~s  (Dmm, 1980, 
Baldwin, cr al., 1980), the plug electrons will be heated to sevcral titnes the energy 
of the cetitral cell electrons, and thernisll barriers (Raldwin and Logan, 1980) 
will slow the heat exchange bctwcen the two electron populations. ECRH might 
also be involved with negative tandem operation (Nexsen and Grubb, 1981) and 
the creation of hot, potential-modifying electrons which insure ion niicrostrlbility 
(Kanaev, 1979). For all of these applications, ECRH is used to "shape" the 
electron energy distribution-producing, tor example, the specific barrier and plug 
temperatures and densities which optimize the plug's confining potential. In TMX-U, 
ECRH must be controlled to prevent hot-tail runaway (Stallard, l980), and the 
heating process must be understood in order to predict its effect on pilrticle balance 
and potential modification (Rddwin et aL, 1981). A realistic procedure is required 
which can be used to evaluate ECRH in the various mirror applications. The 
WKB/quasilinear theory of RF heating provides this procedure. However, until 
now. the predictions of the full WKB/quasilinear model have not becn compared 
to experimental measurements of ECKH in mirror gco~netry. fl'lrfs thesis makes 
this compnuisnn bj! mea.~uring the electron eneqy distribution fhm the Constance 
2 experiment and calculating the upredicted" distribution with a Fokker Plhnck 
sirnulation based on a bounce-avemged quasilinear model (Mauel, 1981). 

In order to correctly model the plasma and provide a practical means to 
compare the code and experiment, the four-step procedure described below was 
followed: 

(i) 711~ plasma's behavior and power balance were analyzed with and without 



2 CONSTANCE 2 ECRH 

heating. l i e  data show that the plasma acts as a long colutiin extending 
along the magnetic field between the two end-walls. l i e  ion loss rate is 
proportional to the thernii~l speed. When ECRH is applied, only a slight 
increase in potential is observed which is consistcrit with tlie high dcnsity at 
the mirror peak. In addition, significant heating at the edge of the pl:~sma 
is observed. (Chapter 2.) 

(ii) Ihe index of refraction. qI, p'olarization, and absorption strength were 
calculatcd using geometric optics. The absorption strength was checked 
qualitatively in the experiment by rneasi~ring tllc heating efficiency with 
and without non-reflecting liners surrounding the  plasm:^. (Chapter 3.) 

(iii) ThL. Fokker-Plnnck computer program was dcvcloped to model the electrons 
diagnoscd in step (i) interacting with the wave described by stcp (ii). An 
analytic chcck of one of the results was derived-that of the KF-induced 
"pump-out" of the warrn m;lgnetically-'clonCined electrons. The rcsults of 
the simuliltiotis arc summarized. (Chapter 4.) I 

(iv) Measurcments of the hot-electron temperature using a tiirget x-ray detector 
and the time history of the warm-electron endloss using a gridded cndloss 
analyzer were compared to the "equivalent measuremcnts" made during 
tlie simulatiotis. (Chapter 5.) 

Notc that a separate chapter is devoted to each of the four steps outlined above. 

1.2. Previous Work in ECRH of Mirror-Confined Plasma 

Electron cyclotron heating of mirrors began in the 1960's with the successful 
ex peri~nents of RL'c~cI', Dandle, arid others at Oak Ridge lnboratorics (Becker, er aL, 
1962, llandlc ct nl., 1964), lkeganii at Nagoya (Ikeganii, 1967). and Fessenden and 
Srnullin lit MIT (Fesscnden, 1966). (Set: also the review Ilandle, ~t nl ,  1979.) These 
experiments were ECKH discharges which produced superthermal electron tails 
('lAol - l M e v ) ,  well separated In energy ti-om the cooler (T, -- 10ev) and denser 
bulk electrons. 'The experiments llsually operated at steady state (or contini~ously 
at high duty), and were l'ueled and stabilized by the ionization of the surrounding 
gas. It was felt that the hot electrons absorbed most of the microwave power and 
that the dominant loss mechanisms were pitch-angle scattering off the denser bulk 
electrons and ions and Rutherford scattering off the neutrals. Since the experiments 
wcre long-lasting, diagnostics were relatively simple, consisting of dianirrgnetic data 
and pulse-height analysis of the copious hard x-ray signals. 

lliese early expcrimenrs preccded most of the theoretical work concern.ing 
ECRH in mirror geometry which was perfornied later, in the first half'of tlle 1970's. 
Probably the nlost significant work was that 01' Lichtenbcrg, Lieberman, iuld Jaeger 
(Jaeger, PI.  a[,, 1972, 1,ieberman. et of., 1972). Illey re:tlized that tlie overlap of the 



electron bout~cc-resonances due to the finite RF field strcrlgth leads to velocity-space 
diffusion-even for a mono-chromatic wave! brlicr, others (eg. Grawe, 1969) had 
shown that for a single pass through a cyclotron resonance, thc particle receives a 
"kick" in energy (an increase in v l  unless NII # 0). The energy 'kick" is given by 

where E and p are the particle energy and magnctic moment per unit mass, IElrf is 
the electric field strength, and r , f j  is the effective resonance time1 Notice tliilt the 
interaction is made LIP of a gyro-phase dependent term (where is the gyro-phase) 
and a non-linear, positive-definite tenn. ' h e  sccond term is snialler than the first 
tcrm by roughly Avl/vl. Grawe stated that if) was randotn for caclt pass tl~rough 
resortarrce, then Equation 1 could be used with a Fokkcr-Planck equation to predict 
the heating rates of ECK heatcd plasma. Why or how d, became random was not 
known until the work of Lieberman and Lichtenberg. They realized that since 4, 
during successive resonance crossing, was non-linearly coupled with a particle's 
orbit (and, therefore, also cot~pied with the fluctuating E and p). 4 and Ap become 
"naturally" rindom provided Avl/ul > wB/w, where w ~ (  is the bounce frequency. 
On the other hand, when the fieid-strength is small, 4 is no longer random and 
no heating occurs2 For the Constance 2 experiment the field strength is typically 
between 1 and 20v/cm, and the RF-induced motion in velocity space can be either 
quasilinear or non-linear. The interaction is never superadiabatic. This is illustrated 
in Figure 1. 

The only previous experimental comparison of measured heating rates with 
those predicted from a diffusive model was rcponed by Ikegami, et at., 1973. 
He conducted his experiments before Lieberman's and Lichtenberg's study, and 
mistakenly believed that wave-panicle interactions became random through a large 
spread in Nil. Nevertheless, the form of his model equations was obtained from 
a general analysis by Sturrock, 1966 and is exactly the same as what would have 
been obtained from Equation 1. The model Fokker-Planck equation in vl-space is 
written as - 

where the average, (. . .), is the average over successive resonance passes. This means 
1/At -- WB = vl/LB, and, from Equation 1, 

'In fact, it is not hard to show that IQuation 1 is valid for ~.trtj~ wavc-panicle resonance in an 
inhomogeneous magnelic field. Ilowcver. for I,atldau diunping ill lower ficquencies, re,! may be 
longer than the correlation timc. In this case. the quasilincar diffusion coetlicictit is lowered by 
tflc factor r,,,./~,.~,. (SC'C Chapt.er 4,) 
2Tllis is called a~per:ldiab;~ticity (Aamodt, 1971 and Roscnbluth, 1972). 
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Figure 1. A diagram illustrating the thrcc tcgions of RF heating in thc Constance 2 
expcrimnit. The supcradiabstic region murs !br lo\v RF ficlds and high energy-whcn 
Aul/vI 2 wr , /w .  'llic non-lincar rcgion cxcurs at high RF ficlds and low energy- 
whcn Aul/vl 2 1. ?TIC quasilinear rcgion is betwccn. Ihat portion outlincd with the 
dottcd-linc is thc approximate openting rcgion for tlic experiment 

with the "RF acceleration". R, approximately independent of v l .  Combining 
Equations 2 and 3 gives Ikagami's one-dimensional diffusion equation 

aF - a aF 
= R-ul- 

at Irf aul awl (4) 

The form of Equation 4 is equivalent to a one-dimensional version of the quasilinear 
equation used in this thesis. It could be considered valid for ECRH resonant at the 
midplane of a mirror "without a loss-cone". 

Ikagami's key result was that he was able to match the time development of 
the hiud x-ray signals (That > 30kev) to an tll~tllytic solution of  Equation 4 with 
a velocity-independent particle "sink" and a zero-energy particle "source". The 
procedure was actually a .single-parameter fit since the nie:~sured.loss-tinle (when 



tlle RF is tur~lcd off) dctermined the particle "sink" and the hot-electron density 
rise determined Uie particle "source". lkegami was then free to choose an I? which 
fit the data! It is interesting that the best fit corresponded to less than 10% of the 
input power being absorbed by the hot electrons. 

Altliough l kegami showed that ;I sim pli fled diffusive model citn in fact represent 
the hot electron developtnent during ECRH, the model he used fails to provide 
the predictive power rcquired for the ncw tandem mirror experiments. P~.esently, 
we expect the details 01' collisional and RF-induced pitch-angle scattering and 
die RF wave parameters (eg. NII) to influcllce the developnicnt of the energy 
distribution (i.e. the H), the trapping of passing pulticles and heating of cold 
electrons (i.e. the "source"), and the loss rate mirror-confined electrons (i.e. the 
"sitik"). In practice, a design procediire is needed which, when given a density, an 
initial temperature, a microwave launch geometry, and an injected power, computes 
the full 2-dimensional response of the plasma to the RF. Iliis procedure is the 
self-consistent, WKB/quasilinear theory of wave and particle interi~ctions used in 
this thesis. 

The quasilinear theory in a magnetic mirror was first derived by Berk, 1978. 
His derivation was Iiniitcd to the WKB solution of tlie Drift-Cyclotron-Loss-Cone 
instability and the self-consist.ent interaction of tlie wave with ions. He used this 
foniialisni to show that the instability is mono-chromatic and sati~rites at relatively . 

low intensities di~e to wi~ve-induced diffirsion uf ions into the loss-cone (ie. ion 
"pump-out"). The extension oi'this work to clectro-magnetic waves was perfonned by 
Bernstein and Bocter, 198 1, and, in a forni more suitable to numerical simulation, by 
Mauel, 1981. Using these theories, tht: "design procedure" mentioned above becomes 
a two-step process. First, geometric optics determines the wave characteristics: NII, 
polarization, and resonant field-strength per input power flux.' Next, the bounce- 
averaged quasilinear equation is used with the well-known Fokker-Planck equation3 
(for electron-electron and electron-ion collisions) to determine the developnient of 
the electron velocity-distribution. 

The first exonlple of this technique was prepared by Stallard, er al. 1981. He 
analyzed tlic single-frequency l~eating at the fundamenti11 and harmonic resonances in 
the TMX-1J t:xpcrimcnt.. Ray-tracing was used to determine that qI ,s 1 and that the 
waves would be al~sorbed on the first pass through the plasma. Tlien. using techniques 
similar to'those used in this thesis, the steady-state velocity-space distribution was 
calculated for NII = 0 by solving the 2-dimensional partial differential equation 
given by a ~ l a t  = 0. The simulation indicated the very important result that hot-tail 
runaway should rtot be expected in TMX-U provided that the RF-field strength 
is limited spatially along the mirr~r axis. (However, whether or not tile runaway 
would in fact I)(: a problem when the fields are not limited was not determined.) 

3Sce, for exaniplc Killecn and Mam, 1972. 
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The experimental investigation of this result is presently underway as part of the 
TMX-U experiment. 

Finally, it should be emphasized that theoretically (if not practically) the 
WKR/qunsilinear tcchniqucs mentioned above and used in this thesis are valid 
during strong absorption of the incoming waves with NII # 0. However, in this case, 
the cyclotron resonances are Doppler-shifted so that particles of different parallel 
velocity interact with fields of different intensity. The particles with tlie largest ull 
interact with the most intense fields. Those turning at resonance (vI1 = 0) interact 
with the weakest fields. Thus the quasilinear diffusioti coefficient is a fi~nction of not 
only the interaction tinics, r e f f ,  but also the damping length-which may change 
with t h e  rl~~ring 1ie;lting. 7l i s  "hnt-partirlrt shicldinp," miLy enhance h~ t - c l ecu~n  
tail heating and is discussed f~irther in Chapters 3 and 4. 

1.3. General Approach 

This thesis addresses two major goals: (1) the experimental measurement of 
thc heated electrons using a diamagnetic Icn~p, a Lnngmuir probe, il gridded endloss 
malyz,er, and a target x-ray detector, and (2) the theoretical prediction of what these 
diagnostics "should" see based on a Ebkker-Planck simulation. . 

As a first step towards accomplishing these goals, the power/particle balance 
of the heated and unhe;ltcd plasma were diagnosed. This is reported in Chapter 
2. 111e most important experimental technique was to observe the scaling of the 
particle and energy confinement times as density and temperature were varied. For 
instance. the endloss analyzer and diamagnetic loop indicate that the ions are cool, 
and thc scaling of the particle confir~ement time with line-density is proportional 
to the square-root of the ratio of the diamagnetism to the line density-i.e. the 
ion thermal speed. Probe and endloss data are consistent with this conclusion. For 
the heated electrons, the initial energy loss mte ( i t ! .  just alter the turn-off of the 
ECRH) scales as a. The losses are dominated by the "bulk" electrons (T, < 50eu) 
which escape the mirror at a rate determined by a combination of the influx of 
cool electrons external to the mirror and the incre~sed ion loss rate. ?he influx of 
cool electrons prevents a large rise of potential uld allows the heated electrons to 
reach a quasi-equilibrium. This is analogous to the "passing" electron population 
of a tandem mirror (Cohen, et ul., 1080). Also, in Chapter 2, the observation that 
the radius of the heated plasma increases during ECRH is summarized. 

In Chapter 3, examples of ray tracing calculations are presented for two of 
the three launch geometries analyzed during the experiment. 'lbe analysis uses 
the cold-plasma dielectric tensor in a geometry approximating the Constance 2 
plasma. The procedure foll.ows closely that used by Porkolab, et al. 1980. Ihe 
ray-tracing determines the index of refraction and propagation angle at resonance. 
This information is th.en used with a "warm" plastna theoly-which includes 
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the bouncing-motion of the electrons (Mauel, 1982b)--to determine the wave 
polarization and single-pass absorption. For tile two Iauncl~ers at high niagnetic 
field ( le .  w < w,,), ATII > 3.0 :u~d single-pass absorption is expected. A check of the 
absorption streligth was made by surrounding the plasma with a non-reflective liner 
and measuring the high (-- 30%), single-pass heating efficiency with the diamagnetic 
loop. 

In Chapter 4, the large electron "passing" density inferred from the data in 
Chapter 2 and the high NII calculated ill Chapter 3 are used to construct the 
Fokker-Planck simulation. The experimental evidence that the plasma potential 
changes only slightly during ECRH and that the density at the mirror peak is 
high sin~plifies the F'okker-Plank analysis. Since the particle orbits depend upon 
the potential, a constant potential means that the quasilinear diffusion coefficient 
does not change during the simulation. The passing particles are modeled as a 
Maxwellian distribution at the mirror pcak which enter the mirror region at a transit 
ute. Inclusion of NII effects is also straightforward. Tlie bounce-averaged theory 
evaluates the diffusion paths at the resonance point for each particle-even when 
that resonance is Doppler-shifted. However, the diffusiot~ paths depend upon NII 
in exactly the "right" way to cancel the change due to the Doppler-shifi (Mauel, 
1982aj.4 The importaat effects of finite NII are (1) the modification of the effective 
interaction time, reff (for example, a particle turning at resonance 'will interact 
niuch less strongly for large NII than for small NII), (2) the increased number 
of particles which resonate with the wave (Le. those turning before the w = w,, 
surfiace). and (3) the spatial dependence of the electric field strength due to damping 
along thc field lincs. A brief analysis of these effects is included. In addition, 
an approximate analytic expression for the relative ECRH-induced "pump-out" 
of the wium, magnetically-confined electrons is derived and checked against the 
simulations. 

The main emphasis of Chapter 4, however, is not the theory on which 
the simulatiotl is based, but rather the simulation's results. The Fokker-Planck 
code calculates the energy distribution, the target x-my signals, and the endloss 
distribution as filllc6ons of the density at the mirror peak, the electric field strength* 
tlle ion densi,ty. and the magnetic field. In addition, the scaling of the hot-electron 
parameters with electric field strength and the time history of the warn electron 
endloss are examined. 

In Chapter 5, target x-ray and endloss data during and after ECRH are 
compared with the predictions and scaling of the simulation. The scaling of the hot 
"llusnardo-Ncto, car cd. 1976 has called the (well known) NII-dcpcndencc of the diffusion paths 

"longitudinal cooling". 'lhis dcpendcnce reflects the fact that, for finite Nil ,  ;I particle passing 
through resonance reccivcs both a "kick" in v l  and a "kick" in VII .  Howcver. thc clccuon motion 
is dcscribctl by thc bautlc~tt-avcrrz~;rd ditiusion ~ ~ i ~ t h s  (i.c~. the "normal" diffusion paths cvalurlted at 
the Dopplcr-shifted rcsona~~cc) whicll are independent of NII. , 
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electron temperature and density with increasing RF power and the measurements 
of the time history of tlic warm electron endloss which suggest ECR I+ ttnh;~nrtttnent 
are e~npl~asized. The intensity ol' the x-ray signal increases with RF-power while 
the ratio of signals from detectols with different filters (which indicate temperature) 
changes more slowly. I h e  wann endloss was measured with a gridded analyzer 
with one of the grids biased to repel the ions and the other biased to detcct only 
those electrons heated lo energies greater than lOOev ( le.  magnetically-confined). 
In this way, the current detected at the analyzer is proportional to the total rate of 
velocity-space. diffusion into the loss cone. A measure of the RF-diffirsion relative to 
the collisionlrl diffusiorl is made by observing tlie rapid decrease in n~e;~sured current 
when the niicrowaves are turned off. 7hc data collccted suggest that the observed 
decrease is due to the end of' ECKH difli~sion of warm electrons into the loss cone. 
The scaling o f  this data with density is consistent with tllat predicted in Chapter 4. 
The uncertainty in this interpretation results from the possibility of elcctron heating 
from electron plasma waves excited from parametric instabilities (Porkolab and 
Chen, 1977). Thus, although tlie cndloss data clearly sliows RF-cnlinnccment, the 
enhancement may not bc due to ECKH difl'usion. This possibility was discovered 
accidently when non-~:j~clorron-resonant, parallel elcctron heating was obscrvcd with 
the endloss analyzcr. To make certain that the "non-resonant" heating did not 
result born thc cyclotron. resonance betwcen the endloss analyzer and the mirror 
peak, a metall~c screen was used to eliminate a n y  external RF interaction. The 
non-resonant, parallel heating was still prcsent, demonstrating that the interaction 
occurred within the mirror region. Ncvcrthelcss. at low RF power, t.he time histories 
of the non-resonant and resonant heating can often be distinguished, and it is these 
data which are compared with the simulation. 

T l~e  finr~l chapter summarizes the partuneters measured during the experiment 
and compares these measurements with the Fokker-Planck code. In principle, 
the comparison is straightforward since the simulation crtlculates the "numerical 
equivalent" of the meusured data However, due in part to the complicated geonletry 
of the experiment (which limits the accuracy with which the diamagnetism and 
line-densities can determine the average energy sampltd by the diagnostics) and 
in part to the limitations of the target x-ray analysis. the comparison is often 
qualitative. Nevertheless, the Langmuir probe measurement of the "bulk" electron 
temperature, the endloss measurement of the "wann electrons", and the target x-ray 
measurement of the "hot" electron tail are all consistent with equally energetic 
"simulated" measurements. 



Chapter 2 

The Constance 2 Experiment 

In the first half of this chapter, the Constance 2 niirror experiment and 
its diagnostics are briefly described. The second half presents ~trlysis of the 
power balance of the unheated and heated plasma and partlmet.erizes the electron 
distribution during heating. The data with direct bearing on the goals of this thesis 
are cmphasizcd. Further dctiiils can be found it1 Klinkowstcin, ef aL, 1981 and 
Mauel, el af., 1980. 

2.1. bescription 

The Constance 2 v:lcuum chamber and geometry were modeled aRer the 
Constance 1 and PR-6 experiments. (See Kclnaev, 1979 and Klinkowstein, 1978.) 
As with these machines, the plasma is produced ti-om a gun located at the far 
end of 3 long (3 meters for Cons3ance 2) solenoidal guide field. During injection, 
the plasma produccd by the gun travels down the guide-ficld, filling the machine 
with il long column of plasma. At the end of injection, the plasma-gun discharge is 
crowbarred, and the plasma decays within 100jisec. At the boginning of the decay, 
a kst-lising diverter coil is energized to separate the long guide-field plasma from 
the mirror-rcgion. A schematic of the vacuum vessel and magnet set is shown in 
Figure 1. 

The following description of the experiment is organized into three subsections. 
The fi.rst deals with the magnetic geometry, the second wi th  typical machine 
operation, and the third with a brief description of the ECRH system. 

2.1.1. --- Magnetic Geometry . For Constance 2 (and mirror-machines in general), ------- 
magnetic geometry significantly influences the operation and diagnosis of the 
experiment. The magnetic geometry determines ECRH resonant zone location, 
influences ion-confinenlent, determines the plasma dcnsity at the wall, and, for this 
experiment, mt~difies the plaslna injection and neutral gas evolution. 
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Figum 2. A schematic of the Constance 2 vacuum vessel and magnctic coils. (Thc'guide 
field is actu;~lIy onc nwtcr longcr than shown.) 
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To calculate the ficld geometry, the coniputer code EFFI1 was used. EFFI 
generates plots of the mod-B surt:,rces and of the field lines. The surfaces of constant 
field strength determine the resonant zone loc:ltion, the mirror rnt.io and the field 
strength at the walls. The axial field was measured with a Hiill-effect probe and 
found to agree with the code's output. The codc detennined both the mapping of 
the flux from the plasma gun through the mirror arid the n~ilpping of the trapped 
plasma through the mirror peaks during the.plasmn decay. In addition, die flux 
tubes which pass through the di:~magnetic loop aid to the c~idloss analyzer were 
calculated. Fin:rlly, the codc also computes the integral, j dl/B,  which was used to 
determincd line-average MI4 D stability. 

Figure 3 shows a plot of the niagnetic gcornetry for the typical ratio of Ioffe 
bar current to tnuin magnetic current. lliis typical ratio was low and gave a neutral 
or sligtltly negative radial well depth at the midplane. However, the configuration 
was still found to be line-averirgcd minimum-8 stable. The primary reason for 
operating with the low lome currents was to reduce tlic amount of injection current 
which bombards the chamber walls near the mirror peaks. This wall bombardment 
contributed most to the neutral density rise. Also in Figure 3 is ir sketch of the 
shape of the pltls!na during injection and alter re-circularization. For the typical 
lore current. tlie ellipticity, r. of the mirror-trapped plasma is about 711. A circular 
plaslna, 5cm diameter at the midplane. maps into an ellipsc lOcm long and 1.2cm 
wide at the mirror peaks. Note that the l m o r  diamder for a lOOev ion at 6kgauss 
is 0.3~111 so that the fan is four IOOev ion diameters wide. For the injection stream, 
the ellipticity at th,e midplane is 7:1, but then increases to -- 50:1 at the mirror peak 
due to the rapid fanning as the field lines approach the bars. 'The 2cni dianieter 
plasma gun maps into an ellipse lOcm long by 0.2 cm wide-less than one lOOev 
ion h n n o r  diameter. 

Two observations related to the field geometry (these will be presented later 
in Section 2.4) are the influence of the external plasma on the energy confinement 
of the heated plasma and the density rise during ECRH due to the ionization 
of gas at the walls. The first effect is largely due to the coi~l ions created by the 
gun (Section 2.1.2). The remaining part of the first effect and the second effect 
stcm from the high magnetic ficld strength at the walls. The value of B at a wall 
determines the density of cold wall pla5rna ( ie .  sccondaries and ionized gds) and 
the mirror-ritio at the wall, inhibiting flow into the mirror. When the field is low, 
the density is also low (n -- 1/B), reducing the collision frequency a id  the "access9* 
cone (in velocity-space) for particle flux into the mirror. When the field is high, 
the wall plasma is dense, collisionnl. and more able to flow into the mirror. Unless 
the mirror-plilsma i.s highly mirror-confi~lcd (so that the extcrnal density is much 

"Ihis code was tnadc a~ililablc to users of t11c MFE-l,I,1.. computer system. EFFI was writtcn by 
S. Sackctt and can be rcfcl~nccd in LLJ. report no. CICKL-52402. 
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snialler than the mirror-density), the high-field, wall contact in Constance 2 suggests 
the possibility of the wall inter~ctions disc~~ssed in Section 2.4. 

Finally, the magnetic surface(s) corresponding to cyclotron resonance usually 
extend across the cross-section of the mirror chamber. (The surfaces arc actually 
quite complicated because of the presencu of the lore bars in the chamber.) The 
Mod-B surfaces, sllown in F igm 3, are also the cyclotron heating zoncs. Note 
that, as thc midplane field is reduced, the resonance zones move axiully towards the 
mirror peak. As it is raised, the resonance zones move toward the midplane, and, 
raised further, move radially to tlie walls. 

2.1.2. Operation --- . The behavior of the plasma is I;!rgely determined by the 
properties of the plasma source. I'hree basic types of plasma guns were used in these 
experiments, the titanium washer stack gun, tile pulsed-gas, molybdenum washer 
gun, and the LBs. hot-cathode gun. The various gun designs wcre continuously 
modified and tcsted to try to increase the trapped diam;~gnctism. Although no 
reproducible irnpn~vement was achieved, superior ion temperatures at highest 
densities werc i~casionally obsenlcd with the hot cathode g ~ ~ n .  The. reasons for 
the wide variation of paratnetcrs are not known, :llthough the panlrnetcrs which 
"optimize" the dianiagnctism produced from each gun hiivc been determined. Most 
of the data of' this thesis were taken with the hot-cathode gun. 

The endloss analyzer (Section 2.2.3) provides much of tlie quantitative 
information about the injection stream. Figure 4 shows endloss data which give 
the ion and electron cncrgies during and after injection. Data for both on axis and 
slightly off axis are shown. The initial, low density ion energy is about 150ev. falling 
to about 40ev as the line-density increases beyond 1012cm-? me electron energy 
also decreases from about 70 ev to about 30 cv during injection and drops rapidly 
afterwards. 

Charge exchange and Langmuir probe measurements are consistent with these 
endloss measurements. Initially, some hot ions (T, -- 15Oeu) ?ire trapped in the 
rni~ror.~ The charge-exchange analyzer-which only measures trapped ions-bedns 

. to observe a decrease in intensity at -- 1 x 1 0 l ~ c r n - ~ ,  roughly corresponding to the 
decrease in ion endloss energy. A swept Langmuir probe at the edge of the plasma 
shows a 4Oev initial clectron energy which drops to 5 to loeu within 'lpsec after the 
crowbar of the discharge current. These data are presented in Figure 5. 

Except when a specific density was required, the length of the injection 
usually corresponded to the maximum diamagnetism that could be obtained for the . 

2Thc trapping process is ii combination of collisions and fluctuations occurrirlg in thc mirror 
midplane. In fact, ion cyclotron Huctuo~ions a rhc midpli~ne haw hccn mcnsurcd during injection; 
howcvcr. it is not known whcthcr the tluctuations result l'rorn the strcan~lng hot ions or whethcr 
thc hot ions ;UP a rcsult of Ihe fluctuations. 
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1:igure 4. Endlmci data showing the ion and elcctron suc:un currenn as. functions of 
particle energy. 'lhc diitl  were taken both oil and oft' axis. thcrefo1.e. intcrccpting cithcr 
thc strcatn. or the plasma wliich has Jiiltcd OH' axis. 'lhe slope of the distrihuli~n is 
related tc) thc rnc:ul cncrgy and thc "knce" dttcmlincs tllc minimum cnclpp of the 
species which results wl~cn thc prrniclcs origini~te at a region of dcfinite potential. For 
both thc clccuons and Lhc ions, thc average energy drops dwritig tllc shot 
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"optimum" gun paramcteters. This usually gave a filling time roughly equal to or 
longer than the decay time. 

Near the end of the injection. the diverter coil is used to "valve off" the plasma 
in the guidefield. This occlln either simultanroi~sly with the crowbar of the plasma 
gun discharge or 50pscc beforehand. (The diverter coil current rises in 50rsec and 
decays with an L/R time of 600pscc.) If the diverter coil is leh off, then the plasma 
density usually continues to rise after crowbar. indicating that the plasma is denser 
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Figure 6. An cxamplc of the effcct of thc divcrtcr coil on the plasma panmcters. The 
solid line is the data without cncrgizing the divertcr coil. and thc dottcd line is typical 
of thc data with the divertcr coil. 

"upstrcm" in the guide-field. As the diverter coil is energzed, slow (-- 5Opsec) 
density oscillations are observed by the  interfcrometcr and a hngnui r  probe. It is 
likely that these are due to the re-circularization of the elliptical cross-section of the 
injected plasma. Figure 6 shows an example of the effect of the divcrter on plasma 
line-density, ion endloss, floating potential, and diamagnetism. 

During the decay of the plasma, the ECRH pulse is applied. Usually the 
pulse is delayed 50 to lWpsec to allow some of the plasma to re-circularize. The 
characteriszic particle decay-time of the  plasma is betwcen 50 and 120psec. 

2.1.3. - ECRU ----- System . TJle ECRH system consists of the magnetron and modulator, 
the waveguide and power -monilors, and the three launching antennae. The Vurian 
SFD-303 X-band magnetron donated fix the Constance 1 experiments generated 



the microwaves. ?he tube is powered by il spark-grrp modulator which can deliver 
~ r p  to 5 joules of energy in pulses up to 40psec. Ilie forward and rcflccted power 
is monitored with calibrated detectors. 'The waveguide is insetted into the vacuum 
chamber in one of three different orientations. Ehch orientation launc1it.s thc waves 
at difrerent propag;~tion angles with respect to the niagnetic field. (See Figure 29 in 
Chapter 3.) For two of the orientations, the waveguides are located at the high-field 
side of resonance (i.c. at I:~unch w,, > W )  aiid launch waves having propagation 
angles with respect to the niugnctic field ol'either lo0 or 30°. Ihcse two waveguides 
are pressurized pist thc cyclotron surface so that all of the evacuated guidc has 
w,, > w. 'The othcr orientation lu~~ncl~es from low fields, (i.e w > w, at the mirror 
midplanc) and is limitcd to about 25kWatt due tc.1 KF bre:lkdown. 

Finally, the spcirk-gap/niagtietron system produces a short (-- 0.7psec. Pburst = 
115kMratt) "burst" of RF power at the beginning of every RF pulse. This increases 
the initial rate of rise of diamagnetism and influences the interpretation of the 
cndloss results. (See Section 5.2.) This effect must be considered even though the 
reason for the "burst" is ilnknown. 

2.2. Diagnostics 

Figure 7 shows an exploded view of the diagnostics used in this thcsis. Tbey are 
arranged :~pproxim;ltely as thcy arc used in Constance 2. (The Iliompson scattering 
uid VUV diagnostics shown were either not operating or not used during this 
thesis.) T h e  principal diagnostics were the intcrSferometer, the diamagnetic loop, 
a charge-cxchangr analyzcr, an endliss analyzer, the x-ray detectots, and several 
movable probes. In addition, a twenty-channel data-acquisition system recorded 
and processed the data. 

2.2.1. Interferometer. A 60GHz microwave interferometer was uscd to obtain the 
line-averaged density. The microwaves were la~tnched with ordinary polarization, 
normal to the injection fan. Thus, the measured phase-shift is proportional to the 
average density and the "width" of the fm, 2w. The forniula below was used: 

A4 is the measured phase-shift, and w, is assumed to be much less than the fi-eqency 
of thc intcrferometer. 

To make the most use of this diagnostic. the plasma thickness must be mimated 
This was done with a Langnuir probe (Section 2.2.6). The probe was biased to 
measure the ion-saturation current and was movcd radially to obtain the density 
profile. For the unheated plasma., after injection, the  plasm:^ radius was -- 3cm. 
However, the radii during and after injection appciu difl'el-ent because of the (partial 
or complete') re-circularization of the plasma during the p1;lstiia decay. 'The effects 
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of the re-circularization appear in the interferometer signal through the variation of 
the ellipticity, c. In fact as tlle loffe current is increased, the expected 1 1 4  decrease 
in the line-density can be observed. After injection, the plasma re-circularizc.s, and 
the line-densities wit11 and without IoRc bars remain slightly different since the 
plasma radius after re-circularization with loffe ban is larger than the plasma radius 
without lome ban. Figure 8 illi~strttes this effect 

2.2.2. Charge Exchange Analyzer. A three-channel charge exchange analyzer was 
built by modifying the single-channel analyzer used in the Constance 1 experiment. 
The energy ruolution of' each channel was calibrated with an ion source. Since 
the analyzer is collimated, only neutrals which result from chargc exchange with 
trapped. hot ions are measured. For typid  parameters, the current in wch channel 
can be related to the ion energy distribution, hot-ion density, and neutral pressure 
by the following formula 

r e =  ( E )  % Viet Rdet (E ,  Es )&t (uv)nonps(E) (6) 

In this formula, Vdet Rkt(E, E,)ndet is the product of the volume of plasma observed 
by the detector. the energy r~x~lution per channel. and the solid angle. (ov)n.n,,S(E) 
is the product of' the charge exchange reaction rate, neutrd and.plasma density, 
and stripping etficiency. The equation is valid when the plasma is transparent to 
neutriis (the usual case). The charge exchange mdyzer was mostly used during 
the initial evaluation and comparison of the plasma guns. These studies showed 
that the hot-ion density increased with line-density until the line-density exceeded 
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Figun! 9. A schematic of thc griddcd cndloss analyzer. Ions arc analyzcd by rcpclling 
clcctrons by placing -1000 v o l ~  on thc first (clccuon) anolylsr grid. Electrons are 
anilyzcd by putting +500 volts on thc sccond (ion) analyzcr grid. 'lhc first two 
groundcd grids attcnuntc thc pliism;~ dcnsity and .current Thc analyzcr grid spacings 
wcrc dctcrniincd b y  thc rcquircmcnt tliat the cxpcctcd currcnt dcnsity not cxcecd 
thc spilcc-chargc limit 'Ihc double ani~lyzcr grids improved UIC cncrgy rmluticm of 
Molvik's andyzcrs and was.. thcrcfarc, i 1 1 ~  uscd hen. 

-- 1 - 2 x l ~ l ~ c r n - ~ .  Thereafter, the hot-ions were cooled (and out-numbered) by 
the denser cool ions flowing from the gun. Further discussion of these results can 
be found in the two 'references listed at the stut  of this chapter. 

2.2.3. -- Endloss Analyzer . One of the most useful diagnostics on Constance 2 was -- 
the gridded, electrostatic etldioss analyzer. The analyzer was placed in line with 
the streaming endloss plasma on the dump-tank's vacuum wall. It was slightly 
off the machine's axis, but it still intercepted the elliptical end fm. Small motion 
perpendicular to the fan was possible, k2.5cm (which maps to k0.6cnr at the 
midplane), so that the analyzer could be positioned either to examine the thin 
injection stream (as well 3 s  the decaying plasma after injection) or to exomin.e 
only the plasma outside the gun-mapping. Typically, the analyzer mapped to a 
thin, elliptied "slice" at the midplane. 1.8cm off axis, 0.5mm wide by 3.5mm bng 
and aligned to intercept the injection stream. The design of the analyzer followed 
the prescription given by Molvik, 1981. The endloss analyzer monitored electron 
and ion stream parameters during injection and monitored plasma loss rates and 
energy distributions during the decay and heating of the plasma In addition, plasma 
potentials coi~ld be estimated from minimum ion or electron energies. Figure 9 
shows a schematic of the endloss analyzer. 



Thc analyzer current is given by the formula 

where AelTel is the product of the grid transmission aid detector area averaged over 
the angles of the incoming p;irticles and Jmid is the effective endloss currcnt density 
in arnps/cm2 at tlie mirror midplane. The grid transmission has an angular width of 
.3t20°. I h e  absolute transmission of the analyzer was chcckcd by using an elcctron 
beam. 

The endloss analyzer is useful because it can measure both the endloss energy 
distribution and the current. The product of thesc gives the plasma power to the 
end wall. 'rile followitrg forniulae rue useful: 

where Vdel is the detected current into 500 and Eend is the endloss energy. Notice 
the dependence otr R E  which results from the :~ssi~mption that die endloss sampled 
by the analyzer is representative of the tvtal endloss, leaving the mirror with a 
cross-section of n ~ i .  

In addition to wall current and power, cal-eful analysis may also give information 
about the plasma lifetime and potential. For a trapped, isolated plasma, Jmid is 
related to the loss rate by Jmid = q?tpLp/qoss. In addition, if a minimum ion 
energy is measured this would correspond to the positive, mirror potential, or if 
3 rninin~um electron energy is measured, this would indicate a negative, mirror 
potential. However. if' the mirror is not im18[t!d. all of the eridluss curr't'nf will not 
originate at the midplane. For example, the plasma can not be isolated for at least 
an ion-transit time after crowbar, (-- L/vthi), since during injection the density 
extenla1 to the mirror lnust be at least as great as the density in the m i r r ~ r . ~  In this 
case. the endloss analyzer will tneasurc both the decaying mirror plasma and the 
streaming external plasma. Also, a n y  ionization occurring in the extcrnal plasma will 
eventually be detected at the wall whether or not the ionization occurrcd outside or 
inside the mitror region. Ihus, if the lifetime of the mirror-plasma is much longer 
than the ion-transit time and if the volume-avenged. external ionization rate is 
sni;lll compared to that in the mil-ror, then the endloss current scales inversely with 
the trapped-plasma loss rate, and the minim.um ion energy will reflect the minor 
potential. Unfoltunately, this type of endloss behavior has only been observed at 
very low densities. (See in particular Appendix 3.) For typical operation (Section 
2.3), the ions are not well mirror-confined, the endloss current does not represent the 
trapped-plasma loss time, and potential measurements of the mirror are cotnplicated 
by tlle ions external to the mirror region. 
3Noticc that a 30cv ion rcquires about 4Opsec to reach the end wall from the midplane! 
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2.2.4. -------- Diamagnetic Loop. A diamagnetic loop encircled tlic plasma and nionitored 
the changc of the magnetic field induced by the plasma. Ilie loop is tiouble shielded 
and integratctl passively using the inductance of the coil and a terminated, 50fl cable. 
l h e  time constant was rl,, -- .iOpsec, which acted to ruduce the low-frequency field 
fluctuations of the lore bars and the dcc~ying main field. The data were nunierically 
integrated in tlie computer after compens:~ting for the avenge linear offset due to 
tlie low-frequency signals. 

The dianiagnetic loop gives a voltage propottional to the flux linked by the 
loop and is therefore very sensitive to the geometry of tlie plasma. The formula 
used in this analysis is 

with the fi~ctor, K, -- 2.2, representing thc erect of the wall eddy currents and the 
return flux due to the axial gradicnt of the diamagnetism. Rp is the effective radius 
of tlie plastna. In conjunction wi tli the mc:surernents of the radial density profile 
(with langmuir probes) or the magnetic profilc (witli a niagnctic probe), Equation 
10 gives thc product of the density and perpendicular temperature averaged over 
the plasma cross section. 711e total, perpcndiculal- plasma energy is given by the 
product of the diami~g~~etic signal and the plasma length, XR:L, Kg 

K,L, are estimated). The energy confinement time was obtained from the decay of 
tlie diamagnetism. 

T h c  loop was c:~librated by using a small circular coil, 30 cni long and with a 
3.Ocm nd~us.  ' lhe response of the loop to the known flux W;IS used to determine 
TLIR and estimate Kg. 

2.2.5. X-ray Detectors . Four silicon si~rface barrier detectors (SBD) and a plastic 
scintillator were used measure target x-rays emitted from the plasma. Beryllium 
filters of various thicknesses were placed in front of the detectors. Ratios of 
the detected currents indicate temperature, and the changing intensities determine 
changing hot electron density. Eqch detector was collimated to look at the target-the 
Sl3Ds with stainless sieel, and the scintillator with lead. The array of four SBDs was 
placed inside the vacuum chamber to allow detection of sofi (-100ev') x-rays. The 
scintillator was outside the chamber and was sensitive to x-rays 2 4kev. 

As an x-ray photon penetrates the depletion layer of a surface barrier detector, 
electron-hole pain are created and collected in the biased depletion lilyer. The 
current detected is eql~al to the total absorbed photon energy divided by 3.6uolt. 
The S13D current is amplified with a low noise transimpedance amplifier built from 
an FET. 771c amplifier-dctector system gave about 1 to Znamps of noise current at 
200kI-I~ bandwidth. ?he noise and bandwidth were limited by the large (-150pf) 
capacitance of the detectors. ?he response curves of the f lterud SBDs are shown 



Figurc 10. Absorption cuncs Tor surfkc hicr dctcctcrrs without a filtcr and with 0.5. . 

1. and ltnil Bc filtcrs. 'lhc b w  cncrgy limit is duc to thc dcpositcd. thin aluminwn 
anodc through which thc x-rays must p;lss. 'Ihc high cncrgy limit is duc to the thickness 

of thc dctcctor. 

in Figure 10. 71ic scintillt~tor einits light proportion:~l to the incident x-,my intensity 
and the light is monitored with a pliot~multiplier. 

The surfice barrier detectors werc calibratcd in three steps. First. each detector 
and amplifier was bench tested with a radioactive FeS5 calibration source. Since the 
signal lcvcl was low, a box w integrator was used to improve the signal to noise 
ratio. Sccoiidly, within the vacuum chamber, an electron beam at 3.6kev and 2.8kev 
wtls fired at the target, and the detected signals werc compared with those cxpected 
from the target x-ray analysis presented in the next paragraphs. This is shown in 
Figure 11. Finally, the relative solid angle of the detectors was measured by placing 
windows of equal thickness over each detector and then comparing the received 
signals as a lhction of target's mdiul position. This final calibration dctennined 
the hottest measurible temperature to be -- 2kev due to the uncertainty of these 
solid-angle corrcction factors. 

Trlfget x-my analysis was used throughout this thesis. since it allowed examination 
of the short-lived and low-density hot-electrons. To illustrate this, a comparison was 
made between the bremsstrahlung and target x-ray intensities. For bremsstrahlung 

. (Griem, 1965 ), 
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Bs Thickmss 
Yiyre 11. A cillibralion of 'thc SBD dctcctors with an clcctron bcam. Ihe rclative 
signals m not cxpccted to bc cquivalcnt due 'to the unknown x-ray radiation pattern. 
Howcvcr, the ratios of thc signals arc wcll rcprcscntcd by thc targct x-my analysis used 
in this thesis 

. which gives the radiated power per ev in unils of (erglscc-ev) per steradian.cm3. 
XH = 13.6ev, and XHn is the ionization energv from the nth shell, The Gaunt 
factor, g f f  = 1.2. Integrating over E, thc total radiatud bremsstmhlung power per 
cm3 is 

where En,' g j n / n 3  = 1.2, and T is in units of ev. Notice that free-free 
bremsstnhlung dominates for T. > 2 . 2 X H Z 2 / g f f  -- 25eu Z2. 

The emissions for target x-rays were obtclined from the formula (Evans, 1955, 
Bengtson, el d, 1974) 

where E is now in ergs. .and the units of the equation is erg/(erg-stcradian) per. 
incident electron of energy Eo. 7'0 obtain dIt , /dE for a target immersed in the 
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Figure 12. Diitgr3ms of the targct and brernsstr;ihlung currcnts as rncasurcd by the 
surfacc barrier dctcctors for typical plasma pclmctcn. 'lhrcc plots arc shown for thrce 
thickncsscs of bctyllium filtcrs (I.cfl: Unfiltcrcd, Middlc: 0.5mil Ik, Right: 4mil Re.) 

plasma, Equation 14 is integrated over an incident flux orelectrons. For a Maxwcllian 
plasma incident at the thermal speed, integrition of Equation 14 gives 

with the units. erg/(eqstreradian+sc) per cm2 of target surface. For target x-rays, 
the total radiated power is therefore 

where. now, T is in ev. Comparing target and bremsstrd~lung x-ray intensities for a 
typical case of T = 500ev. ne = 10ll. n, = loL2, Zell = 1. Ztp = 25 (for stainless 
steel), a targ& area of 1.2an2, and a viewing volume of 140cm3 gives 

The target intensity is more than four orders of magnitude higher! Figure 12 shows 
calculations of target and brcmsstrahlung signals received by the SBDs for three Be 
filter thicknesses. For this reason, only target x-rays were analyzcd in this thesis. The 
targct analysis has the advantage of spatial localization and eliminates the need for 
a viewing dump. The target has the obvious disadvantage of perturbing the plasma 

In fitct, because the target.(or anything else inserted into the plasma) cfrectively 
eliminates all incident hot elwtrons, the hot elcctron density at the target should 
be lower than the hot electron density on other magnetic flux surfaces. A crude 
estimate of the density reduction can be made by re-calculating the hot electron 



flux based either on the drift-speed into the flux tube cont:~ining the target or 
oti cross-field collisional transpolt. In the former, when the target dianieter is 
wider thnn Rp(wD/wn)  (i.e. the plasnia radius times the ratio of the drift and the 
bouncc frcquencics), the density sliould be lowcred by tlie factor (VD/~lh)(LP/I?t9), 
where VD is the drift speed. I11 the latter, the density is lowered by an atnount 
( T ~ / A T ) ( ~ ~ / T ~ ~ ) ( L ~ / ~ C ~ ~ ) ,  where rl is the hot elcctron Larnior radius, Ar is the 
scale length of the perperidicular temperature gradient, atid re, is the collision 
frequency. For both of these limits, the dcnsity is reduced by less thm a factor 
of' lo2 for the 4kev hot-electron tempcraturcs measurcd. Notice that since the 
vclocity dependence of the hot-elcctrnn f l ~ ~ x  is sn~:dl compared to tlie uxportenria/ 
depelldence on the hot-clcctron distriblrtio~i, the nliu of the  S13D signals will 
bittifully represent tlic temper~ture (if not the density) of the electrons n e w  the 
target. 

The problem remains, however, to relate the measured temperature (with the 
target) to what the temperature would hove beer1 if rlte targcr l~crcl not been ill the 
plasma. Stated in another way, for an accurate nieasurcment, the probe should 
not effect the power balance of the heated electrons. This was roughly tested by 
monitoring the diamagnetism as the target was inserted into tlic plasma. Usu:~lly, the 
target was inserted up to the point where the effect on thc energy confinement time 
was first noticcable. ll!is was 3-4cm. Nevertheless, it is l ikcly that the tcmperatllre 
of the hot electrons on the rncasured flux surface was still limitcd in some way. For 
instance, electrons with energies greater than 500cv will probably drift completely 
around the plasma-and hit the ~~lget-befi)i.e being pitch-angle scattered out of the 
mirror! In other words, tlie target x-ray signal represents only those electrons heated 
during one drift pcriod. This cream an additional limitation to the hot electron 
temperature imposed by the target. The target loss-rate scales as the magnetic drift 
speed, or -- That, independent of density. 

2.2.6. Probes . Seveml movable probes were used to measure the radial 'and axial 
dcnsity profiles. the radial diam~gnetic profile, the floating potential, and the bulk 
electron temperature. 

The radial and axial profiles of the plasnia were measured with Langmuir 
probes. The tungsten-tipped probes were b imd  to measure the ion-situration 
current (either 45 or 90 volts). I'he bias was DC for low densities and pulsed for 
high densities in order to avoid breakdowns. 

The bulk electron t.ennlperr~ture was obtained from the slope of the electron 
current as the probe's bias was swept up to 500volts in 7psec. The probe capacitance 
was nulled by using a differential current tneasurement between the probe inserted 
into the plasma and an identical "bi~cking" probe not in the plasma. 

'To ob~qin the magnetic profile, a small, 200-turn magnetic probe was inserted 
near the plasnla midplane. It gives a voltage proportional to the rate of change of 
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the loccl magnetic field. An extcrnal RC-integrator with the same time constant as 
the diamagnetic loop was used to passively integrate thc signill. lhc  radial variation 
of'thc ficld helps to determine the radial distribution of the diamagnetic current. 

Finally, a floating potential probe was used to obtain qualitative information of 
the radial potential variation, to measure the presence of Iiot electrons by observing 
the rapid reduction of the floating probe signal during heating, and to moilitor the 
ion cyclotro~i fluct~iatio~is related to microstability work discussed in the Appendix 
3. 

2.2.7. -- Data Acquisition System . Almost all of the Constance 2 data were digitized, 
recorded :aid processed with a y ~ ~ ~ c - b a s c d  data acq~lisilion system. The system 
consists of a CAMAC cratc, with its intcrfiace and digitizers. connected to the Plasma 
Physics TV display system and the Macsyma Consortium Computer. 

Two, cight-channel 400kHz digitizers arc used fix thc slowly varying signals. 
Four fast 20M Hz digitizers allow processing of filst-sweeping Langmuir and endloss 
signals, fast risirig diamagnetic data, and 10MHz fast-Fourier analysis of probc data. 
Automatic processing of str~ndard dii~gnostics, interactive recording of experimental 
parameters, scl f-documentation, and ease of programming special-pu rposc data 
processing functions niacie the system very easy to operate. The system was most 
commonly used to record several nearly identical shots, and then. average and plot 
the data and the standard deviation. 

2.2.8. Miscellaneous Diagnostics . A nudc vacuum gauge was calibrated in the - -- -----.--- ---------- 
magnetic field arid used to nionitor the pressure in the chamber. The guage was 
located near the wall at the midplane. A photo-diode mounted at the back of a long 
collimator monitored the plasma light. 

2.3. The Unheated Plasma 

Figure 13 shows an cxample of raw data describing the Constance 2 plasma 
without ECRH. The peak line density is 4.6 x 10'~cm-~, and the peak diamagnetism 
is 40 x 1012ev . ~ r n - ~ ~ ~ ( n c w ~ / l r 9 ) ?  The ratio of the two gives the average energy, 

(E*) = 52ev Kg(3/tw), where these measurements depend upon the plasma 
gometry (through the factors c, w, and Kg). If the peak signals corresponded 
to a circular plasma with R, = 3cm (cstilnated from probe analysis), then the 
average energy was 115ev and (n,) = 0.78 x 1.0'~crn-~. More likely, for the peak 
parameters, the plasma was elliptical (Sections 2.1 tuid 2.2.1). Assuming E -- 4, 

= 57ev and (n,) = 1.5 x l ~ l ~ c r n - ~ .  - 50psec afler crowbar, the 

4 ' I l ~ r o ~ g h ~ u t  this thesis. formuli~e will contain parmeters--such ;IS K,,(new2/lr9)-which represent 
the unknown or approximate parnnlctcrs which wcre assumed in ordcr to ohrain the numerical 
value. 
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Figure 13. Exiunple of a dixhnrgc withtrut RF heating. Shown arc thc line density, 
( 2 ~ ~ )  - 4.6 x 1012c?n-x. h e  diuna~ictism. (n(XSL -+ Te,L)rtw2) peu, - 40 X 
10"(n9m')cv . cm-:j. gun current, ion endloss and energy disuibution, and elccvon 
endloss and energy distribution. 



plasma should have re-circulnrizcd, and, therefore, the averagc energy is 39ev and 
(n.) = 0.78 x 10'~crn-~ with R, = 3cm. 

The endloss analyzer measures the loss power to the cnd-wall, and the decay 
of the diamagnetism measures the power loss from the mirror region. When these 
are compared, the endloss data must be milltiplied by the plastna arm and the 
diamagnetic signal by the plasma letrgth. At 50psec after crowbar, the electron 
current for die example is I, = 8 ~ n ~ s ( ~ , , / 3 ) ~  and the ion current is smaller by 
a fjctor of 1.5. (Some of this ~~nbalance probably represents secondary electron 
emission.) Using the measured endloss energies, the wall power is ?50watts(~,/3)~, 
75% of which is due to the ions and the remaining due to the electrons. Notice that 
Rp determines the plasma area and was estimated to be -- 3cm from Langrnuir 
probe data. The peak power loss measured by thc diamagnetic loop is roughly 
pzzk = 600watts(Lp/100), and. 50psec aRer crowbar, the power is lowered 

+50j4scc by the decrease in diamagnetism to be about Pdio 200~~t t~(L~/100)- in  
reasonable agreenlent w i t l ~  the endloss me;surements. Notice that L, was assumed 
to be 100cm. This is equal to thc distance between mirror peaks. This equivalence 
of the dimagnctic and endloss powers wi th  I,, 2 lOOcm implics that even 5Opsec 
after crowbar the plasma density is uniform throughout the mirror. In Tnct, this 
can also be considered as the first piecc of evidcncc that the density external to 
the mirror region is high since the external density is related to the density at the 
mirror-peak by the ratio of the magnetic field outside the mirror to the magnetic 
field at the mirror peak. 

Actually, the presence of plasma extenial to the mirror is characteristic of cool, 
gun produced plasmas. In the PIX-6 cxpcrimer~t (Kanaev, 1979). thc cool ion density 
(T, 20ev) was roughly equal to the density of hotter ions (T, -- 100 to 200eu). 
By waiting a cool ion transit time, -- 50psec, the cool ions external to the mirror 
decaycd while the hotter ions, trapped by the mirror, remained mirror-confined for 
up to four times longer. An important goal of the Constance 2 program was to 
determine whether or not Constance 2 operites in a similar Fdshion. 

This detelmination was made by examining the scaling of the particle 
confinement time as the line-desnity was varied by changing the gun-injection 
time. When enough hot ions are produced, the confinemcrlt will be dominated 
by the ion-ion collisions of these hot ions. In this case, the particlc (and energy) 
confinement-time wales as c '2n-1 .  On the other hand, if the ions are cool (and 
dense) enough so that the ions in the loss cone scatter into and out of the loss 
cone during a bounce period (Le. wgr,, - I), then the ions will "flow" out of the 
mirror--only weakly dependent on the magnetic mirror-at the ion thennal speed? 
5Some very elegant. work has been done by Wong and others krron,  EI ol., 1981 at UCLA's 

LAMEX cxperinlent which investigate thc scaling of [his confinement with mirror nitio. l l e y  find 
Ihe confinement time to scale 3s r , ~ , , ~ ,  - R L/v,htr where R is the mirror ratio, L the distance 
between mirror peaks, and vth.i is tlle ion thermal specd 



Figure 15. Thc ntio of the ion saturation current to thc line dcnsity for sevcral axial 
pcsitiuns alld ftrr thrcc timcs during the dcray of rhc plasma. 

-'I2 and In this case. the particle (and energy) confinement times will scale as Ti 
will bc independent of the density. 

Figure 14 (top) illustrtltes the observed scaling of the particle confinement 
timc as the line density is increwd. The behavior of the confinement times can 
be separated into two regions of operation. On die left-hand side of the figure, 
"low-density" operation is rougkly described by l/n-scaling. At these densities, the 
ions arc hottest and can bounce sevcral times (as much as 40 times for Ti = lOOev 
and n -- l ~ ~ ~ c r n - ~ )  before scattering into the loss cone. On the right-hand side, as 
the density increases. the ions cool and the confinement timc actually increases! At 
the higher densities, the ions ''flow" out of the mirror at their thermal speed. 

To further illustrate this phenomenon, the square-root of the ratio of the 
diamagnetism to the line-density (ie. the average energy) is plotted against line- 
density for the same data. After normalizing the data, the fit of this ratio (bottom) 
to'the confinement time (top) is quite good 

Referring back to the description of the experiment opersltion in Section 2.1.2, it 
is not surprising that the plasma is described by mirror-confinement at low densities 
and "collisional" confinement at higher densities. As tlie gun produces plasma, the 
low density ions arc: initially hot (bottom of Figure 5) and rapidly cool as the density 
builds up. The injection process can bc pictured as the gradual formation of a long 
column extending from giin to the end wall. If the injection lasts for a long time, the 
line-density in the trap reaches a steady value of -- 10 - 20 x l ~ l ~ c r n - ~ .  and the 
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Figure 14. The sc;lling of the p;lrticle confinement time (top). the increase of the 
diama$nctism (midtllc). and the square-root of the ratio of thc pcak diamiignctisrn to the 

ntk Imc-dcnsiry wit11 it~crc;lzitrg I~tlc-density. l'hc data indicate "mirror-conlincmc~~t~* at 
Pow densities imd "collisit?nili confinvment'-rtcpendent upon thc ion thermal speed-at 
high densities 
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column's density is (likely to be) unifonn. Usually, the gun is crowbarred to limit 
the density so that the density towards the plasma gun is higher than the density 
toward the dunip tank (Figure 6). 

By limiting the injection to very short times, the ion temperature is maximized, 
and low density minimizes the collisionality. Also, since the gas rise in the chamber 
is due to plasma bombarding the ch'mber walls, the short injection time dso 
reduces the neutral pressure. Occasionally, under these conditions, ion-cyclotron 
fluctuations, characteristic of mirror-confined ions, have been observed. However, 
for the conditions typical during most of the experiments reported here, even for 
short injection times, unstable plasmas were not produced. Further discussion of 
cxpcrimcnts with ion-cyclotron instabilities is ~ O L I I I C I  i l l  Appe~rdin 3. 

Another important experinlenE was to measure tlie axial length of the plasma 
in the mirror chamber during t.he decay of the plasma. The results of this experiment 
are shown in Figure 15. The ratio of the ion-saturation current measured by an 
auially movable probc t.o the line-density was plotted for three times during the 
decay ol'the plasma. I h c  data indicate that even 100psec after crow-bar, the plasma 
profile has not significantly changed from the profile at the end of injection. 

Figure 16 sulnmarizes the typical unheated plasma paranetels described in this 
section. 

2.4. The ECR Heated plasma 

2.4.1. -- Analysis of Power Balance. When the ECRH pulse is applied to the plasma 
several changes occur: (1) a large incrwse of the Jiamagnctisrn is observed, (2) the 
Langmuir probe shows an increase of the bulk electron temperature, (3) target x-ray 
signals are observed, (4) a (small) positive increase in the potential is observed with 
the cndloss arialyzer, and (5) the plasma light and neutral pressure increas, This 
section explains how the diagnostics are used to ex'mine of the heated electrons 
and describes the mdysis used to determine the dominant power loss mechanisms. 

Examples of some of these measurements are shown in Figures 17 to 19. 
For Figure 17, the input power was 15kWatt7, and the resonance zones were 
approximately llcm to either side of the midplane. The measured diamagnetism 
was 275 x 1012ev . K , ( ~ / R ~ ) ~ ,  and the line-density was 3.8 x l ~ ~ ~ c r n - ~ .  
Following the arguments in Section 2.3, the avcrage density is -- 0.5 x l ~ ' ~ c r n - ~ ,  

giving ( w & / w 2 )  -- 0.5. The average energy is 475cv K , ( 3 / 4 ) .  

By examining the rate of rise and decay of the diamagnetism, the heating 
eficiency is estimated to be qinit = 64%(Lp/30) initially, and qf,.., = 60%(Lp/30) 
at the end of the heating pulse. 
t i l l i s  was performed by J. Irby. 
:Except for the 0.7psec "burst" at the start of thc pulsc (Section 2.1.3). 



Typical Constice 2 Parameters without ECRH 

Line density 
Diamagnetism ( R p  = 3cm) 
Plasma radius (re-circularized) 
Axial length 
Average density 
Ion temperature (bulk) 
Hot ion temperature (low density) 
Electron temperature (11 n heated, decay) 
Injection time 
Observed containment time 
w ~ 7 - i  /27r (typical densities) 
Neutral density 
Ellipticity (c, injection) 
End power-ions (Itp = 3cm) 
End power--electrons 

F'iyre 16. Summary of typical panmctcrs for' thc Constance 2 plasma without ECRH. 
Notice that for thc parameters shown wbrii - 1 and tlrc plasma is "collisionally 
confincd". 

Presumably, the loss power mensurcd by the diamagnetic loop is lost to the 
end-walls. The diamagnetic loop gives 3.lkWatt Kg(&/30) at the end of the heating 
pulse and 0.73kWutt l(,(Lp/30) lopsec later. (Notice that Lp -- 30cm was used 
to compute the loss power instead of -- loocrn used in the previous section. This 
distance is an assumption since no measurement of the length of the liented electrons 
was made. However, if' the length were longer, the absorbed power measured with 
the diamagnetic loop would exceed the input power. Since L, is about 1/3 the 
distance between the mirror peaks, this assumption corresponds to mirror-confined 
electrons.) To clleck the power balance, this loss power is compared with that 
measured by the endloss analyzer. As before, this requires a measurement of the 
radius of the heated plasma. By assutning the same radius used in Section 2.3, the 
data in Figure 18 gives a total endwall power which is only -12% of the di'magnetic 
loss power. The electron endloss power is 0 .53kWat t (1?~/3)~  at the end of the pulse 
and only 0,08kWatt(l3,,/9)~ LOpsec later. During heating 90% of the electron power 
to the wall is from the "bulk" electrons and 10% is from the "warm" electrons. 
lopvec later, the bulk and warm electrons contrikute equally to the measured wall 
power. The ion power also increases (due partly to the increased total current and 
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i l ~ u ~ f r i n c r c )  
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I 1 I I 1 

DIAMAGNETISM 

WARM ELECTRON ENOLOSS . . 

Figure 17. An cxamplc of the linedensib, diamagietism, and wann. endloss signals 
during ECRH. 
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1;igure 18. Example of .the eiccuon, and, ion endltxs distribution for shots similar to 
tha~ shown in the prev~ous figure. I'he Ion distribution was found by averaging the 
cndloss current over 10 shots while the rcpellcr grid was swcpt in 7paec. 'The electron 
distribution was fi~und by averaging over three shots at each of the repciler voltages 
shown. 
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Bulk Electron Temperature (Langmuir Probe) 

\ h 

RF OFF 1 20 30 40 50 60 7 0 
pSEC 

Fipurc 19. Thc "bulk" clcctron tcmpcraturc mmurcd with a langmuir probe inscrtcd 
placcd at the plasma's edge, 

portly to the increased potential), giving a peak wit11 power of 0.48kWait (4 /312,  
but this increase is insufficient to account for the difference between the endloss 
and diamagnetic signals. 

Notice that. by assuntingthat the wall power flows uni formlv through e (circular) , - 
cross section of R, = 3cm. the measured wall power is nearly a factor of 10 lower 
than that measured by the diamagnetic loop! This discrepancy was resolved by 
examining the increase of the radius of /he healed plasma. In other words, equal (or 
greater) power flux bombards the walls at larger radii during ECliH than without 
heating? 

To diagnose the increasing radius, floating, h g m u i r  and magnetic probes 
were moved in radially at the midplane. In this way. the density. floating potential, 
and diamagnetic profiles were monitored with and without ECRH. Figure 20 shows 
both the radial increase of the density profile and the depression of the floating 
potential (indicative of fist electron production) extending out a t  least 12cm from 
the axis. Figure 21 gives examples of the magnetic probe signals at increasing 
distances from the axis and also shows the magnetic profile with and without ECRH. 

%ctually. the increased radial power loss was only quillitatively meiisurcd by examining the 
power loss wi& the lofl'e bars mined off. In this GSC. the endlos analyzer maps to a point -at the 
midplanc -- 5cm off axis. Here, hot electrons were mcasured during ECRI4 evcn though no signal 
could be measured without ECRII. For the most pan  however, the conclusion thar the radius 
of the powerflow increases is iril'erred Smm the profilc measurenlcnts described in the following 
paragraphs. 
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Figure 20. Flattine probe measurements (top) with and without ECRI.1 showing the 
large negative dcprcssion drop of the potential indicative .of fast clcctron production. 
Also. Lanpuir robe measurcmctits (bottom) of ths radial profile of the ion saturation 
current wlth an 6 without ECRH. 
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The point of neutral ~nagnetic flux is a measure of the "edge" of the energy density. 
'This clearly increases in radius during ECRH.g Notice also that without the loffe 
bars, the heated radius extends even further outward than when the quadripole is 
energized. Since 6cm (with lolye bars) and Scm (without loffe bars) correspond to 
the flux tube which hits the diamagnetic loop, the di'magnetic loop may be limiting 
radial expansion of the energy. However, in addition to the field-lines which hit the 
diamagnetic loop, with the Ioffe bars energized, the outer field lines also map to the 
chamber walls at high field (see Figure 3). Also, the difference between the density 
pro_lle and the "edge" of the energy density suggests that the outer electrons are 
hotter than the inner, denser electrons, In other wards, if both the inncr and outer 
plasma absorb cqual power flux, the outer, low density plasmi~ will be hotter than 
the inner plasma. Note that the endloss analyzer measures the "inner" plasma and 
the target x-ray detector measures the "outer" plasma 

The rapid density rise during ECRH implies an increased ionization rate.1° To 
account for this density, the pressure must rise by at least a fhctor of 5. However, 
the pressure, monitored by a nude vilcuum gauge and shown in Figure 22, increases 
by only a factor of two. Nevertlleless, the actual increase at the walls, whcre the gas 
evolves is probably much greater than indicated by nude gauge. Most of the gas 
increase probably occurs well within 50psec oj' the ECRH pulse since this is the 
length of time within which the energy of' the plasma increases and decays. In this 
time, thc gas cannot reach the g;luge, and the pressure at the end-walls (ie. where 
the gas is generated) is likely to be more than s~~fficient to account for the observed 
density incrcllsc. 

To help model the electron heating with the Fokker-Planck simulation, 
the dominant loss mechanisnis were analyzed. A simple model illustrating the 
particle/power balance is expressed in the following two equations 

describing the particle balance, and 

representing the total loss power. In these equations, 5 is the modified Pstukhov 
confinement time (Cohen, et al., 1980), ?hot is the hot electron confinement time, Ti 

is the ion confinemel~t time, Jed is the net inward flux of cool electrons from the 
- ppppp 

91t should be rncntioncd that thc n~agnetic pmbe was outsidc the turning point resonance during 
these measurcmcnts. As h e  rcsonancc zones rnovcd past the probe position thc signal was always 
"parunagnctic," suggesting hat  the presence of thc probe docs not allow the "build-up" of 
cnergctic electrons at the probc's position. 

1°An incrcasc of thc plasmii light was observed during heating. as expected during an increase 
01' the clectnln tcmpcrature and ncutrnl density. 
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Figure 21. Samples of maenctic prr)be L w  during ECRH md exiimple~ of the magnetic. 
profilc with u ~ d  wilhout ~ C K H  are shown. ']he radial limiwtiun to die energy-density 
pr.ofilc m i a t  bc rciated LO the ciiatnagnc~ic coil acting as a "limiter". 
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. . . . 
Fiprc 22. Snrnplc data showing the prcs.urc risc at thc chamber wall at the midplane, 
with and without ECKH. lhc  curve labclcd "prcssurc at plasma" was mcasurcd with 
thc chargc exchange analvzcr (Sation 223). 

mirror peaks, and (ionz) is the particle crcation rate due to ionization. Calculation 
of the total power loss, fi,,,, first requires solution of Equation 20 which insures 
panicle balance and detennitxs the potential, 0. Physically, the potential is a "free 
parameter" which adjusts itself to equate total electron and ion loss nltes. Once O 
is known, the loss rates for each specie! and, conseqi~cntly, Pl,, are determined. 
Note that magnetically-confined, hot electrons (Ebt >> a) initially depress the 
potential by roughly 6 0  -- Thtk(nbt/nhlk). AS explained by loffe; et d. 1974. 
after the depression has ibrmed. it is reduced by electrostatically-confined, cool ions. 
Furthermore, negative potcr~tials would form whenever the ions are more collisional 
than the ions, or T. > ( m i / m e ) 1 / 3 ~ ;  -- 12%. For 2Oev ions, the potential becomes 
negative whenever T, exceeds -240ev. 

The simple model expressed by Equations 20 and 21 predicts several possible 
"scaling laws" which can be checked against the observed scaling of the experiment 
(ii in Section 2.3). Two limits are considered. F i  when Jed + 0. r, = 
ri(nsulr/ni)[l - (nh,,t/n;)(~,/=t)]-', and the potential must adjust itself so that 
'the bulk electron loss rate equals the ion loss rate modified slightly by the hot 
electrons. This is the usual picture of mirror confinement, implying that the bulk 
electron losses will scale as the ion confinement time. For hot ions, +i -- T;1I2/n. 
For cool ions. r; -- T;'", and, when T, or O exceeds T,, ri stales as  the 
ion-sound speed. Notice also that, for this case, the parricle and energy cot~fnemenr 
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times will be equal. In addition, until the electron temperature is of the order of 
12T,, @ will increase with T,. The second case is when JeZt is larger than the ion 
loss rate. This is expected in plasma with high densities at the mirror throat. In this 
case, the potential is nearly constant along the entire length of the plasma column 
(Boltzman's law gives @(s) = Thlk In(nbulk(s)/nO)), and a large density of nearly 
Maxwellian "passing" electrons boulice electrostatically between the wall sheaths. 
(Secondaries and ionization reduce the potential and cool the external plasnla.) The 
net rate of iiectrons entering the mirror when tllc mean-free-path of tile passing 
electrons is much longer than the distance between mirrors has been calculated by 
Colien. et ul., 1981. In this case, the characteristic time of the entering electrons 
scales as However. as the incoming electron temperature 
decreases (Tezt < 20ev), Cohen's formula is no longer valid, and JeZt -- neztVth,ezt. 
Essentially a11 of the electrons entering the mirror contribute to the particle balance. - 112 For this case, the characteristic time of the power loss will scale as (n/ne,t)Te, , 
independent of the density. Notice that when the external current dominates the 
power balance, then the potenrial will not increase with Tbulk and the p~rticle and 
energy confilten~att rimes will d~ffer. 

By changing the R F  power for fixed plasma injection time, the scaling of the 
initial energy loss-time was observed to scale inversely with the square-root of the 
ratio of the diamagnetism to tlie line density and to be roughly independent of 
density and magnetic field. This is shown in Figure 23. Endloss power measurements 
agree with this scaling (Figure 24). In addition, since t l~e loss powcr scales as 
fiNa/v - J ; ~ T ( ~ T ) .  an equilibration is expected with (nT)., -- P:?. An example 
of thc observed "ECRH equilibrium" is shown in Figure 26. The 65-scaling 
indicate that tlie dominant loss process is either the sound-speed dependence of 
the ion confinement or the increasing extcrnal flux of cool electrons proportional 
to the heated diamagnetism. Both of these are independent of density and have 
characteristic times which scale as I/&?. However, as mentioned previously, the 
potential does not significantly rise with T,. This fact implies the presence of a high 
external electron flux. For instance, with TeZt -- 16eu, the ratio of the mirror-peak 
density to the midplane density need only be -0.25 to account for the observed 
.power loss. Nevertheless, as shown by the examples in Figure 26, the particle loss 
time is also decreased as a result of heating! In fact, the increased endloss flux 
is consistent with this observation. This suggests that a combitzation of both the 
increased ion loss rate (as the ion sound-speed) and the flow of external electrons 
into the mirror (high density at the mirror peak) are needed to adequately describe 
the heated electron power balance. 

The relative amounts of energy which are lost either because of the influx 
of external electrons or from the changing ion-confinenlent time have not been 
determined. However, the following data suggest that the energy processes differ at 
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ENERGY LOSS-TIME VS. DIAMAGNETISM 
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Figure 23. llle scaling of the initial energy loss-time with avcra c tcmperature, line 
density and magnetic field. 'The data indicate that the dominant f uss prmess is either 
the decreasing confincmcnt of the ions (due to their dcpendcnce on the sound-speed) 
or increasing exemid flux of cool clecuons proportional to the heatcd diamagncmm. 



Figure 24. lhe scaling of the endluss parameters wih density (top) and dim;lgnetim 
(boltom). 
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-. 

Warm Electr. 

Figure 25. Examples of thc endloss distribution as mcasurcd hv sweeping the elcctron 
repcllcr l id Sh~m an lour cam: (top) varintion uf KF power with fixed plasma 
density. buwrn) variation of density with fixed RF power. - 



different radii. Also in Figure 26, an exatnple of the interferometer signal for a long 
RF pulse (35psec) is shown. The density remains constant during ECRH (although 
it initially increases). If the increase in ion loss rate dominated, then the density 
would begin to decrease immedii~tely. This difference between the confinement 
times just before ruld just after the ECRH is turned-off must result either from 
cold-ion electrostatic trapping, or from a steady source of ions created at the walls 
which maintains the density. Either explanation is possible. Since the RF power 
appears to be as strongly absorbed at the edge of the plasma as at the center, the 
edge electrons should be hotter than those at the center. 'These low-density, energetic 
electrons bombard the walls, ionizing absorbed ,gas. Then, in order for the edge 
densitv ro incrm.se, these newly ionized cold ions must enter the mirror region. This 
flow will occur whenever there is a density gradient and will be fbrther increased 
if the edge potential is negative with respect the wall potentid.ll In the event of a 
negative edge potential, tJle cold ions would be electrostatically-confined as long as 
the electron temperahrre was maintained. The equilibrium potential would depend 
on the influx of cold ions from the walls and the temperature of the (probably 
slightly hotter) ions conlined at the edge. However. even if the potential was not 
negative, if the cold-ion generation rate remained constant throughout ECRH, the 
edge density should still be maintained. It is interesting to further speculate whether 
trapping might also occur at the center of the plasma with the denser (and probably 
hotter) ions; however, no evidence was found which supported this conclusion. On 
the contrary, by lowering the loffe current the density increase observed with the 
interferometer was found to decrease-presumably due to the reduced contact with 
the walls. 

The picture which finally emerges is complicated, but the following conclusion 
seems consistent with the data presented in this and the preceding sections. At the 
start of the RF pulse, the plasma is a long column of plasma relatively uniform along 
the axis. The microwave power is absorbed at the edges as well as in the middle of 
the plasma, enlarging the area of power flow to the wills. The line-density of the 
plasma increases, presumably from ionization of gas. ~t the walls. This wall plasma 
flows into the mirror region and is perhaps confined at the edge electrostatically. 
Since the density at the mirror pe& is comparable to the density at the midplane. 
there is a large influx of "passing" electrons from outside the trap. This keeps the 
potential low and allows the heated "bulk" electrons to leave at the rate which keeps 
the net electron loss rate equal to the ion loss rate. In a sense, an external electron 
enters the mirror and leaves a moment later, warmed up. This provides a mechanism 
for the observed saturation of the heated diamagnetism. When the ECRH is turned 
off, the ions escape the mirror at a rate proportional to the sound-speed, and the 

llAltllough no cvidcnce of a ncgative potential was ever ohservcd Figure 20 shows that the 
floating potential measured at the edge is negative. 
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Figure 26. (Top) Ekample of ECRH equilibrium expectcd due to the fi dependence 
of the elccuon loss rate. (Bottom) E.xampl!?j of  the increased loss rate of the line density 
and rhc time history of the cndlw- Thc line density shows both the increase in density 
during ECKH and the rapid decrease after the heating pulse cnds. 
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Figure 27. A sketch of the p i m i  configuration showing the magnetic ficld, plasma 
density. iwd the potential. Two electron popuiatio~a are shown: the trapped wann 
and hot clecuons and the external, or "pasing" distribution. 'The "bulk" clcctrons can 
be considered to be a combination of the "passing" and coldest part of the trapped 
distribution 

bulk electrons cool rapidly due to the continual influx of electrons from the external 
plasma A diagram illustrating these ideas is shown in Figure 27. In addition, the 
velocity-space distribution (from a simulation run) co~esponding to the drawing 
is shown, identifying the "trdpped and "passing" electron distributions. As will 
be explained in Chapter 4, by using the cool electron flw as the dominant loss 
mechanism the potential can bedfxed during a simulation, greatly simplifjing the 
Fokker-Planck code. 

2.4.2. A Summary of the Electron Parameters During ECRU . Figure 28 sum- 
marizes this section by presenting the typical plasma parameters a. a result of 
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heating. These parameters are bused on the following diagnostics: (1) the ratio 
of the diamagnetism to the line density which detelmines the average energy, (2) 
Langmuir probe ;md endloss measurements which determine the "bulk" electron 
population, (3) a tail, observed with the eridloss analyzer, which determines a 
"warm" electron pop~~lation, (4) finally, (discussed in Chapter 5) surface barrier 
detectors which determine the hot electron temperature. Estim;ltions of the relative 
densities of thcse populations are more difficult. The main difficulty res~l1t.s fi'om the 
inability to calculate the density of the hot electrons from the target x-ray intensities 
(Section 2.2.5). ~owevei, from the endloss analyzer, an estimate of the fraction 
of "warm" electrons can bemade by using the measured "warm" endloss current 
i~lnng with the pitch-angle scattering time corresponding to the measurcd energy 
md deas~ty. This gives (n,,,/n) -- I~oss ,wa~m~~oss,w~m/n".  Uslng  he parameters 
from the example discussed previously, l',,,, = 200ev, lwa,m = 0.24amps, giving 
(n,,,,/n) = 0.15/n2 -- 60%. For this cx:unple, the average energy was between 
150cv and 250ev, indicating that at least half of the observed energy rise consisted of 
the "warm'' c~mponent.~Vurthermore. as the power is lowered or density raised, 
this fraction decreases (Figure 24). As shown in Chapter 4, the Fokker-Planck 
simulation reproduces this conclusion. 

12'This was also the conclusion reached in the Constance 1 ECRH experiments. Notice too that 
this is indeed a sizable fraction of "warm" electrons which may locally. deprcn the potential. Ihis 
is an important issue related to the stabilization of thc DCLC instability. (See Appcndix 3.) 



Typical Constatlce 2 Parameters with ECRH 

Input power 
Heating emciency 
Heating pulse length 
w $ / u 2  
Diamagnetism (R, = 6cm) 
Average energy 
Bulk electron temperature 
Warm electron temperiture 
Hot electron temperature 
Warm electron fraction 
Radius of energy density 
Energy loss time 
Particle loss time (after ECRH) 
Passing density 

Figure 28. Summary of typical piiramctcrs for the Constance 2 plasma during ECRH. - - 
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Chapter 3 

Accessibility and Absorption 

This chapter: (1) presents sample results of cold-plasma calcl~lations of the flow 
of RF power tlirough the plasma, (2) c5timates the ahso~ption of the wave energy 
by the plasma, and (3j shows cxperimentii data which indicate tllc predicted strong 
absorption of the  plasm:^. ' h e  important conclusions used in thc following chaptcrs 
are that the parallel index of refraction at rcsonancc is large (NII > 3) and that the 
plasma is strungly absorbent. A separate section is devoted to each point. 'Ilie first 
t w o  sections highliglzt the theoretical stcps used to analyze the W K B  propagation 
and absorption of thc RF in Constance 2. More detailed descriptions of the methods 
can be fbund in Appendix 1 and in the cited rcferences. 

3.1. Geometric Optlcs 

Because of the complicated plasma md magnetic geometry found in Constance 
2, iin approxitnate, WKB technique is uscd to atirnatc. the RF power Row through 
the plasma and the wave parameters at resonance (Bernstein, 1975). (See also 
Appendix 1, Section 7.) This approximation can be considered as an expansion of 
the non-local dispersion relation 

. . 
in the small variation over a wavelength of the quantities: DtJ, the local dispersion 
tensor, k(r) r V X(r), the wave vector, and @, the electric field strength. To fim 
order in the expansion, Equation 22 becomes 

. . 
w h e k  Dij = D: -k it);', the Hermetian and aoti-Hermetian parts. 
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Figure 29. Ilrawings 'illustrating the wavcguidc orientations cvilluatcd with gcwmctric 
optics. 

Tile W K B  approximation .used in this thesis consists of srtisfjing Quation 23 
by separately satisfying mcll of the two equations 

Solution of the first equation is called "geometric optics", and the solution of the 
second is wlled "physical optics". The symbols. v,. Wh, and kr, are rapedvely the 
group velocity, wave energy density, and spatial, d'mping rate. They are given by 
the formulae: 

. . 
where Dk is an eigenvalue of Dg. The eigenvectors define each mode's polarization. 
"Geometric optics" demands that the locd dispersion relation be satisfied throughout 
space. and "physic:i.l optics'' relates the divergence of the power flow to the spatial 
damping rate. , 
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Figure 30. 'ihc mtdcl magnetic ;md density profiles uscd to calculate thc ECKH ray 

The first step of the ml~ltion consists of calcul:dng thc power flow (both in 
coordinate space and in k-space!) as a mode is launched from the antenna through 
the plasma A computer code was programmed for this pt~rpcse.~ Drawings of the 
two wave-guide orientations studied are shown in Figure 29. The magnetic field and 
plasma density were nlodcled by using an equation which reproduced the overall 
characteristics of the experiment2 Figure 30 illustrcltes the modcl geometry. Using 
this model, the rate of change of the wavevector, 

is advanced along the ray path parametricidly with the group velocity, vi .  The code 
simply increments the phase-space position (r, k) according to the velocity (v,, vk) ,  
calculated from central differences. 

'Most of thc work involved with the dcvcloprnent of the cold-plasma ray-tracing code was 
performed by R. Garncr. liis results have bccn sutnmarizcd in Giner ,  et ciL, 1981. 
*'This was simili~r to the modcl uscd in Porkolab. el d.. 1981. Ihe major modification was the 

inclusion of the ncgativc ritdial well-depth at low Ioffc currents. 
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Figure 31. ,4 samplc of ray-rr~cing mulls for the lo0, axial hunchcr. N = 4.5 and 
e -- 10". 711c dashed line is the W, = w sulfate, thc clmc-dottcd line is c cyclotron 
resonance, and the looscly-docicd liae is the upper-hybrid resonance. 
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1;igurc 33. Examples of n y  paths in an ovcrdensc plasma. Noticc thc refraction of the 
waves to thc sides of thc plasma whcrc thcy are absorbed 

Smple rcsult3 from thc code are shown in Figures 31 and 32. The rays nlm 

toward the regions of high index of refraction ( ie  near cyclotron resonance) and 
away from the regions of low index of refraction (ic near w = up). When the 
plasmil density increms, as in Figure 33, reliaction ol'thc rays around the overdense . . .  
piasmil and their subsequent absorption n the cdgcs of the plasma is seen. It should 
be mentioned even though the whistler mode 0 = 0 propagates in an overdense 
plasni;t, the mode is not accessible horn the Constance launch geometries since the 
rays bend ( i e  0 # 0 )  beforc reaching the w = w, surface. aher  examples are 
shown in Garner, ct al., 1981. For the purposes of this thesis, the important results 
obtained from the ray-tracing calculation are the wlue of the propagation angle and 
the index of refraction at rcwnance. 

3.2. Physical Optics 

To detem~ine the absorption strength of the plasma, "physical optics" is used 
In the manner used here. this amounts to' cvaluation.of tl~c inner-product of the 
anti-Hennctii~n part of the dielectric tensor with the electric field vector and to 
wlculiaion of the goup velocity. Furthermore, since NLP (< 1, where /3 = v /c ,  
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ocily the right-handcd, diagonal element of D? is non-zero. Thus, oll oftkc energy 
trattsjierred bercs~eett /he particles and the wave can be e-uprt?sscd in terms ofihe sfrettgrh 
of rlte right-lmrlded polariz~~iiort a/ resormtlce. To emphasize the importiince of the 
light-kandcd field, Er, ~ u ~ d  to simplify the k)llowing fo~mula, the right-handed, 
resonant lield energy per input power flux is defined (Mauel, 1982b). Ibis is 

Go has units of speed-'; and for a right-handed wave in vacuum, & = 1/2c. 

To show the utility of the new expression, the local spatial damping rate 
becomes simply 

and the heating rate per input power flux is 

where the "bar" over Dy refen to the use of the bounce-averaged resonance 
firnction (Appendix 1) when ca!cwlating the average over the thennal electrons. In 
this form it's easy to recognize that kI is equal to the local ctte of energy transfer 
between the particles and thc wave, D;'IFr12, per input power flux. The heating rate 
is just the sum over resonances of the averaged energy exchange betwmn particles 
md wave. 

As cxpccted, the tom1 first-pass absorption cocficient, (2kILr,,) is proportional 
to the heating rdte (Equation 31) and is equal to tl~c integral of kI v, along the 
ray path. Since the most rapidly changing part of the integral is Dr. the other 
more slowly varying quantities can be npproximatcd by their values at resonance. 
The remaining integral of Dy can be related to thc bounce-averaged resonance 
function (described in the next chapter) by first trmsfom~ing the integral dong the 
ray trajectory to an integral along the field lines, as in 

cos tp 
(2kILr") a 2cos(4 - 0 f 6.krds  

where cos tp -- Vlnl . B -- 1 and cos ( - V, . B define the gometry of the 
transformation."~ow, by performing the integral dong the field line before the 
integrd over the electron's velocity distribution. Equation 32 can be written as 

31his appt'oximiition was motivated by a similar transformation made by Friclai~d and l'orkolab, 
1981. 
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cos tp 1 a(nE) 
(2k~Lfes) (VI~W) cm(, - (v,w%)ru st 

cos tp 
GZ 87r2 L B W ( X ~ ~ ~ )  

cos(4 - 0 
which is the desired statement of energy conservation. (See Section 9 of Appendix 
1.) The expression vllru is approximately 27r(V ln B)-' provided (V In B)-I is ( ) 
not too small. (See Equation 45 in Section 4.2.) 

Notice that the outcome of the WKB franiework is a complete description 
of the total energy transfer between waves. Only three items are required: (1) 
the ray gcotnetry, (2) the resonant field energy per input power flux, and (3) the 
integrd of the bounce-averaged resonance function over the particle distribution. 

ray geometry (shown in Section 3.1) gives NII, 4, and 6 .  The second point, 
t',,,. is discussed in the next paragraph. Ille third item. the rate of wave-particle 
energy trilnsfer per resonant field energy, v, is bund to be well approximated by 

To calculate &,,,, further numerical analysis was performed, finding the red 
roots. polarization. and group velocity for a "warm plasma". The results of the 
calculation are shown in Figure 34 for a 50eu Muwelliiln plasnia and for several 
values of the propagation angle. B = eoa-I (6  -6) .  'me two limiting cases of parallel 
and perpendicular propagation are the well-known whistler and extra-ordinw 
tnodcs. (See for examplc Akhiezer, et d., 1975, Fidone, et al., 19?8.) For parallel 
propagation, nearly all of the field energy is right-hand polarized and Eres is almost 
independent of X E w k / w 2 .  On the aher hand, b perpendicular propagation, 
the electrons "short-out" the resonant field. In this case, &,, -- ( A ~ / x ) ~  with 
Aw representing a combination of Doppler broi~dcning (proportional to wl\llla), 
"geometric" or transit-time broadening (proportional to ~ 2 ) ) .  and relativistic 
broadening (proportional to up2) (Mauel, 1982b). For T, 30kev. relativistic 
broadening is not important since a NI1 -. 0, the transit term dominates. 

'The bottom half of Figure 34 shows the product of the density and the resonant 
field, XE,,,. This is proportional to the both the heating rate and the first-pass 
absorption. A horizontal line  hi^ been drawn which rouglily separates the strongly 
and weakly absorbent parameters (for T, = 50ev). Notice that for propagation angles 
less than -- 30' or for low densities the plasma is strongly absorbent; whereas, 
for high densities (X 2 0.7) or perpendicular propagation. the plasma is weakly 
absorbent. For the cases examined with the ray-tracing code, (2kIILj,,) was always 
greater than one. For most cases, (2k1Lf,,) 2 10 due to the small propagation angle 
at resonance. 

When the waves are stronay dunped, the WKR/bounce-meraged description 
of the total energy transfer. assurnirlg consmt resorlanl c/ectric,fild for ail particles, 
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Figurc 34. Top: The mon- elcctric field energy pcr input power flux, Ere, versus 
dcnsity. X = w:,/w2. Thc units are naec/crn. Dottom: XcP,,, V C ~ S  dcnsity for the 
same cam as above. X&,, scales as thc first-pass absorption and the heating nte. The 
horizontal linc roughly inrtiwtcs tllc thrcshoid betwccn strong and wcak absorptioa 

is no longer valid. In this case, the field strength decays rapidly and particles turning 
before or at the resonance zone interact with weaker fields than those turning 
at higher magnetic fields. This is illustrated in Figure 35. For example, consider 
the heating at the sides of the mirror with Lgl = V ln(B) = 1/40cm. Thcn. for 
NI~ = 4.0, 0 = 10 - IS0, pl1 -- 0.01 (for lOOev electrons), the Doppler shifted 
resonance is 1.2cnr from the point where w, = W, and the first-pass iibsotption 
coefficient is about lo2! In  fitct. since the absorption is proportional to density, 
evcn if thcre wm a small, -lo%, population of 1UOev eIectrons, the electric field 
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h v r  Enrvgy Density 

UEAKLY ABSORBENT 

Figre  35. An illustration of the variation of rhc RF ficld sucngth for a weakly and 
strongly absorbent plasma 

strength may still decay rapidly enough so that tliose electrons turning at resonance 
interact with weaker fields as indicated in Figure 35. The implication of this is 
that particles with different' orbits interact with direrent Beld strengths and the 
quasilinear diffusion coefficient must be modified. This will be briefly examined in 
Section 4.3. 

The other important use of Figure 34 for &,, is to cstimate the electric 
field strength h m  the power flux. In the units of the figure, G [ V / m ]  = 
30\lf,,l'.~  at tlcml]. For the open-ended waveguide used as launchers in 
 ohs stance- i the fm-field antenna pattern is roughly elliptical, c -- 2. with the 
haif-power angles given by &25" and &4S0. Ignoring the self-focusing of the 
whistler-waves, the power llux is then roughly I',, --  raw raw^, where w2 -- (d12)~.  
and d -- 20cm is the distance from the waveguide to the plasma. For & = 
C [ V / m ]  - 3 . 8 ( ~ , ~ / 1 0 k ~ o t t ) l 1 ~ .  Notice, however, a slight inconsistency with the 
expression for the heating rite and the scaling of Re, with density-for strongly 
absorbing plasma. As the density increases, Xt,, must be collstant to maintain 
the same power absorbed. However, when 9 is small, XE,,, actually i n c r e w  with 
n-implying m increasing heating rate-even though the power flux is constant. 
This points to the w n e  breakdown of the WKB theory as mentioned in the 
previous paragraph. In other words, the RF field strength calculzlted above for 
l,,, represents the ficld strength at resol~uncr assuming weak damping. For strong 
damping, the field strength decays toward the resonant zone and particles with 
different tunling-points interact with different RF field strengths. 
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3.3. Evidence of a Strongly Absorbent Plasma 

An expcri~nental check of one of the predictions of the WKB theory was made 
by surrounding most of the plasma with a non-reflecting liner. The goal of the 
test was to measure the heating efficiency with the diamagnetic loop when the 
reflected waves are absorbed by the liners. The result of the test indicated first-pass 
absorption, since the observed heating efficiency with the lincrs was -30%. 

The absorbing liners were quarter-wave rcsonant, polyuretl~ane sheets p~~rchased 
fri~m Emerson-Cuming. The absorbers were bench tested with and without a 
magnetic field and were found to reflect only 1 to 3% of the incident power. 
The liners were then placed around most of thc mirror-chiunber walls. ' he  two 
uncovered areas were the dump-tank baflle at the mirror-peak and the 8-inch long 
diagnostic chamber at the mirror midplane. Note that the 90" waveguide is located 
within the diagnostic chamber so that most of the reflected power directcd into the 
diagnostic chamber will be reflected back at tJthe plasma. (See Figure 1.) 'The effect of 
this reflection is not known and leads to the uncertainty of the final rcsults. A small 
loop monitored the power at different locations in the chamber with and without 
the nbsol-bers. For the lo0 rmd 45" launchers, the chamber power was found to be 
lowered by at least a factor of 20 except whet1 the probe was near an antenna output 
For the 90" launcher, the reflected power appears greater, presumably because of 
the reflections from the uncovered diagnostic chamber. Figure 36 summarizes the 
measurements. 

Next, the heating efficiencies were mcasured using the diamagnetic loop as 
in Section 2.4. Several values of the midplane n~agnetic field were tested while 
keeping the plasma density relatively constant Figure 37 show the results of these 
meayurements with and without the absorbing liners. The data indicates 30% first- 
pass absorption when the resonant zones are near the midplane (wCo/w - 1.0) and 
decreasing absorption as the resonant zone moves out past 3 inches (ws/w - 0.95) 
for the 45" and 90° launchtrs and past 5 inches (wd/w - 0.85) for the 10" 
launcher. These distances roughly correspond to the Irtunch positions for each 
antenna geometry. 

The "expected absorption for the lo0 and 45^ launchers is equal to roughly one 
half of the percentage of RF intercepting the plasma. The factor of one half results 
from the linear polarization of the waveguide mode coupling to the right-handed 
polarization of the resonant wave? An estimate for the antenna pattern comes from 
4 A  possible way to measure the coupling of the antenna would bc to launch polarized waves. 

For example, the heating obscrvcd from a left-handcd wave rcsults from chamber reflections and 
thc coupling to thc right-handed wave due to non-zcro dcr~sity and field gradients. On the othcr 
hand. for right-handed wavcu. thc diffcrence betwcen the mewrcd heating efliciclicy and 10%0 
rcplrscnts that power which misses the plasma cir which couplcs to thc left-handed mode due 
to plasma gradients. In fact, a variable polarizcr was designed and built in square-wavcguidc; 
however, an evaluation of the polarizcr could not be pcrformcd. 
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Yigurc 36. Rclativc mmsumncnts of thc chamber powcr samplcd by a small loop in 
the mlrror chiunbcr. Excrpr whni h e  yrubt: is rlvir llrr wilvc>raids vutput (be 
midnlanc). thc mcasurcd powcr is lowcrcd by roughly a factor of 20. 

the far field of a ridiating slot which gives an elliptical pattern (e -- 2) expanding 
in the long direction twice as fast as it moves out  (The half-power points are & 4 5 O  
and f 2S0.) For each launch angle, the distance from the plasma to the launch 
waveguide was approximately. 2Ocm (6 wavelengths) which means that at most half 
of the injectei powcr is incident on the plasma. From these (rough) estimates, the 
"expected" power absorbed should be about 25%. The measured 30% absorbtion, 
therefore. suggcsts strong absorption. 

An estimation of the "expected" absorption for the 90° Iiuncher is more 
difficult In this case, the heating zones are not linearly accessible to the RF since 
the microwaves are launched from low magnetic fields (ie. we < w). In this case. the 
right-hand cutoff occurs betwecn the launcher and remnant surface and only that 
power which tunnels through this cutoff can hca  the plasma The remaining power 
is reflected back to the launcher and diagnostic chamber. Calculations of the fraction 
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FIW HfATllii RAIL PER lllRR WUER 
WITH B B  

"cd" 
Figua 37. The heating effrcicncy of ECRH versus rnidplaoe magnetic field without 
absorbing linen (alp) and with line? (bottom). Ihe hutinp efficiency w e  measured 
with h e  dimagncric loop iis in Secuon 2.4 
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of' power which tunnels through this barrier5 and which is subsequently absorbed 
have been recently performed by Batchclor, 1981. For Constance 2 parameters,-his 
calculations indicate absorption greater than 20% for low dcnsities. X < 0.3.  hisi is 
only a factor 1.5 snllrller than that observed.. However, larger reflection coelficients 
are calculated for higher densities even though no experi~nentally observed density 
variation of the halting efficiency has ever been observed. (In hct, no variation of 
the heating efficiency has evcr been observed for any of the three launchers). It 
is likely that the high absorption for the 90° la~lncher is related to (an unknown 
amount of) "multiple-pass heating" since the diagnostic chamber is not lined with 
the absorbers. 

5'I'his is called Budden Tunneling after the original work contained in Budden, 1966. 



Chapter 4 

Fokker-Planck Simulation of ECRH 

The quailinear theory of RF heating calculates the vclocity-space diffusion of 
particles in response to nuidom interactions with specified electric and magnetic 
ficlds. In homogeneous geometry, if particles interact with many uncorrclilt~d waves 
(with correlilrii)n time given by T~,,), then the pilrticles "di Kuse" in velocity-space 
and are dcscribcd by 

where 
AvAv 1 qa 2 

Dm = (?) - --I&I 2 m2 reor 

since lAvl - (q/m)Ekrcor and At - re,. As explained in the introduction 
(and further in Appendix 1). Lieberrniln and 1,ichtenberg showed that, in an 
inhomogeneous geometry, the succcssive interactions of particles with a singk wave 
can still be random provided that the bounce resonances ovcrlap. The condition for 
the overlap is AV/V > w ~ / w ,  where ws is thc effective boi~nce frequency. For the 
inhomogeneous case, the quasilinear cquation has the same form as above, but the 
diffusion coelflcient is 

AvAv 1 q2 
D c t f  = (x) --S I E ~ ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ w B  

since lAvl - (q/m)Ekret/ and l/At -- w g .  In both cascs, the usefulness of h e  
q~milinear theory is its abiliw to predict the rnotiun of the particles in velocity-space 
under the influence of fluctuating electric a d  magnetic fie& 

The first scction in this chapter.describes the principal features of the quasilinear 
theory of ECRH in m i m r  gcametry. Here the bounce-averaged rcsonalice hnction 
and the KF diffusion paths are defined. In the second section, quasilinear and 
"collisional" diffi~sion art. analytically compared. 'This analysis yields 3n estimate of 



the RF-induced "pump-out" of tile particles into a mirror's loss-cone and provides 
a good understanding of the RF diffi~sioti process. 'The final scctio~i brielly describes 
the Fokker-Planck code (more details can be found in Appendix 2) and presents 
sample numerical rcsults of the sinlulatio~i for several plasma u d  wave parameters. 

4.1. Quasilinea r Theory 

From Equation 32 in Appendix 1, the quasilincar cquation in a mirror geometry 
can be written as 

It describes the evolution of the velocitys distribution under the irllluence of any 
random interaction between tlie wavc(s) and the particles. In this equation, is 
the wave's electric field vector, and V' is the particle velocity. ' h e  symbol, alax, is 
the gradient along the particle dilrusion path (the pruticle trajectory) and is defined 

The symbol, nrl, is tlie local resonance function (Appendix l), which for a 
l~otnogrneous plasma is the well-known expression, R;l = ~ i , ( k ~ ~ )  i / ( w  - nw, - 
kIItlII). The imaginary pan of 0;' is related to the reactive power "sloshing" between 
the wave arid particle and the rcal part is rclatcd to the power transferred between 
the wave :md particle. The avcrnge, (. . .),,,, means that the entire expression must 
be averaged dong the orbits of each OF the particles. The di)minant- conrribution 
to the integral comes from thc highly pcakcd term, Re{b2;'), which is non-zero 
only near resonance (ie. when vn = w - nw, - kllvll = 0). The other slowly 
varying terms cdn he approximated by their values at resonance. In particular, the 
"bounce-averaged" diffusion paths are 

1 a -- a for n + o o,, a,, + E' 
il - 

dE' 
for n = 0 

where B,,, is defined from nw ,,,,, = W ,  wd Re, = B,,,/&. The only orbit jntegral 
is contained in the real part of the'bounce-averaged resonance hnction given by 

where ti1 must be determined with knowledge of the \lelocities, vv"", i n  Equation 
38. (''Raising" and "lowering" operatc~rs which do the proper book-keeping for the 
order of  the bcssel function arc: defincd.in Appendix 1.) 



For electron cyclotron heating, only the right-handed polarization interacts with 
the electrons (provided k L p  < 1, see Section 3.2). Ihen, for n = 1, n' = 0, and 
the quasilinear equation becomes 

aF 1 q2 a 1 aF 
- = -- - ~ ~ l r e s l ~ r l ? e s ~ e { T  1- at 2 m2 re, a x r e ,  ax re, 

112 where the subscript "res" means "evaluate at 'resonance". V l l r e S  = Rves  vllo(l - 
1/2 NIIPII) = V l l r e s  = Rres  v l l O ,  and where vllr,a(. . .)/x = i3(vllres..  .)/ax has been 

used. For waves which Landau d'mp, n = 0, and .n' = 0 for polarizations parallel 
to the magnetic field, giving 

1 93 a -1 aF 
= - - E v l l , r e s -  

at k n  2 m2 , a x l e s  
I f e s ~ e { T i ,  1- ax re, 

(43) 

the same fonn as in Equation 42. 
Examination of Equatio~s 42 ru~d 43 rcvcal that ail of the wave-particle dyn'mics 

arc represented by the bounce-avenged rLwnilnce function. By con1 pilri ng these to 
Equation 37, the approxi~nate relatio~lship results 

Physically, the bounce-clveraged raonaticc function is the product of the square of 
the time a particle interacts with the wwe, ~ 2 ~ ~ .  with the rate, UB. ;it which particles 
cross the resonant zone.] Performing the integrals in Equation 41 (See Appendix 1, 
Section 6). 

1 2 -  
a 

where 725 = dn/2 

~ T W ~ T : ~ ~ A ~ ~ ( V ~ ~ ~ ~  ,). where z;Pf = 4/2 (45) 

The fim form in Equation 45 is valid provided d, # 0. When dn -. b, the second 
form should be used. This means r,tj increases as (d,J)-l12 until it reaches a 
maximum given by the bottom of Equation 45. The first and second derivatives of 
u,, along a particle's orbit and evaluarcd at resonance are denoted by 4 and 4. 
They arc given by 

'Of coursc. the bounce frcquency vanisha for panicles ncar thc loss cone and is undefined for 
passing p u & l n  Nevcnheless the m e  cxprcssionr used fi,r ihe tri~pped p;trricles can he used for 
the unrrapped particles by defining the local houncc frcquency: w:+ zz p(&-V)~, ,B.  Physically. it is 
the rarr at which the particles cross thc resonance nbne which dctc~niincs the hcirting ratc. In fact. 
this local evi~luation of w l c  is gooti way to cval~ratc the particlc exch;lnce.c hctwecn thc untrapped 
and trapped rcgions of vcolicity-spiice. 'Ihis is also ncccssary it1 ordcr to cqllate the cnergy lost 
from the wave with the encrgy gained by the electrons-trappcd and untrapped. 



Far from turning 
Point resonances Point Resonances 

I \ ~ i g h  II, fksona 
Figurc 38. A schcnSatic of four "cliisscs*' of wave-pitniclc in tcracuons d c s c r i b  by 
plr~~sc-spauc diagrams. Ihe diffcrcncc betwccn h e  four diagnms is in the resc~nant-zone 
location and in thc site of NII. 

where w b  - r(& V B ) ~  B is the locll bounce frequency. 

The physics underlying the math of the prcvious malysis an be illustrated by 
thc phase-spacc diagrams of the pruticles' orbits. shown in Figure 38. The particle 
orbits in (vll, 8)-phase-spilce arc shown along with the loci of resonance points. Since 
each velocity-space location (eg E, p)  correspunds to n definite orbit in phase-space, 
reff  for every resonance crossing can be uniquely determined from the derivatives 
expressed above. The phaseplots also indicate the effect of changing resonant-zone 
location and k l l  (Except for the plasma potential, these are the only ''free" parameters 
which determine the difhsii)n coefficient) As the resonant-zonc locatinn moves 
toward the midplane: (1) particla with higher pitch angles can interact with the 
wave, (2) the strong, turning-point resonance moves in velocity-space, md (3) the 
diffusion paths change due to the dareasing B,/& = Re.. As kll increases* 
particles turning b&re B,, can resonate with the wave, and rsff  is modified. It 
is interesting tha  with finite kll the longest interaction times. r.ff, always occur 
at resonances inside of the turning-point resonance, and those outside of &,, 
are shortcncd. Ncvcrtheless, the integral of the intcractioli time over the particle 
velocities-which is proportional to the heating rate fir constant Er--does not 
change as kll increases (Mauel. 1982b). 



Finally, it is helpfill to simplify the noratio11 of Equations 42 and 33.by defini'ng 
the characteristic KF-diffusion time 

which allows the diffusion equation for ECRH to be written as 

for the distribution mapped to the resonance location. Note that this equation 
is equivalent to Ikagami's equation found in Scction 1.2, except Equation 50 is 
correctly expressed for cylindi~.iclrl coordinates. For Lruidau heating, 

--1 Finally, the ternls (wRe{Sl, )) can be shown to depcnd mainly on the gcometry of 
the particle orbits and very weakly on the speed, lvl. (w~r{i l ; ' ) )  docs, however, 
depend strongly upon the pitch-'angle, reaching ;I maximum villue proportional to 
( W / U I ~ ) ' / ~  ibr p;lrticles turning at resonance for ECRH or resonating at the midplaae 
lor either type of wave. 

4.2. RF-Induced Velocity-Space Currents: "Pump-Out" 

4.2.1. G-eneral Comments about RF Currents . As for any diffusion process, the 
quasilinear equation can be written in terms of the divergence of on RF-induced 
velocity-space current. This is the requirement of particle conservatioi~.~ For ECRH, 
Equation 42 a n  be written as 

where r,f is the velocity-space current density. In (p,  E)-space, rrf(p, E) has units 
of [F] Energy sec.-l and is qud  to 

r r  (P, e) = lrr I(; + P I B r e s )  

where 

In the spherical coordinates used in the Fokker-Planck sinlulation (Section 4.3), 
r r f ( v ,  0) has units of [/.'I + Velocity sec-l and is given by 

21n an actual bouncc-arcraged theory, thc distribution at any particuli~r location in the [rap is nor 
in general conscrvcd. Instead the "bounce-averaged" distribution. F ( p ,  E )  . b ( d s w 8 / 2 a v l l ) ( ~ ( a ) / B 0 )  
is conscrvcd (Rcrnsrein and Iji~tcr, 1981). Ho\vcver. for [he "square-wcll" approach icscd in this 
thesis, f ( ~ S W ~ / ~ T ~ J ~ ~ ) ( B ( S ) / & )  = 1 mld is independent of (p, E). 
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Fipm 39. Four cxatnples of thc diffision paths. or the uajcctorics of the paiticlcs 
undcr thc influcncc of RI:. I'or diffcrcnt ECKH pmmctcrs. Also shown is an example 
of 1 andau resonances 

where 6 s - sin2 o)/d sin 6 cos 0. These currents simply reprsent the 
trajectories of the electrons as they move under the influence of the RF. For ECRH, 
the trajectories are defined from Br,bp = AE. For Landau heating, A E  = vllAull. 

Figure 39 diagrams four examples of the RF-currents induced during ECRH for 
diff'erent parameters. The solid lines denote the electron trajectories and the arrows 
represent the net particle flow which always smooths velocity-space gradients. For 
the "typical" mirror operation, with a positive potential. the velocity-space regions 
with diffusion paths which enter the loss-cone contribute to the enhanced loss rate 
of thc warm, mirror-confined electrons. In the sane way, thc "trapping" of the 
passing electrons is also enhanced. 'Those velocity-space regions either far from the 
loss-boundiuy (ie. electron energies greater tl~m a few times T,) or with diffusion 
paths which do not intercept the loss-region contribute to the heating of the plasma 
according to the ditiusiot~ rate and the gradients dong the diffusion paths. When 
the potential is negrrtive. all of'the confined region of velocity-space can diffuse into 
the loss-region. In. this case, ECRH acls on the trapped clecuo~~s in.exactly the same 
manner s the DCI-C instability acts on an unstable ion distribution, described in 
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Berk, 1978.3 

The benefit of expressing thc quasilitieilr equation in tarns of the velocity-space 
curretits is tlie ability to use Guussqs Law to calculate particle loss rites and (to some 
degrce) heating rdtes. A surface integral of the flux, 

ctln yield. for example, the "pump-out" of the magnetically trapped particles or the 
"fueling" of a hot elcctron tail. A volume integrd gives the heating rate 

which is the m e  equation used in Section 3.2, since $ d3vv.  r,f = 2 z., V~EL~'  
is proportional to the bounce-average of the imagninary part of the dispersion 
tensor. 

4.2.2. Estimation of RF-Enhanment of Warm Electron Endloss. An example of 
the use of 'this formula is in the calculatioti of the RF-enlianccment of the 
warni-klcctron endloss (LC. "pump-out"). In Chapter 5, measurements illustrating 
enhancement are prescnted. In what follows. the ratio of thc KF to collisional 
currents into the loss cone is calculated. 

The total endloss currcnt (the "real", measunblc current) is equal to the surface 
integral of the sum of the ct)llisional, and RF-induced, r,f. velociry-space 
currcnt densities. If the repeiler grid on the endloss analyzer is biased to measure 
electrons having encrgies greater than E', thcn the surface integral is written as 

The desired rcsult requires the estimate of the integral dcfined above. 

in spherical velocity-space coordinates, the RF flux is obtained fiom Equation 
50, or 

--1 where (wwsr$ f )  -- (wRe{n, )) contains the details of the wave-particle interaction. 
?he gradient of the distribution at the loss cone is approximately 

2 2 aF aF v sin 8-  - ~ine~cos61- 
ax ae 

31n fact, one of the iniportcint  ina answered questions of negative potential operation is the 
rnb~m~abilitv of the 11ot clccrrons. An ex;unple of hot-elec~roti instability is described in Mauel, 
1970, and simili;~r instabilities have been seen h Constance 2. 



and. from Equation 47. ( W W ~ T : ~ , )  i~ (2IJfi;;;) (vl/vll) , . .  ( l /LBV In U), ilssurning 
NII = 0. This is independent of velocity since the pitch-angle is ccnstalit over the 
loss-boundary. Using the parabolic magnetic profle ~ ( s )  = f30(l + ( ~ J L B ) ' )  and 
the indentity ( v ~ / v ~ ~ ) .  = 1IdZ7i. the interaction strength can be written in 
the simple fonn (wwBrzff) E;: JIG/[(R~.. - l)(Rm/Rre. - 1)]'12 = 1 / d n ,  
where R, = 2 is the mirror ratio. Note that as R,,, -, 1 .  d, --+ 0 since the 
panicles are intcmcting with the wave at the midplane. (See comment at the end 
of Scction 4.2.) In this aae. Equation 48 must be used in place of Equation 47, 
and the maximum value of (wwBr:j j )  -t Ji tan ~ ~ ( w / w ~ ) ' l ~  -- 30-proponiona~ to 
( w / w ~ ) ~ / ~ .  Rewrittine the integral. the RF component is 

00 
2 

I W , ~ . O . . ( E  > E*) = {/ v ' sin 01 cos Bl (61) 

To crrlculate the collisional endloss. an equivalent expression for the pitch-angle 
scattering of the warm electrons from the electons and iolis is calculated. The 
collisional currcnts expressed in terms of the Roscnbluth potentials are used in 
the limit of E' > i; (Appendix 2.) This means that the Koscnbluth potentials are 
assumed spherictllly symnictric and are expanded for the fast particles scattering off 
the denser bulk electrons and ions. In this limit, 

where rcol s including both the electron and ion contribu- 
tions. Rewriting in a form similar to Equation 61, gives 

0 

I C O L ~ ~ ~ O ~ . ( E  > E*) = {l. ~ m i v ( v : ~ / v ) E ) l  8 red sin 

showing the farn ilia l/u-dependance of pitch-angle scattering. The desired ratio is, 
therefore, 

RF-endloss E* 1/a 
1 - sin 6 cos &(wwBref f )  

COL-endloss 21(z) 

where. in Equation 65, E* = looev. Note that the ritio is independent of T. 
and proportional to IE'la/n,. The independilnce of T, results from the fixed 
endloss analyzer energy and the assumption that E' > T,. Choosing for example, 
R,, = 1.03. then ( W W B T : ~ ~ )  - 6, and. for IEl 2 6v/cm ilnd n = 10'~crn-~, the . 
RF-induced endloss is larger than that resulting from pitch-angle scattering. By 
re-examining Equittions 56 and 57, the heating rate-or absorbed power-is seen 
to scale as the volume integral of ( U U ~ T $ ~ ) ' ~ E ~ ~ ~ F / ~ ~ X .  In other words, Pda - 
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n 1 ~ ~ 1 ~  and, fixed absorbed power, the relirtive RF-diffusion goes as -- prj/n2. 
Furthermore, the volume integral dependence implies that, for equally absorbed 
power. the observed RF "pump-out" will depend upon the ratio of the power 
absorbed near the loss-boundary to the power absorbed throughout velocity-space. 
Therefore, calltion nii~st be uscd when interpreting the scaling of Equation 65 with 
R,,, since for ii given absorbed power, the RF-enhanccmcnt should decrease as 
the resonant zone nioves toward the midplrine. This is due to the corresponding 
reduction in 1 ~ ' ) ~  and the increase in resonant volirme in velocity-space. 

It is interesting to coliipare the enhrrnccd endlosses induced by electron cyclotron 
heating to those induced by Ii~tidau damping. Besides the possible use of other types 
of' heating for potential modification in tandurn mirror endplugs, the examination 
of Landau damping stenis from the suspected parametric illstabilities responsible 
for the non-resorirint heating in Constance 2. One product of a possible instability 
is an electron plasma wave which would Landau-damp on the electrons. To provide 
a basis for the comparision, the ratio of the induced current to the absorbed power 
is compared. Using Equr~tions 56 and 57, the result is 

2 aF 
ECRH-currentlpower /, cos 01 (wware  j j)sc ;jij lsc 

M 
LAN D-currentlpower 

Note that even when .r,, < refj. Equation 66 is correct since thc factors rc,lreff, 
occuring equally in the volunlc and surface integrals, cancel. 

' he  key observation from the preceding cquation is that in both casesthe amount 
of "pump-out" per absorbed power is equal to the fraction of power absorbed near 
the loss-boundary. Except far the geometry Factors represented by the sin 0 and cos 8 
ternis, no fundrunental difference exists between the currents induced from either 
cyclotron or Litndau damping. However. hvo (more subie. but very important) 
diffe~.ences do exist First, the resonance-condition which determines which particles 
absorb the power is (by definition) very different. For instance, the dmping of an 
elecb-on-plastna wave on thc tail of the distribution (Tt,,l -- lOOev > q@, defined 
from the parallel phase vclocity) deposits much more of the absorbed power near 
the loss boundaly than either slower plasma waves or cyclotron heating. Second, 
the steady-state grildients of the velocity-space distribution will be different since 
cyclotron heating "smooths" the gradients in the vL-direction and Landau heating 
"smootlls" the parallel gradients. 
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4.3. Fokker-Planck Results 

Tlie Fokker-t'lanck simulation computes thc solution of the time-dependent, 
two-dimensional pa~tiill difTcrential equation which describes the evolution of the 
electron velocity-space distribution. Essentially, a rate cqu:~tion for each point in 
velocity-space is solved numerically-the rate of change of density depending upon 
the both the inputs to thc computer program and the neighboring velocity-space 
points. Exccpt for the niodificr~tion of the plasma ~~otential imd the ion loss rate. and 
the square-well approximation uscd to calculate collisions. the simulation includes all 
of the known effects which influence the electroll energy and pitch-angle distribution. 
For each effect, the code has one or more inputs which can be cfTcctively "turned-on" 
or "tiirncd-off". l i i  Figu1.c 40. a tisblc is provided which lists all of these terms and 
their controlling inputs. 

Once the solution of the velocity distribution (te. F(v,O, t)) is known as a 
function of time, the avenge energy, endloss and energy distributions, and the 
target x-ray signals can be computed. The target x-rays arc calci~lated according to 
Fiuation 14 with the msumption that the target docs not influenece the distribution. 
The  eildloss distribution is calculntcd from the product of the loss-cone density 
and the transit-rate of tliesc particlcs out of  a parabolic wcll. Usually added to the 
calculated current is the curicnt of the pliisn~a at ttlc mirror pcak (an. input to the 
program), which also contributes to the measured currcnt at the analyzer. 

The most scrious limitation of the simulation is the fixed plasma potential. 
The niain reason for holding the plasma potential constant was to avoid the 
re-calculation of tiic diffusion coefficient at every time sTep. l f the potential changed, 
each particle's orbit at resonance would have to be re-evaluated. Fortunately, from 
experitnental analysis (Section ?.4), the potential docs not (appear to) significantly 
rise with temperuture due to the large passing density. However. as a consequence 
of the assumed fixed potet~tid, the code cannot satisfy electron-ion particle balance. 
Instead. a "hidden source" or "sink" is added which equates the two loss rates. This 
means that if the "normd" loss-rate of the electrons exceeds the trapping rate (by 
an amount greater than the assumed, ion loss-ratem input to the progmtn), then a 
"hidden source" is added to the distribution by simply multiplying the distribution 
by a constant to equate the ion and electron densities. In reality, the potential 
should rise, decreasing the electron loss rate. On the other hand, when the loss-rate 
is less than the tripping rate (which happens for instance ltt high KF fields), then 
the distrib~~tion is reduced (ie. a "sink") to equate the ion and electron loss-rates. 
In this case, a "real" plasma would decrease its potential. throttling the influx of 
external electrons and increasing the trapped-elecrron loss-rate. Us~rdly, the initial 
potentir~l was adjustcd so that the net loss-rate was comparable to tl~e ion-lass rate, 
and the "hidden source/sinli" wa small. Another li~nik~tion is the grid-spacing. A 
unequally-spaced mesh, 45-points in the v-direction and 16-points in the 8-direction, 



Sutnrnary of Inputs to FokkerPlanck Simulation 

Elect ron-Elect ron Collisions: Fully non-linear collisional diffusion ---- 
T'o Initial electron temperature 
n i o  Initial iori density 

lon4on Collisions: 

Quasilinear Diffusion: 
n 

E, 
Nil. NL 
80, LB 
Ldecay 9 Te,&coB 
W 

0 
Tm. Toff 

lonizat ion: 
PH 

Transit-Time Loss: 
cD 
LB 

f ransit -Time Source: 

"Hidden" Sou rce/Sink: 

Scattering and Drag from Maxwellian --- Ions 
Ion temperature 

Initial ion density 

Transit-averaged, as Section 4.1 
Harmonic number, 1, 2, or both 

Right-handed field at resonance (each n) 
Index of refraction 

Midplane magnetic field and axial scale 
Parameters defining wave decay near res. 

The RF frequency (radlsec) 
Plasma potential (fixed) 

The start and stop times for ECRH 

Particle and energy loss due to ionization - 
Pressure of H atoms 

Loss-rate of particles in loss cone 
- Plasma potential, positive or negative 

Magnetlc scale leilg tR 

Influx of cool electrons from-mirror-peak 
Plasma potential, positive or negative 

Magnetic scale length 
Temperature of external density 

Density at minor-peak to midplane density 

Fix for unequal ion/electron los9 rates 

f Figure I. A summary of all o f  the krms included in the Fokkcr-Planck simulatioa. 
For otch cifecf the controlling inputs are tistcd and described. 
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was used which gave good riumcrical stability for average tetnporatures greater than 
20ev and less t.han 1.5k~v.~ Furthcr details of the mechanics of thc sitnulation and 
the collision operators can be lbund in Appendix 2. 

Bclore discussing the Fukker-l'lank results, it's helpful to filst write thc dominant 
terms of the equation symbolically and in dimcnsionalcss form as 

where, in the above, the ionization term has been left out since it is small. It is 
clear that the solution to the equbtion depends upon thrcc ratcs. l/rrf, l / ~ , ~ ,  ~ I I J  
I / T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  The ra~lo T ~ ~ ~ / T ~ ~  J 3 X 10'' I E [ V / C ~ J  l ' ~ ~ I ~ / n [ l ~ " c r n - " j  will determine 
the shape of the distribution h r  from thc loss boundary. The dcnsity within the 
loss-region will depend upon a combination of 311 three rates. For steady-state, 
the loss and passing rates are equal. ( a F / a t )  = 0. and the final distribution is 
determined by the relative geometry of the collisional and RF currents (ie. the 
resonant zone location) end rCo1/rrf (St711ard. er al., 1981). For times so short that 
steady state is not rcached, tlle development of the energy dis~ribution will be 
doternlined by the RF-diR'usion rate. l / ~ , ~ ,  and will be roughly independent of 
density. 

Smples of the code's olrtput arc shown in Figures 41 and 42. The initial 
dcnsity was 0.5 x 10'~crn'-~. the potential was 30v, the initial elcctron temperature 
and the passing clectron temperature were both 20cu, and the passing dcnsity ratio 
at the mirror-peak was 0.8. ' h e  ECKH parameters werc specified by E = 5v/cm, 
Nil = 2.0, and Re, = 1.04. In Figure 41, the distribution function at eight times 
during the build-up and demy of the electron energy is plotted in ( v l ,  vll)-space. 
Initially, the distribution is set to be a Maxwcllian. As tht8 ECRH is turned on 
( t  = 2psec), the electrc~t~s diffuse to higlicr energies. A small (-0.1%) population of 
"sloshing" electrons foms at the turning point rcsnnancts. The warm electrons are 
Inore unijomily distributed throughout the trapped region of velocity-space. After 
the ECKH is turrlcd off (t = 12psec). thc plasma ccn~ls i~nd the distribution becomes 
more uniform in pi1c.h-mglc. Figure 42 shows the corresponding electron energy and 
endloss distributions i d  the time developtnent of the average energy, warm endloss 
and target x-ray sigxlals. In addition, the wann-electroll endloss current (E* > 100ev) 
shows an increasing signal proportional to the warm elcctron density and then, as 
the RF is turned-off, die rapid seduction of the endloss characteristic of the end 
of RF-induced "pump-out". Notice that fils this example, the maximum average 
energy was l?Oev, was made up of a -30ev "bulk'' population (electrostatically 

. ' .---- 

4'I'hc grid spacing was dollbled and halved for a typical run, and Lhc cvohtion of the energy 
disrihu tion did nor c11ange. 



Figure 41. A, ample of rllc code's output showing the devclop~ncnt o f  the veltxity 
distribution functittl~. Each contour fcprcsc'rits one order of mabmitude. nrc time (in 
psw) for each frame is draws1 itr tlrc upper right-hand comer. 
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wARn ELECTRON ENOLOSS 
I7100av 

Figure 42. 'rhc ovcrall encrgy. diamagnetism, warm electron cndloss. crier@ distribution, 
endloss distribution. and tilrget x-ray siyrlab for the cxamplc shown m 1-~gute 41. 
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Figure 43. Thc change of the warm clcctron tcmpcrature as wlculatcd from the cndloss 
analyzcr as thc clcctric ficld svcngth and dcnsity is vilricd. lhcsc rcsults correspond to 
thosc in figun 43. 

A 
> 
0) 

conf ned with a temperature partly cornmined by the passing particles), a 100-200ev 
''warm" population (contributing most to the observed energy rise), and a small 
(< 1%) pop~rlati~t~ of "hot", lkev electrons. The endloss (which mu$- include the 
passing electrons) is made up of the "bulk" (T -- 20ev) and "wam~" (T -- 70ev) 
components. The calculated x-my signals largely r e p m n t  die "hot" tail. The ratio 
of  the unfiltered to O.Smil-filtered signals gives Tht -- 800ev, and the ratio of 
the O.5mil-filtered to the 4niil-filtered signills gives Tbt -- l.lkev. Notice that the 
ex.mple behaves qualitatively like the examples discussed in Section 2.4, This 
qualitative cqw'valence between the "thrve parts" of the measured and simulated 
disrribution is a major result of this diesis. 

WARM W DLOSS TEMPERATURE VS . IE 1 

To cx'un ine further the predictions of the Fok ker- Plmck simulation, the electric 
field strength and density were varied, keeping the other parameters constant The 
results arc presented in Figures 43 and 44. At the top of Figure 43, the avenge 
energy of the distribution is plotted for n, = 0.2, 0.5, and 1.0 X l ~ l ~ c r n - ~  as the 
electric ficld strength is changed to Er = 5, 10 and 20V/cm. The energy increases 
for both increasing RF-power ( ie  Prf -- Il?:l2) and for decreasing density. The 
middle griiph shows the chanting hot electron density. and the bottom graph 
the increasing hot electron temperature. It is interesting that the average energy 
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2 kev 

1 kev 

AVERAGE ENERGY 

- 

HOf ELECTRON OENSITY/OEWITY 

. n 
I I 

1 

I 

HOT ELEffROR fMPERARIRE 

Figure 43. A nurnmav of the average encr . hot-clectron fraction, and hot-elccmn 
temperature ;IS the electric-field strength an cP' dcnsity rue varied. 



Figure 45. Four vclocity-spxc distributions for Re, = 1.06 and NII = 0, 1. 2. and 4. 

Notice that as NII incrcrrscs the tail of thc distribution b i n s  to accumulate bcforc the 
tuming-point resonance. Also shown in thc dii~gnms arc (dottcd) lincs which indicate 
those particles which rcsonatc at thc midplanc. v l l , ~  = 6uCO/kll .  whcrc 6w,o = (w -us). 

increases more rapidly at low powers than at higher powers. This can be explained, 
in pact, by the increased loss rate of the clcctrons which (for the fixed potential) 
are no longer potentially confined. The increase of the warm component of the 
endloss can bc observed in Figure 34. However, another factor is the enhanced 
trapping of the passing electrons which was monitored by the reduction of the 
bulk endloss for constant influx of the external electrons. It is also intercsting, that 
for fields 2 10V/cm, the energy reaches saturation and it is this saturation level 
which differs with density. When G SV/cm. saturation is not reached within 
the lopsec heating time, and the average energy is approximately independent of 
density. This is expected when dominates the other velocity-space rates in the 
simulation. Finally, over the mige of energics reproduced by the simulation, the 
hot electron temperature does not increase beyond -- 2kev. In fact. the temperature 
of the tail does not increase as much as the density of the hot electrons. This 
indicates that "fucling-rate" of thc hot-tail from the warm electrons is larger than 
the corresponding heating rate of of the hot electrons. 

The 11ext variation that was examined was the effect of Nil. Physically, ch'mges 
in the index of refraction at resonance correspond to changes of the launch geometry 
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. Figure 46. Thc velocity-spacc.and cncrgy distributions for NII -- 4 with and without a 
spatially varying clcctric field. For both cascs the avcragc energy r ix  was cquivalent 
(60cv). indicating cqual transfer of power. Thc ficld dwycd from tllc dopplcr shifted 

. rcjonancc of a lkev  clccuon (-6cm for R,,, = 1.06) with a chwactcristic length of 
Ldccoy = 1.6m: 

and ray-path (Chapter 3). For the cases considered in the program, &, = 1.06 
and NIl = 0. 1. 2. and 4. As NI1 increased. the avenge energy (-- 100ev) of the 
distribution was approximately constant (decreasing by only 5%) while the hot 
electron density (nhot/n - 0.5%) decreased by a factor of two. The most interesting 
effect was observed in the plots of the velocity-space distributions which are shown 
in Figure 45. Notice that as NII increases the tail of the disqribution begins to 
accumulate befire the turning-point resonance. This is due to the decrease in ~ f f  

for those electrons turning at or after resonance and an increase of ~ f f  for those 
which can now resonate with the wave with w, < w.  

However. as discussed in Chapter 3, increasing NII leads to stronger absorption. 
In these cases, the field is expected to decay rapidly as the wave propagates from the 
high-field side of resonance. The effect of this will be to preferentially heat those 
electrons with resonances Doppler shifted in the direction of the incoming waves 
(ie. uc > w). To examine what happens in this case, the diffusion coefficient was 
weighted by the factor e ~ p ( - C s , , , / L ~ , , , ~ )  whcre 6s,,, was calcula tcd for each point 
in velocity-space and is equal to the distance from the Doppler shifted resonance of 
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:I 1 kev elcctron (-6cm for Rres = 1.06) to the position of cach of the resonances of 
the velocity-space point in qudtion and Ldccay = l.Gcm, the characteristic length 
of the (spatial) decay of the RF-interisity. With this factor, the quasilinear diffusion 
coefficient (in velocity-space) incorpordtes the sparial variation of the electric field 
due to the strong damping expected for high Nil .  Figure 46 gives the velocity-space 
itnd energy distributions for NII = 4 with and without a spatially varying electric 
field. For both cases the average energy rise was equivalent (60cv), indicating equal 
transfer of power: however, the hot electron temperature increased from 400ev 
to 90ev. This indicates that strong absorption may indeed enhance the hot tail 
temperrrture. 

A find use of thc simulation wtx in the estimation of the enhancement 
of the warm electron endloss due to ECRH diffusion. From Equation 65, the 
enhancement was predicted to scale as I ~ ~ 1 ~ / n .  To check this, the density was 
changed for fixed RF-field and the RF-field was changed for fixed density. First, 
the density was changcd with ET = 5 V / m  and I&,, = 1.04. 'This gave an energy 
rise of -1lOev. Tlie warm endloss current at the end of the ECRH, Iemh was 
compared to that computed 1psec Inter, I,jle,. 'his defines the enhancement hctor, 
(Ieerh - Iafter)/Iofter-~hi~h is equivalent to the factor calculntcd in Section 4.2. 
An m p l e  of the computer output, shown at the top of Figure 47, illustrates this 
factor. The results of the simulation (bottom of Figure 47) resemble the predicted 
l / n  scaling, although at low densities the enhancement "appears" higher due to 
the "nornirrl" collisional decay of the warm electrons. Also shown in Figure 47 is 
the prediction of Equation 65 which is larger than calculated in the simulation by 
about a factor of 2. For the second step, the electric field strength was increased, for 
fixed n = 0.5 x l ~ ~ ~ c m - ?  Figure 48 illustnt~! this scaling with RF-fleld. Here, the 
result differs slightly from the expected straight-line probably due tb the relaxdon 
of the pitch-angle distribution when the RF is turned off. 

The simulation's prediction of the effect of changing magnetic field on the 
"pump-out" was also computed. Figure 49 shows both the changing velocity-space 
distribution and the ratio of the warm-electron endloss just before and just after 
the end of the ECRH. Most noticeable is the change of the pitch-angle diitribution 
of the hot-electron tail due to the change of the resonance-zone location. Also 
calculated was the reducrion of the RF-enhancement at higher magnetic fields. As 
mentioned in the analysis of Section 4.2, this can be understood in part by the fact 
that for equal absorbed powen, the endloss enhancement will be proportional to 
the ffaction of the power absorbed near the loss-cone. As B increases, this fiaction 
decreases. In addition, as the ECRH is turned-off, the pitch-angle distribution 
rel~tes-reducing the density near the loss-cone when Rres is large and increasing 
the this density when the heating occurs near the midplane. 

Finally, the electron parameters which have been characterized by the 



Equation 65 = 0.63/n 

Figure 47. Top: A samplc of thc warm endloss si al as computcd by the simulation. 
The ratio of the diflercncc of tllc c~~rrcnts at thc cn CP ol'the EC1II-I ulsc, zecrh. and lpaec 
law, I. ,.. to the currcnt after givus the el~l~anccmcnt fiictor. I;rrr,t - Zaftt.)/Zalter. 

~oaom:fhc scalilq of thc RRF enhancenlent with density corn urcd hom the Fokke~ 

prcdictii~n from Equation 65. 
I' Planck simulation with fixed Er = 5V/cm and Rr,, = 1.04. A so shown is the analytic 
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RF E N H A N T N T  OF UARH ENOLOSS 
VERSES /El 

2 - 

Fiyrc 48. Vie variation of the RI:-cnhanccmcnt with R12-power (ie IE'I') for fixed 
n = 0.5 x 10'~cm-~. 

ECRH Fok ker-Pluck Parameten 

Densities examined 0.2 to 1.0 x l ~ ~ ~ c r n - ~  
Average energies N e v  to fkev 
Bulk temperature -- 20 - 40ev 
Warm temperature -- 60 - 200ev 
Hot electron temperature -- 0.7 to 2kev 
W m  endloss en hanuemen t xdes as IE712/n .- P,,/d 
Scaling of hot electrons with Prf Density rises foster than Temp. 

Fi y re 50. A summary of the elccvon parameters cornpu ted with the . Fokker-Planck 
simulation. 

computations summarized in this chrrpter are tabulated in Figure 50. 



Fi uw 49. Top: Variation of warm electron "pump-out" versus midplane magnetic 
fie f d. Bocw~n: Variation of the velocity-spacc distribution verse m~dplane field 
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Chapter 5 

X-Ray and Endloss Measurements 

In this chapter, sample targct x-ray measurements of the hot-electrons and 
measuremcnts of the time histories of the warm electron endloss are prcsented. 
Within the limits of targct x-ray analysis, the x-ray measurements indicate a slightly 
hot ter~i l  temperature than that predicted by tlrc simulation; however, measurements 
of' the sctrling of the dcnsity and temperiture with RF power ure similar to that 
found in Criaptcr 4. The timc-historia of the endloss illustrate RF-enhancement 
aid behave qualitatively accordirig to the predictions 01' tlie simulation and the 
analytic model given in Chaptcr 4. Howcvcr, it is not known whether or not the 
measured enhancement is due to ECRH difTi~sion. to parallel 1;rndnu damping 
(lion1 parametrically excited waves), or to a conibin:~tion of both types of heating. 

5.1 ; Target X-ray Measurements sf the Hot Elect ran Tall 

Figure 50 gives a typical example of the target x-ny sigt~als. The average energy 
increased by 60-1OOev and the density was approximately 0.5 x 1 0 ' ~ c r n - ~ .  The 
bottom four traces show the build-up and decay of the hot electrons. The ratio of 
thc signals indicate tlie effective hot-electron temperrrture. The ratio of the signals 
&om the unfiltered to the 0.5mil filtered detector gives 500ev, while the remaining 
detectors measi1l.e nearly the same current and can only be used to indicate a lower 
bound on the temperature of -2kev. (As explained in Section 2.2, the uncertainty 
in the calibration of the relative solid angles determines the highest discernible 
tcmperatul-e.) Notice that the presence of thcse hot electrons was expected from the 
Fokker-Planck sitnulation; however. the measured temperature appears hotter by 
at least a Pactor of 2 than that calculated in the previous chapter. 

To obtain a bettcr estimate of  the temperature of the tail, three Re filters, 5mil. 
lomil, and l5rnil wcre used with the plastic scintillator. 'me fi1t.e~ look roughly at 
energies ribove 6.5. 6.7 and 6.9kev respectively, and their close-spacing limits their 
usefulness to hot. clectron tempcraturts below -6kev. When these cxperirncnts were 
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1:iyrc 50. I".xamplc of the t?rgct x-ray signals. The ratio of thc unfiltered to the 0.5mil 
filtercd detcctor gives an cfrcctive temperature of  50l)cv. 'lllc c~tios OF tllc remaining 
filtercd dctcctors arc so close b 1 that thcy can only indicate s lower bound on the 
temperature of 2kcv. 
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klfiure 51. Exmplcs of hard x-ray signals used to dcterminc thc hot electron tcmpcmhm 
during a high-powcr ECRH pulse, 

performed, the density was lower than in the prcvious example (-- 0.1 x l ~ l ~ c r n - ~ )  
and the average energy (measured with the diamagnetic loop and interfernmeter) 
was between SOOev and 800ev. The results are shown in Figure 51, and the ratio of 
the signals clearly indicate a hot-electron tempcmture of -4.Okev. 

Some parameterization of the surfacebarrier detector signals was conducted 
and samples of these results rw collected in Figure 52. The top gnph shows the 
variation of the signals vcrsus magnetic field, indicating that only when the resonance 
zone was located in the mirror were x-rays detected. The middle graph illustrates 
the variation of the signal with target radius. Since the mtios of the signals do not 
change significantly with r~dius while the intensities do change, the increasing signal 
toward the a i s  indic~~es rising hot electron dcnsity. 'fie bottom figure shows the 
variation of the S.BD signals with line dcnsity. Altl~ough ilt very low densities the 
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x-ray intensity would increase, over the typical range of line-density, the measured 
sign:~l was constilnl. This "constant" dcrlsity scaling is uncxplaincd and nor predicted 
by the Fokkcr Platlck simulation (Figure 43). However, thc diiunagnetism and warm 
endloss current ;ilso changed slowly (if at all) over this range of densities (see Figures 
23 and 24 in Section 2.4). 

One of the most revealing experiments was to observe the scaling of the hot 
elcctron temperature and density with incre:rsing RF power. These experiments 
were made to compare this scaling with that predicted by Figure 43. As stated 
in Chapter 4. if the density increases faster than the tempcrature, hot elcctron 
"fileling" from the warm electrons instead of "heating" dominiites the hot-tail 
formation. An example illustriiting this is shown in Figurc 53. The average density 
was I; 0.5 x l ~ l ~ c r n - ~  and the avenge energy rose to -.- 350cv ot peuk power 
(25kWatt).' The data clearly indicate a weak (about a factor of 2 for the low energy 
ratio) increase in the hot elcctron temperature even though the power increased by 
a fiictor of 5. On the other hand, the intensity of tlic SBD signals indicates that the 
density of the hot electrons is more strongly effected by the increzsing power. 

Further investigation of thehot-electron fonnation was made by measuring the 
temperature and density of the hot electrons for longer hcating tinits. An a m p l e  
of a 35psec heating time is shown in Figurc 54, arid the peak x-ray signals during 
ECRH and those -- lopsec aAer the RF-pillse measured Tor increasing heating 
tirnes are shown in Figure 55. The average electron parameters were similar to 
those discussed in the prcvioi~s paragraphs. For both cases, the hot electron signal 
incrcl~ses during the f rst -- 10psec and then ~ tu ra tes .~  Notice that tlic diamagnetism 
also equilibrates with the hot-electron intensity. Illis cq uilibntion is not expected. 
As the hot electrons beconic more energetic, tl~cir losses are (tlormally) reduced, 
allowing them to increase their energy even if their fueling rdte (from the w m  
electrons) was reduced. (This is called "hot-tail runaway".) However, as explained 
in Section 2.2.5. the losses due to the larger itsc~actually increase with increasing 
elcctron energy due to the linear energy dependence of the magnetic drift speed. 
For this rcason, it is unclear whcther the measured saturation oS the hot elcctron 
temperature occurs "naturally"--possibly due to a lin~itntjon of thc fueling rate--or 
because of the presence of the target. 

To summurize these x-ray measurements, the major result was the observarion 
that there is indeed a hor rail of electrons althi~ugh with a remperature as lnztch as 
afactor of 2 to 4 higll~r rlun that predicted by the simulation. Also, (1) the density 
of the hot electrons appears to increase faster than their temperature as the W 

'The diamagnetism appears to scale roughly as  which is the expected smli~lg during 
saturation. 
2"l'hil s~turation of the x-ray signal with time was also obscrvcd with thc simulation and cxcuned 

whencvcr thc diamagnctisnl stunted. 
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Figure 52. Somc examplcs of tlio par,1mcrcri7.;1tion of the SnD x-ray signals as the 
magnc~ic field !top), target radius (middle), and lil~e-dcl~sity (bottom) wcrc c h a n g d  
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Figure 53. SBD i?tcmitp (top). ratio (middle). and di;~rnngnetim fhottorn) as thc RF 
pwcr a vaflcd. Ihc curves lahclcd "aflei' cornspond to the intensity of the x-ray 
s p a 1  -- 1Opsec after tllc end of thc K1:-pulse. 
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Figure 54. k n p l e  of thc timc-history of thc S131> signals for a long, 35psec. RF 
heating time. 7hc bottom trace is the corresponding diamagnetism. 

power increases. (2) only a weak density dependance on the hot electron density 
was observed, and (3) the hot-elcctron density and temperature rrppw to saturate 
for long RF heating times. Only the fmt of these was predicted by the simulation. 
The second contradicts thc simulation's predictions. The third was not investigated 
Whether or not this scaling would also be measured lvilhout the presence of a target 
is not known. 
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Figure 55. F~amplc of the variation of the SBD intensity and ratio with RF heating 
time. 

5.2. Endloss Measurements of RF-Induced "Pump-Out" 

When the electron repeller grid is biased to exmine warm electrons (Twam 2 
1OOe.v). the endloss current is proportional to the warm electron density (near the 
loss-cone boundary) md ttle &fTi~sion rate of these particles into the loss-cone. 
By measuring the decrease of the current immediately following the turn-off of 
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Figure 56. Examplcs of thc cnli;lnccmcnt of the clcctmn cndlms with incrcrtsing RF 
powcr. Noticc h e  npid dccrcasc ia the maurcd currcnt as dlc ECRtI is turncd off. 

the RF, that part of the total diffusion due to ECRH can be measured relative to 
the "ever-present" collisiotrrrl diffusion (Section 4.2). This effect was observed and 
sample data are shown in Figure 56. In fact, the enhancement effect increased with 
RF power roughly as expected from Equation 63. 

To verify that the obscrved increase in the warm electron loss rate was due 
to ECRH diffusion, two tests were performed. First, the midplanc magnetic field 
was increased so that no cyclotron rcsonmce existed in the mirror region. In this 
case, there cannot be any ECKH interaction. Nevertheless, substantial warm endloss 
current was monitored. This is illustrated in Figure 57. Since no rise in diamagnetism 
was obscrved during this experiment, the endloss signal must have been produced 
either from non-cyclorron-n'soniint, parallel heating or from cyclotron interaction 
at the resonance between the endloss analyzer and thc mirror peak. This motivated 
the second test which consisted of lining the mirror chamber with the microwave 
absorbers and putting a stainl~s-see1 screen at the mirror peak. The RF power in 
the end chamber was thus reduced by more than o factor of lo3. It was observed 
that .even under these conditions non-c~clorrort-resonant heating occurred. The 
heating was characterized by increased endloss signals with undetectable rises of 
the diam'agnetic loop and the x-ray detector. In fact, by measuring the ratio of the 
end-wall power for the non-resonant and resonant heating. the non-resonant heating 
emciency was found to be rougllly 1/4 to 1/3 that of the cyclotron heating-at the 
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point sampled by the endloss analy~er.~ Examples of the endloss distribution for 
non-resonant and resonant heating are shown in Figure 58. 

A discussion of the rclevant analysis of the pardmetric excitation of slower 
waves which would pnrallel heat (i.e. Landau damp) the electrons has been given 
in thc review by Porkolab aid Chen, 1978. ).'or the Constance 2 geometry, a likely 
possibility is thc decay of the riglit-handed (high N i l )  high-frequency wave into an 
ion-acoustic and electron plasma wave. 'The threshold for this excitation is 

where K is a furiction of the energy density and damping rates of the decay modes. 
Two points are emphasized in the above equation. First. the threshold becomes 
very stnall near cyclotron resonance,. and, second, it depends inversely on density. 
The higher the density, the lower the threshold. Anotlicr point made by Porkolab 
and Chen, 1978 is that these instabilities are convective. This implies that if the 
growth rate of the instability is not short compared to thc scale-length of the 
inholnogeneities, then the three modes may de-tune before the slower waves (the 
decay modes) can grow to appreciable intensities. 

For the Constance 2 experiment. Ihc analysis of 13i)l-kolab and Chen implies two 
conclusions. First, for steep gradients of the magnetic field-when the resonance 
zones arc at the side, the decay instabilities may be less illtense due to thc steeper 
gradients at tlie resonance zone. Secondly, as the density is lowered, tlic decay 
threshold increases, and die pardmetric-excited waves would again become less 
intense. Fortunately, this is exacilp the opposite of the predicted scaling of the 
relative ECKH pump-out analyzed in Chapter 4. The relative enlianccment should 
increase with deceasing density and decrease with increasing magnetic field 

While the screen and absorbers were installed in the vacuum chamber, the 
scaling of the enhancement with magnetic field and density was measured. Since the 
cnliancement was observed to increase with decreasing density and magnetic field, 
it is more likely that the "pump-out" was due to ECRH diffusion instead of Landau 
hearing from pitrametrically excited waves. Sample results are shown in Figures 59 
to 62.4 The diita cIeu-Iy indicate the rapid decrease in the endloss signal within 
-- 2psec following the end of ECRH. Figure 5') illustrates how the warm-electron 
enhancement factor is computed from die time history of the cndloss signal. It is 
interesting that a large "burst" of current is observed at the start of the ECRH pulse 
which corresponds to the "burst" of power (-45k W att) mentioned in Section 2.1.3. 

- - -  - - -  

3'lhe efficiency for paclllel heating is coniparcd to that for ECKH by coniparing the relative 
end-wall powers and adding to the ECIIH powcr dlc obsencd ratc of rise of tile diamicgnctism. 
'[Tiis docs not ir~cludc titc radii11 increase of  the heatcd electrons. hut rather represents thc rclative 
cfficicncies o f  dlc power preset11 at the point m~nplcd by thc endloss atlalyzcr. 
4For there data, the computerized data acquisition system was not operating. 
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Figure 57. An illustration of the non-cyclotmm~~nancc heating observcd as tbe 
midplanc ficld is niscd so that n o  rcsonancc exists in ~ h c  mirror. Lam wann endloss 
signals are swn evcn Ihough no incrcascs in diarnagnctism (or x-ray signals) are 
obwrvcd. Noticc also that. altcr the ECRt.1 is uirncd:ofl, no cl~dloss signal is observed, 
indic:uing an absctlce ol' trap 3cd wann i.lcc,u.tforls which wolild collisionally scatter into 
the loss-conc. Rcsidcs Ihc cn d Itss signtll, thc plasma light signid also indic;itcd electron 
healing when thcrc is no rosc)nancc zolic in thc nlinor. 'Illis a illusuatcd 011 tllc bottom 
eciph which shows tlic increased plasma light due to the J<F as the magnctic field is 
mcrcascd. 
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Fiji~~rc 58. Examples of rcson;mt (top) and non-~ciorrorrcsonant heating as measured 
by the cndluss analyza during the RF pulse. F ~ c h  plot shows the etidloss encrgy 
disuibuliotl for acve~l  KI. powers. 
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Figure 59. Srunplc &ta illustrating how thc RFinduccd cnhancxmcnt factor is alcuhtcd 
from thc time-history of thc warm-cndloss signal. 

Fi yrr 60 sliows the time histories of the cndlm for fixcd RF power and density as 
the midplane field was mised. As the lield wils raked (Le. the resonant mncs move 
toward the midplane). the relative enhancement decrew. Nevertheless, when the 
rcsonant mnc completclg vanishes from the mirror region, sizable wm-electron 
currents are still ocmsimdly seen. The largest non-resonant cumnt detected is 
shown in Figure 60 along with the more 'rypicar examplcs. In Figure 61, sample 
data are shown which indicate the reduction of the RF-cnhancemcnt as the density 
increases. Thrcc to five shots were recorded at each density and the averaged results 
are shown in Figure 62. The data show the decrease of the enhnnccment factor 
with increasing density and roughly indicate the expected 1/n2 swling for ECRH 
diibsion, 

F i i ly ,  it is interesting to note that thc average energy of the elecoons (as, 
measured with the diamagnetic loop and interferometer) during the density-scaling 
experiment nnged from -5OOev for the low dcnsity shots to -1Mev for the high 
density shots. For equally energetic electrons, the simulation predicts enhancements 
of the cndloss of the order of 2 to 3 (Figure 48). which is in rough agreement with 
the measured values 
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Figurc 60. Sample he i@cating the reduction of thc RF-enhanccment' of the endloss 
currcnt as the magneuc field increases. 
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' i re 61. Sample data indicating thc decrease in the RF-cnhanccment of the endloss 
as the density increases. 



k'igurc 62. A summary of the cnhanccmcnt of thc warm dstron endkss a the density 
incmsa The two high dearin points rqmsats the averagc of tma sha and the 
two low dctwity points rcprcscnt the avcragc of Bw shot$. ---_-. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

6.1. Measured and Predicted Electron Energy Distribution 

The three-part energy distribution measured by the Lrngmuir probe, endluss 
analyzer, and target x-ray detector chrrrrrcterizes the electrons hc:~ted by ECRH in 
Constance 2. 711e "bulk" electrons are in thermal contact: with the large "passing" 
density of electrons which flow .into the mirror from thc mirror peaks. The bulk 
temperature rises from - l l ev  .to 3Oev over thc range of parameters investigated 
(Figures 18 and 19). The "warm" electrons are measured with the endloss analyzer 
(Figures 24 and.25) and arc: found to make up the la~~gest fraction of the observed 
energy rise. 'The temperature of the warm electrons has been observed in the range 
nf hOev to 200ev-increasing with power. Tarnet x-ray analysis conf rrns that there 
is a snldl population of hot electrons whose temperature was measured between 
1.5kev and 4.0kev (Figures 50 and 53). 

A Fokker-Planck simulation of ECRH was developed to represent the 
fundcment:~l interactions of the electrons with a single, high-frequency wave. The 
program is baed only on the orbit-averaged waveparticle interaction times and 
the premise that succesisive interactions are random. The mnjor result of this thesis 
is that the computer simulation shows the same three-part energy distn'bution as 
measured on the Constance 2 experiment (Figures 42, 43? and 44). This is illustrated 
schematically in Figure 63. Within the accuracy with which the overall density 
and energy of the 'plasma can be determined, the "bulk" electron temperature, 
"warm" endloss temperature, and the hot electron temperature are reasonably well 
reproduced by equally energetic "simulated" electrons. In addition to the similarity 
between these general features of the experiment and the simulation, the increase 
in the wann endloss temperature and hot electron density with increasing power 
was common to both the simulstion and the experiment. 

Finally, the measurement of the time-history of the w m  electron endloss 
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Figure 63. A schematic of'  thc clcctron cncrgy distribution pointing out the "bulk". 
"warm". and "hot tail" components. The shaped regions indicate the range of density 
and tcnlpcnturc calculated by the simulation, and thc cnwd-lines indicate the range 
of mcasurcd values. 

suggests ECRH enhancement due to induced diffusion into the loss-cone. The 
rn&nitude of the enhancement and the approximate l/n2 scaling with density 
was predicted ancllyticully and confirmed by the Fokker-Planck calculations. There 
is some uncertainty in these measurements, however, due to the very interesting 
observation that non-resonant, pardlel heating of the electrons was also observed 
which could dso explain the observed "pump-out". 

- 
6.2. Suggestions for Future Work 

The most exciting implication of this thesis is that the quasilinear theory 
of ECRH heating does indeed reproduce the electron energy distribution. A well- 
defined procedure has been developed with which a mirror ECRH system can 
be designed and evaluated. For instance, with modifications, the Fokker-Planck 
simulation developed for this thesis can help evaluate ECRH assisted, tandem-mirror 
start-up, the effect of finite on ECRH runaway, and the conditions creating a 
population of hot electrons which may szabilize ion-cyclotron instabilities. 

A serious theoretical limitation of the Fokker-Plmck simulation is the inability 
to correctly model the development and modification of the plasma potential. 
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This problem can be remedied by either silnplifying the diffilsion coefficient or 
just running the program on a faster computer. miis will enable the changing 
diffusion coefficient (due to the changing orbit$) to be re-calculated as the potential 
changes. By correctly modeling the potential, the impomnt use of ECRH for 
potential modification can be investigated. This will help determine the conditions 
for positive plug enhancement, barrier formation, cmd the creation and maintenance 
of negative potential mirrors. 

Fitlally, a great experimental fnrstration was the inability to measure the x-ray 
spcctrum without having to resort to target analysis. By repeating the comparison of 
the predicted and measured energy distribtrtion on a long-lasting ECRH experiment, , 

relatively simple pulse-height analysis of the free-free brclmssirahlung radiation 
can give an accurate description of the development of the energy distribution. 
Furtl~ermore. by having a Thompson scattering diagnostic, thc lnngmuir probe- 
another source of 'uncertainty--can be eliminated. Both the Thompson scattering 
and x-ray diagnostics can determine radial profiles which wo~~ld also allow better 
measurement of the increased radius of the energy density of the heated electrons. 
'The new trrr~dem mirror experiments, TMX-U and TARA, will provide ideal 
conditions to further verify the predictions of the quasilinear model. 
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Appendix 1 

WKB/Quasilinear Theory of ECRH 

[Most of this appcndix originally appcnrcd as a rcscarch rcport: "ll~cory of Elcctron Cyclotron 
Heating in thc Constancc 2 ~ x ~ c r i m c ~ l t " ,  PFC-RR-81/2,. (1981).] 

A 1  :I. Introduction 

, Current plans to t a t  tnndem-mirror reactors requirc electrcln cyclotron heating to 
maintain the temperature difference between Llie central-ccll and plug e l~c t rons~~~n~ .  
Bulk heating will be applied at the fundamental cyclotron resonance to raise the 
confining poten tirrl of each plug. Second harmonic heating will crcate a hot-olectron 
thermal harries which should insulale the plug from the c~~ltri~l-cell electrons. In 
both cases. ECRH is uscd to control thc development of the elcctron distribution 
function. Ti) be efficient. the bulk heating must guard against tail Itcuting. and the 
barrier hcating must not permit "hot tail ~unuway"~. E(3Rl-l has never been uscd 
in rnir~urs for thcse applications, and, for this reuln, U~nstance I1 is conducting 
experiments to study the development of the electron energy distribution with 
ECRH6. 

This report derives the ECRH theory that will be uscd to analyze the data, 
Ikc theory consists of two parts: (I) the derivation of the correcr expression for 
the resonant energy exchange between the waves and particles, and (2) the WKB 
thcwry for the propagation of the wave energy from tlic launching horns to the 
absorption layen. On the overage, an electron gains energy from the waves only 
at a few local resonances along its orbit.. For collisionlcss particles, low clectric 
fields, and narrow RF bandwidths, d ~ e  particle's gyro-phase with respect to the wave 
freql~cncy is not random, and the electrons are purely reactive. As the electric field 
increases. the bounce resonances overlap resulting in stochastic energy difFtisjd. 
Lieberman and Lichtenbe$ were the first to derive the difi'usion equation fbr 
a uniform. stationary clect~jc field. Berkl was the first to derive a self-consistent 
bounce-averilged quasi-linear theory which also inclwdcd the correct WKB theory 
for the propagation of electrostatic waves. Bernstein and Biter2 wen the first 
to extend the theory to relativistic plasmas and to electromagnetic waves. Finally, 
Porkolab. et aLg first performed ray tracing calculations for ECRH in mirrors.' 

The contcnts of thc rcport we organized into eight sertions and an introduction. 
First. the geometry of the parbcle orbits are disct~ssed. Then, an expression for 
the diffusion equation is int~ritively derived for specified electromagnetic wave, 
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'I'he fourth section discusses the conditions Tor the vrrlidity of' the lincar, stochastic 
thcol-y. And. in the fifth section, the bounced-avcl.aged quasi-linear theory is derived 
fi~r non-relativistic particles. Ihe sixth section is devoted to the bounce-averaged 
resonance function uscd in the quasi-linear tlreory. Ncxt, the WKR theory for 
wave propagation is dcl-ived from the rcquiremcnt of energy conservation. This 
gives the geometric and yliysical optics si)lutions to the problem of estimating the 
field intensity and power absorption :it thc resonance ;tones. Finally, the last two 
sections dcscribc the loc~~l resonance function used in the WKB theory and the 
bounce-avcsaged energy co~~sewation equation. 

Al.2. Geometry 

Fur sitnpliejty, thc geometry oC'thc plrlsnrsl used in the kinetic theory is assumed 
ti) be locally cylindrical. Non-misymmetric cffccts are ignorcd, and only trapped, 
bouncing p:~rticles are treated. The unpcrlurbed orbits used to describe the trapped 
electrol~s, bounciirg in the mirror, are 

3 = 3, cos (w*t + 21) 
t t 

t, = Y(O)  + p(s) sin (/ ucdt + 4) + /o VD - 9  dt 
0 

where p2(r) = ?B(S)~/W~(S)  and VD is the sum of the V I3 and curvature drifts. 
I f  the panicles are dccply trappcd. thcn w,(s) = wc.(l + s2/~13), we = Vllo/LB, 
and a, = Vjllo/wB In general, B(r) is not par:~lw)lic. so that w~ is also a function 
of V I I  ud 3. Fur combin~tlon electrostatic and magnetic wclls, wu also depends 
upon @(s). A particle's phase-space is designated by the variables (E, p, $, 4, X, Y) . 
or equivalently ( E ,  p, 4, R), where (XI Y, s) reprwnts the particle's guiding-center 
position on its drift surFxe, and R = xi: + Yfj + sb. $ is the bounce angle and 4 
is the gyro-phase. The total energy, E, the magnetic moment, p,  and drift surface, 
r2 = X2 + y2, are constants of motion. The velocity gradient and total time 
derivative are 

The gradient term in Equation 4 can be written s (vb/wc)a/ax with  it^ defined 
as & x 2. Furthermore, if is defined as tan(Y/X), then VD = GDwDX and 
'VU. V = wn a/& where WC, = d g l d i .  The average pi~rticlc distribution is assumed 
to be irldcpcrldent of 4. 11,, imd 8. Illis simple geometry is adequate for the kinetic 
theory presented here since the resonant panicle clkcts ultin~ately depend only 



upon local gradients. See Horton. el all0 for a formal derivation of a particle's 
motion in a mirror. 

A1.3. A Monochromatic Wave 

'The perturbations to this orbit due to an electromagnetic wave can be analyzed 
in.a manner similar to Jseger, el at.ll. Consider an electric field, constrained to be 

and 

where elcctron Landau damping. Tor caws when Ell # 0. is ignored. To wlve 
Eql~ation 6. the right hand side is integwted along a particle's orbit. and the 
(assumed to be) dominant tcrm linearly proportional to Ek is retained. This gives 

t 

m bounce 
e'n4exp (-i /o div , ( t ) )  dt (7) A n  = E J n ( k l ~ ) ~  

where 

v,(t) = w - nw,(t) - k l l v l l ( t )  - kl . V D ( t )  (8) 

and where fi-axis has hcen aligned with thc (assumed to be linearly-polarized) 
electric field. The primed besscl f~~nction means diffcrcntii~tion with respect to its 
argument. or Jn = J,-.I - (n/kl p)  J n  For kip < 1 md n = 1, the primed bcssel 
fi~tlction is upproximatcly -- 1/2. Wlien evaluating Equation 7, it is assu~ncd that 
lApl c< p s i ~ ~ u r  ujlly thc Pnr ordcr cliungc to ihe unperturbi:d orbit is evaluated. 

Sincc the integr'md is highly phase dependent, the largest contributions to the 
integral arise when v ( i * )  = 0. For parabolic, m:lgnetic well and for VD = 0, this is 
when 

where 6wno = w - nu&, a' = s(t*),  and u; = vll(t ') .  Figure I illustrates 
(v l l ,  S) phase space for VD = 0, fixed V l f 0  and fix kll, 6wn0 j 0. Particles with 
Vil,o < 6 ~ , , ~ / k ~ ~  have b u r  stationary points. Particles with kuger ybO have only two 
resonance points, and those with Yl,o = 6wno/k l l  have three. For each resonance 
crossing. the net change in the magnetic moment will be proporu'onal to the product 
of irn effcctivt: time in resonance and a phase dependent term. To calculate the 
interaction time several are considered. When the stationary points we well 
separated, then u(t) .c: (r - t*)v(t') .  and the integral can be approximated by the 
leading term 



Figure 1. I1lustr;ition of rcsonancc points dong bounce orbits of thc paniclcs in 
a p i l~~bol ic  well. \'crticle axis is Vjl,,,, horizontal is s,. hr VD = 0, fixcd oe = 
SOMradls, NII = 0.4, w..O = 32Mradls. and for 661,~ 0. This c~rrcsponBS to 4kw 
clcctrons in Constance 11. ' (71~ dashcd lincs arc thc rcsonancc points, and UIC dotted 
linc is thc boundary between the p < 0 arrd p r 0 boutrcc-resonances. 

~ e { A p ' }  = - ~ & ~ , ( k ~ ~ ) ! % r ' l ~ r ~  sin (n+ + nl4) 
m B . 

In this case. r;l; = u(t *)/2. All of the slowly varying quantities arc evaluated 
at t ' .  When v(t*)  < 0. then the phase of the argument o f  sine changes by a/2. 

When two successive riwnances are separated by n time of the order of rrft .  
thcn v( t ' )  - 0, and the approximation leading to Equation 10 breaks down. In this 
case. v( t )  - u(t*) + ( t  - t" )2v ( t ' ) /~  and 

9 PC Re{Ap*) - ---EL Jn(klp)-  2 7 ~ 4 ~  sin (n4 + n / 2 ) ~ i ( u * r , ~  f )  (11) m B 
where. now. rgf = v(t*)/2 and At is the Airy f~~nction. When v is negative, 

the real branch is used for r,jf. For the parabolic well illustrated in Figure 1, 
v = o when a* = 0 md v;  = k l l w ~ l ~ / 2 t w ~ .  Notice that Equations 10 utd 11 are 
identical in form, the or~ly difference bcing that the effective time spent in resonance 
is redclincd from ( ~ ' / 2 7 r ) - - ~ ' ~  to 2n(v'/2)-~1~3~i[~~(v'/2)-~1~]. In Fhct, Berkl used 
thc Airy function approximation at s' = 0 for a11 panicla. sincc hc considered 
only 6 ~ ~ 0  0 and kll = 0. A more ge~meral approximation is given by the rules: 
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Figun: 2 Ihc lnagnitudc of thc thc cffectivc timc in rcsononcc pcr half-bounce as a 
function of Vjl.,, for the caw sliown in' Figurc 1. Vcniclc swlc is lo-%see. 'Ibc dashcd 
linc is thc Airy approxirndion for thc interaction timc. 'l'hc solid linc iu thc uncorrelatcd 
sum of thc staiio~lary phase approximation. 'llic di~ttcd lincs show thc p = 0 bounce 
rcsoaancc and thc turning-point ycsomce. 

------"7 - d - - 
(1) when v;  < dwo/kllws. then expand about s* = 0 lor the p.articles with )Vil,ol > 
min {16wo/kllwBl, and expand about v; = k l l w ~ ~ ~ / 2 n w d  for 
the remaining particles. and (2) whm T(, > d ~ ~ / k ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  then expand about s' = 0 
for all particles. Finnlly, it should bc noted that both approxiinations breakdown 
when v = v = v = 0. This happens when = 6 ~ ~ ~ / k ~ ~  = u'. In this case, the 
time integral is proportional to r(l/4)relj sin (7qb  + 3n/8). whcrc +a = v(t*)/3. 
Figurc 2 sumninrizcs these Inst two paragraphs. Here. the effective time in resonance 
is plotted for the particles shown in Figure 1. The oscillations shown in the figure 
result frotn retaining the phase infomation between two s ~ c c ~ ~ s i v e  resonances for 
the Airy approximutions. For some particles, the two interactions cancel. Both of the 
Airy approximrtions, at s* = 0 md v i  = kllw~L&/2nwm are included The figure 
corresponds to nwd/wu - 600 which corresponds lo 4kev electrons in Constance 
11. 

A1.4.. Conditions for Stochasticity 

As explained by ljeberniw and Lichtenbrrga. when the phase. 4. at each 



resonance crossing is random and with A p  (( p,  then thc maglietic moment under 
goes stochitstic diffusion. (Ap) = 0 and D ,  -- C ( A ~ * ) ~ / T B .  The dilT11sion eqiiation 
is 

and 

Note that, Trom Equation 6, the diffusion yiiths in ( E , p )  phase space is given by 
UE -- u'?u,. When 4 IS riot random. the electrons are superiadiabatic7, and no 
average energy is exchanged between thc wavcs and the particles. 

Three conditions may make 9 random: (I) collisions, (2) the presence of many, 
uncorrelated waves, or (3) the overlap of the w:lvc-particle bounce rcwnances. For 
electroti ten1per;itures greater than -- 200eV. collisiol~s will inducc diffusion on a 
tiniu scale t > 10~1, which is usually the weakest of the three effects. Since the 
bandwidth of typicdl microwave sources is Aw/w .- the statement "many 
uncorrclated waves" refess to a broad k-spectrl~tn. tlowcver, sincc the RF is launched 
from n single Imrn, k(r) is fixcd by geometry, and thc k-spectrum is not. broad if the 
power is absorbed on thc first pass. Note, that even thoi~gk the ~~esiilting resonances 
f i r  each particle do not look like tliosc in Figure 1 (sincc k(r) is a function of 
positiotij each particle s~ill cxpcriences a finite number of distinct resonances, and, 
in general, stochastic ciiffi~si~n will not rcsult. (Of course, density and t.ernpergtllre 
floctuations change the r i y  geometry, but these effects are usually slow compared 
to a bounce tinic for moderately cncrgctic electrotis.) On the other hand, when the 
first pass absorption is poor, the microwaves will bounce scvcral times within the 
over-moded vacuum chamber. Now, die k-spectrum would be very broad, and 4 
should be random. Figure 3 illustrates the marly rescltlilnces for a weakly absorbant 
plasma. 

The final condition for stochastic diffusion is the overlap of botcnce resonances. 
For Constrrnce II and other mirror ECRH experiments, this is the major justification 
fix the use ol'tlie quilsi-litleiir equation, sincc high, first-pass absorption is expected. 
To estiniate the size of the electric field producirlg sttchatic orbits, the particle 
nii)tion jn (p ,  4)  space can be written by a set of coupled. difference equations, and 
KAM theory (Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser), ns summarized by UchtenbergI2, can 
be applied. In gcnel.al. thc difference equation is fourth-order. However, when both 
6wn0 = 0 and Vlpo < dwSo/kll, then for most panicles v' -- v' -- 0. and Equation 
12 can be used for A p  fir each pass through the midplane. 'The effective interaction 
time is r;j? = and A@) = 0.35. A lbrtllcr simplification is to assume 
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Figurc 3. An cxample of a brmd k-spccUum. F x h  dashd linc rcprescnts onc.of many 
w i t v n  propagating thmugh a very tcnuuur weakly abwrbas plasma Axis same as 
E'igurc 1. 

A p  ~i p. then the.chanp in gyro-phase. 4. duc to the resonant electric field un be . 
ignored7. ll~c approximate second order difference qunlion is 

where 

In the last expression. the magnetic well wos assumed to bc parabolic. (pn, &) are 
the milgnnctic moment and phase before the nth resonance crossing. 

The first-order fixed points, (po, t,bo). of Equation 14 are the bounce resonances, 
'They :ue the solutions of hd(po )  = 2xp  and CQS (n+o) = 0. Figure 4 illustrates the 
bounce resonances. Note, thitt for a wd trap, w~ -+ 0 at the loss-cone boundary. 
Lincdring about the fixed give 
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I;igurc 4. Primary bouncc rcsonanccs for a parabolic. niagnctic wcll. Shown arc p = 1,2 

and p = 0, -1, -2, -3, -4. 'Ihe vcnicle axis is Vl.o. iind thc horisrontal is Vil,o. 
lhc inncr, dotted lines arc thc turning-point rcsonaticcs. 'lhc outcr iue the loss-cane 
hundarics. 

where 

and p,, + ji,,. From Lichtenberg12, the condition for stochasticity is 

which was detrrmincd both numerically and analytically from solutions of the 
standard mapping of the Felrni accelerator. As explained by Lichteobcrg. Equation 
16 is actually a factor of two less severe than the mndition of primary resonance 
overlap (given by Kp + KP+, > pp - p p + ~  for a11 p ;i 0) beca~~se of the overlap 
of liighcr-order bouncc resonances. Equation 17 can bc rewritten as 
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which, for V l l o / ~ l , o  -- 4 and n = 1. requires Ek > O.OOSV/em for TI = IkeV,  
iind Ek > 2.3V/cm for TI = 1ookeV. Except lbr very small lields and very 
high temperatures, superadiabat.ic motion should not be expected in Constance 11. 
The condition Ap < p gives the upper bound on Ek as CiOv/c.m and 3 k V / c m ,  
.respectively. For ECRH in Consta~ice 11. the keating is initially highly non-linear 
(T, 15ev before heating). I n  this case, the unperturbed orbits cannot be used to 
calculate Ap, and (Ap) no longer vanishes since the particles will change their phase 
itnd Iarmor radius as thcy ucceIe~.:tte. lhc non-linear heating rate is approximately 
giveti by (A /L) /Q  which sc;lles rouglily ;ls instead of tile P,f scaling for linear 
heating. In Constiulce 11, the quasi-linear theory should become valid after a few 
~nicroseconds Sor powers not greater than a few kilowatts. 

A1.5.  Bounce-Averaged Quasi-Linear Theory 

The b~unc~averagcd quasi-linear equation is written synibolically as 

d$ D Fj a f k  f bounce -(----fo(li.,p,~)) 21r Dt =-°f 9 ( & 6 - k l k ~ w l i u  k - k s  
4 m bounce 2n 

where 
V M? = 6aj(l- - . N ) + W N ~  
c 

E: - g ( r ,  t )  exp [-- j w t  + iX(r)] 
and 

The first equation above is the bounce and gyro-averige of the electron response 
to the RF fields. Strictly speaking. the diffusion due to untrapped, streaming plasma 
rnust hc added to the right-hand side of Fiuiltion 18, but this is ignored. The 
dcita-function, 6-&& implies the random-phase approximation which is not exactly 
true in at1 inhsmogeneous plasma. The various ficld components will co~iple within 
bandwidths of the order of Ak - V(lo [jo(r)]), but this effect is ignored in this 
treatment Note that the tcnsor M? cornmutes with the operator a/&'. The spatid 
phase, X(r), is the geometric optics approximation to the wave number of the waves, 
and k(r) = V h(r). The index of refraction is Na = ck'lw. i$ is a slowly changing 
function of space and time. and w is constant 

In Equation 21, the integral over t is along the utipcrturbed particle orbits as 
in Equ:ltion 7. However, in ~ ~ u i a i o n  18. this orbic integral is multiplied by the 
complex conjugate of the electric field at i. = t,  and this phasc-dependent product is 
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.then averaged over a full bounce. The rcslllting average is liighly cscillatory unleqs 
the end-point corresponds to a stationary point, v ( t )  -- 0. Said in L~nothcr way, the 
orbit-ititcgral is the sum of contributioils from past stationary points (1  < t )  and 
from those near the end point (t -- t ) .  'The phases of these terms arc then added to 
the pliase of the clectric field which -- nearly cancels the phase of tlie end-point. Now, 
when the total phase of each term is bounce-averaged, then (I) the real part of the 
tenns from past stntionrlry points are zero. and (2) the real part of tlic end-point tcrm 
is also zero except when thc phase of the end-point and of the electric-field exactly 
cancel. 'The tinie during which this c;~ncelli~tion takes place is r,jf. Therelbre, the 
major con tl-i b i ~  tions to the bounce-averaged quasi-linear equation arc when q ( t )  is 
near a stationary point. Note, that in this theory, the history of the particle has 
been truncated. ' I le origin';il global equation has been reduced to a sun1 of local 
wave-particle resonances. 'This is the same premisc used to justify F~uation 12. In 
a linear, bounce-averaged tlicory, if thc phase itirolmation of the past resonance 
crossings were retained, superadiabaticity would result. 

Keeping the remarks of the last paragraph in mind. thc averrlgcs and integds 
in Equations 18 to 21 can be performed by expanding tlic field about (k, s, t ) ,  the 
current guiding-center position and the current timc. This gives 

a 
~ i ( r ,  t )  = exp [-iwt + ~ x ( R ) ] { ~ ( R ,  t )  + ( r  - R) . v ~ ( R ,  t )  + ( t  - t)--%(R, t ) }  

at 

Notice that the variation of k along the orbit is assumed to bc slow enough such 
that (r - It). V(ln [k(R)]) (( 1, and the oxponeritial containing V k can be expanded. 
The doi~ble dot-product is (r' - R')(TJ - R j ) ( d k l / i 3 ~ ' )  where the repeiitcd indices 
are assumed to be summed. Equation 22 can be re-written as 

The electric field, whcn t = t ,  can be expanded similarly as 

~ i ( r ,  t )  = exp [-iwt + iX(R)] 
a a - .  

- p k v k t  --- a a ) exp [ i (r  - R) . ~ ( R ) I  (24) 
ak 2 ak ak 

Then, Eqnittion 18 can now be written as 



a t  .- a,,; /-= dt ~ k ~ ( t )  

where the argument of the electric field is (R, t). and where k = -k and 
w = -w were used to express the phase in the last exponential. Using Equations 2 
and 3, the phme-dependent exponential can be simplified, since 

t 
(r - R) k, = pkl sin (lo wcdt + 4 - C + */2) 

where the local wave-vector is k = k l l i  + kl(cos €2 + sin 65). then the standard 
bessel expansion allows 

where v,,(t) is given by Equation 8. The argument of thc bend function is kLp. 

Before making any furthcr progress, Equation 25 can be greatly simplified 
by transforming to thc complex basis defined by (z, y, Z) -P (r, 1, Z) where r = 
(z - i ) ,  1 = r ,  and i = r. The symbol, * or "star", denote the complex 
mnjugatc. In this basis, if = El = 0, then the electric field is right-hand 
circularly 'pohrized in the directior~ of the rnagnetic field. A dot-product in the red, 
cartesian coordinate system is re-written in the ncw. con~plex basis as A .  I3 A B*. 
Then. suppressing the .gradient terms containing the dot and double-dot products, 
then right-hand side of Equation 25 can be written as 



Note thc locatio~l of the conjugated components. The only t dependence besides 
. .. 

tlie pbitie int.egral is tlic product M;f a/av". but with some :~lgebm.illld Fqi~iltions 
4 and 19, this is 

whose componets are , 

nw, 1 -a MZ, ,  = cNII - - - 
w Bau 

and where 

The cjpcrator 6n,nk1 acts to nise or lower the order of the bessel fbnction 
designated by n. This gives the identity 6,,,+1 + 6*,n-1 = 2n]kJ p which was 
used to obtain these cxprenions. Note that the time dependence o f  M,. has 
been replaced by using these operators. This is because the operation of is 
equivnlent to nlultiplic;ttion by exp [i($ w,dt + 4 - ( + n/a)] and then re-defining 
the sum over n. Ihcrefore, the complex conjugate of b,,,,+l is S,,,n-l. The same 
operators can be used to cxxpress Ad&,% = M?* ~ / B v $  except, here. afler complex 
conjugating the expression For M& in Equation 28. the direction of the 
operators milst he reverjcd due to the opposite sign of  k. 13hhysically, the operators, 
M,, give the dillusion paths of the electrons in (E, p,  X) phase-space. 

171en. in the coniplex basis, and after replacing the time-dependances of the 
gradient operators by the delta-operators, Equation 25 is 



where 

Note, that the term containing d / 3 #  in a/avS has been excluded since, when 
the averaged over b, this term is highly phase dependent :lnd therefore does not 
contribute to diffusiotl. Also, the bounce and gyro averages o f D j o / D t  leavcs only 
the derivative of jo with respect to slow time changes since f o  is independent of 
t#) and #. Furthermore, since the only 4 dependances in Eqi~ation 29 are contained 
in the gyro-average sets n to n. (However, tile conventions, explained in the 
last paragraph, betwemi the raising and lowcring oper~tors. designated by 
M$ :md M$ are,still maintained.) Finally, the average over + is calculated as in 
Eyiration 8. ' n ~ e  rcal-pa11 of the integral will bc dominated by the rapidly varying 
phase in die exponcnt.ial wliich will give non-vanishing contributions only when + 
corresponds to a stationary point. Thus, resonant clicrgy exchange is the sum of 
local interactions. Ihc imaginary part of the avcngc is global. since it represents 
the average "sloshing" wave energy along thc particle's bounce pilth. 

Following Rerkl, the gradient terms can now be inserted and the sum over k 
and k.completed. Note that 

since k i  = k: + k i  md 6 = tan-l(k,/k,). Remember. also. that the 
derivative with respect to w and k act only upon !2;l. Then, since the 

.* 
terms proportional to Z f k  VB; - Ec VI??.!.~ sum to zero, the only first-order 
contributions come from the derivative with respect to ( and 6. In other words, 
since 

- 

the find form of the quasi-linear equation is a sum of resonant interactions and a 
gradient term which acts on the electric field and the resonance function. l l ~ e  result 
is 
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The gradient term can be considered is the correction to the ficld intensity and its 
interaction which results from expressing the field in guidingccnter coordinates. As 
in Berkl, Fo is the average particle distribution aRcr subtracting the "sloshing" energy 

1 due to the non-resotitl~lt wave-particle interactions. and 0, is the bounce-averaged 
rcsonslncc function. Finally, the sum over resonances does not necesirily refer to a 
sum over definite rcsonant layers in sp;~cc. In general, kl l  # 0. and the resonances 
For each region of velocity-space will occur in different regions of coordinate-space. 

Fo is given by 

111 Section 8, Po will be shown to represent the particle kinetic encrgy after the 
"sloshing" wave energy is subtracted. 

It should also 11c noticed that Equation 32 is real when summed over all field 
-r* -7 coniponents since the tcmi containing IE E I is thc coml)lex conjugate of that term 

+*-1 contiuning Ils E 1 ,  etc. Thc total of all of the terms is twice the sun1 of the real 
1 -r*-- parts of the terms proportional to IE'*F'I, IE"B I ,  IE E'I, IE'E~I plus the term 

containing 1rEaI. 

b'inally, b r  the siniple example discussed in Section 3, VD = 0, E = gE, and 
a/aX = 0. Ihen, if the field is cyclotron reson'mt, n = 1, and if the plasma is 
cool enough such that kip < 1 md v / c  < 1, then the quasi-linear eq~,lation can be 
written as 

where po = 1 - kI1vl1/w, and the slowly varying quantities which define the diffusion 
paths are evaluated at the resonances. 

A1.6. Bounce-Averaged Resonance Function 

To calculate the bounce-avenged resonolce function, ~i;;', the techniques used 
in Section 3 are uscd again. First, v,($, t) is expanded about t = 0 and $ = q', 
such that v($', 0) = 0. Then, 



and, for cases when un = 0, then 

In the above equation, thc identity w & l / a l l ,  = a/& was used. In the first case, 
integrating first over time and then over bounce angle gives 

while, in the second case, the first integration is over @, and the second over t, 
which dves 

O dt --1 Re{n,, } a c J: r e N e i r P  exp -i[u: t + ref /  -3 t3/12] .* 

re8 2 4  
(38) 

using the I'clrlstein identity1. Thc value of the resonant interaction is the same as 
tliat calculated 'in Equations 10 and 11. 

It is also informative to cl~lculzlte the resonance function in a manner which 
illustrates thc poitits of Section 4. If we take n simple example, with kll = VD = 0. . 
then the. mact orbits for electrons deeply-trappcd in a magnetic well give 

where r;t3 = n w C o ~ ~ , - , / l , ~ .  The bounce resonances are those shown in Figure 4. 
The rwnance function can be considered to represent the wave-particle interaction 
h the limit that E' + 0 and t -+ m. Those particla wl~iutl du I J U ~  llilrc exactly 
the same phase during each pass through resonance cannot gain energy a t -+ m. 
Of course, this condition is also the condition which defined the fixed-points of 
Eq iration 14. 

However, when the electric field is finite, then the resonances overlap, and 
Equation 39 should be equivalent to Fqui~tion 38. To show this, a broadening term 
is added to the resonant denominator, so that the real part of Equation 30 is 

where q k  can be ci~nsidered to be defined from 



iS in Equation 12. Then, since Jp[p(l + ~ p - ~ / ~ ) ]  - (2/p)1P~i(-21/3s) as p m, 
Equation 40 becomes 

-1 
) C J: Q $ ~ w ~  !) 

P ~ O  

X 'lk (41) 
~ B ( P  - 6won/2w~ + + / 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) 2  + 11: 

fir p less than zero, and 

for p greatcr than zcro. To obtain these equutions, the argument of the bessel 
function was e\lalurrtcd at resonance, or when 

Then. as p -+ f OD. ~ T $ ~ w $  - -l/p. Also needed is the c~tbe root of p which, 
when evalu;lted, the rcal hr~ncli is used. For large Ip(. the sum over p is converted 
into an iiltcgral. and assurnil~g thm qf > (6wn./2wR - I / ~ T : , , W & ) ~ ,  then the 
bounce-avcraged rcsonrrncc function is approximately 

for those particles with qC > V ~ , ~ ( ~ ~ W ~ ~ / , ~ W ~ ) ' ~ ' ,  and 

for those particles resonant near thcir turning points. Equations 44 and 45 are 
indcpundent of' qk. Note, that these results arc the m e  as those obtained from 
Equation 38. Finally, when p -- 0, the pii~ticles are resonant far ffom the bounce 

. phases when either s* -- 0 or v* -- 0. In this case. no simple expression for nrl 
can he bund independent of sr;. For these particles. Equation 37 is the only simple 
way to calculate the resonance function. 

A1.7. WKB Theory 

In this section, the WKB theory for the wave propagation h m  the 1:lunching 
horn through the plasma is discussid. 'The kndmentals of the tl~eory of 
electro~nagnetic waves in an inho~nogeneol~s' plasma are well known (see, for 
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example, Budden, 1961). When cornbincd with t l~c  quasi-linear cquation of Section 
4, the theory presented in this rcport is the simplest, self-consistcnt model of 
.non-relativistic elcctron-cyclotron heating in a niirror that conserves energy. 

Two types of cquiitions are needed. First, the local cquation of e1i~'rgy 
conscrvatio~i is derived which determines the geometric and physici~l optics solutions 
for tlie propagnt.ion of elcctromagnetic waves. Thc second is the bounce average 
of this cquation. which gives the energy conservation equation for the trapped 
particles. Rcgncrative effects due to the "phase-memory" of bouncing particles is 
ignored (see Berk and Hook, 1969). 

From Maxwell's equat.ions, Poynting's theorem is 

which can be written as 

The last term is 

The sum over & refers to the direction of motion along the field lines. The time 
dependence uf M : ~ A / ~ ) ~ I '  n n  he treated as tl~ose in muation 27 by tnosfvrniing 
to the complex basis. E; can be expanded as in Equations 23 and 24. except in 
this case, the ficld is exp'mded about (r, t ) instead of the guiding-ccn tcr coordinates 
since the Iocd currents are w bc  found. In addition, j o ( X ,  s) can be expressed in 
terms of r as in Equation 32, which gives 

Then. with v, = (6a,n-lpce- '~/Ji ,  &,n+ lp ,e i ' / \ /Z ,  vII). Equation 48 
becomes 

* 
Which, whctl combined with Equation 47, gives the local, energy consenation- 
equation 



.* .. 
where ~ ' j '  = D;: + i~;' is the local dispersion tensor 

Equation 50 contains the first terms of a WKB thco~y for electrotnagnetic 
wave propagation in an inhomogcna)us plasma. This is s generalization of the 
one-diniensional. electrostatic WKB theory derived by Berk and Book, 1969. For 
clecuomagnetic waves, thc dispersion rclation to all orders is 

a )(Y ... 7 ~ ' j ( k ( r ) ,  r ) ) ( ~  s (r)) (52) 

.* . 
3 -  3 2  The zeroth-order equation. D~*IE I3'lk = D ~ , , ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , w ) ( L  I k  = 0. is an 

cigenvalue cquation. ' h c  solutions to this equation give gevnictric optics. This is 
uscd to detctmine the path of mode-energy Ilow. Howcvcr, thc first-order terms 
rue needed to show energy conservation. The eigenvectors are ttlc polarizations 
of the local modes, and the eigenvalua are the solutions to Dklwk = 0. or 
kmode = V Amodc(r)- 

Rrieflp. the procedure for cumputing the my path is as follows. First, the my 
path is considered to be sub-divided into many srnall segments Ar. Within each 
segment the dispersion tensor is diagonalized, and the dispersion relation and 
polariziition for each of the eigenvectors, or modes, is found. 111e electric field at 
the back-side of A r  is then expressed in the basis fi~rmed by the modc polarizations, 
Finally. each mode then propagates at it$ group velocity to the front-side of Ar, 
and the process is repcuted. 7he group velocity is 

and, from its ]'ole in Equation 50, the group velocity is the velocity of energy flow. 
Furthermore. since Db = 0 for endl mode, the change in k aftcr crossing Ar is 
given by 
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Togedlel; Equations 53 and 54 can be considered as the velocity of the mode-energy 
in (r, k) phase-space. Note that Equation 54 incorporates Snell's law, since k only 
changes in the direction of the gradient of Dk. 

'fo obtain the physical optics solution to the problem of the wave propagation, 
the next-order terms ofthc WKB tlispersion equation are uscd. 'These are equivalent 
to thc cnergy conservation cquation already dcrived (ic. Equation 50). 'This cquation 
can hc put into the familiar form if D$ is diagonalized as bebre and if the total 
cnergy per mode is defined as 

This gives 

where kr is the imaginary pan of k given approximately by 

The solution to Equation 56 for each mode gives the physical optics solution 
to wave propagation. If the medium is loss-lice, then the field intensity increases 
as -- I/V; along its r;ry path. Wben vd -+ 0, higher order derivatives of the field 
must be nddcd lo Equation ( 1 .  I F  the t.urning point is linear, then the ~h can be .  
cspmded about r = 70, giving 

Then. assuming that the spatial dcpendances are l t ~ i l l y  separable, then this equation 
is an Airy equation for U~at compc~nent of propagation along the gradient DL. In 
this way, the standard WKR connection formulixs and reflection caclFcients can be 
alcu It1tedl3. 

A1.8 .  The Local Resonance Function 

The local resonance ft~nction used in the WKB theoly function differs from 
the bounce averagcd version used to determine the electron energy evolution. The 
local resonance hnction includes both the reactive, induced plasma currents and 
the local, resonant dissipation. The induced currcnts determine the real part of the 
dispersion relation which is used to calculate k = V X(r). 

'The local resonance function has three forms. For particles far from a shtionary 
point, the resonance fi~nction is 
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At this loc:ltion, these particles iue purely reactive. 

When. a particle is nwr n stationary point. then 

And, whcn v = v = 0, then Re{n;l} ;I: J:  sreljAi(v,reff),  and Irn{n;l} = 
J: nref, Gi(v,reff)  where Gi(x) -- 1/*x and Gi(-z)  -- (1/4\nx-l% cos(2z2I3/3+ 
~ / 4 )  for large x. 

A1.9 .  Bounce-Averaged Energy Conservation 

The local, energy conservation equation can be bounce-averaged to show 
the self-consistcncy of the approach used.in the report, The tot31 loss of wave 
cncrgy averaged over the bounce motion of the trapped particles is equal to the 
bounce-averaged change in particle kinetic-energy. 

The bounce-average of .Equation 50 is 

What is meant by thc bounce average of the left-hand side is that the integral 
over velocity-space within each term is to be carried out nftcr the boutlcc average. 
The equation states that the average of the divergence of the Poynting's flux and 
the time mte of cl~ange of the electric energy along the particle's orbit is equal to 
the loss of particle kinetic energy due to the local resonances. The integral on the 
left-hand side will not be evaluated. Hi~wever. the right-hand side is consistent with 
the bounce-averaged quasi-linear equation, previi~~~sly derived. To show this, the 
time rate of change of the electron kinetic energy (aftclr' the "sloshing" wave energy 
hus been removed) is 

Equation 61 is now integrated by parts which is  perfornled most easily when the 
left-most dill'usic~n operator has been re-expressed in terms of a real, cartesian 
coordinate system. This gives 
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Therefore, the increase in trapped panicle ,energy is equal to the loss of wave 
energy. For each region in velocity-space, the energy is exchanged at local. resonant 
interactions. 
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Appendix 2 

Descripti0.n of Fokker-Planck Code 

[Most of this appcndix origir~lrlly appearcd is a research rcport: "llcscription of' the 120kkcr-Pluck 
Codc uscd to Modcl ECRH of the Constar~cc 2 Expcrimcnt", 1'1:C-1iR-8212, (1982).] 

This rcport dcscribcs both the time-depcndcnt, partial dilfcrential equation 
used to describe the dcvclopment of the electron distribution during ECRH of the 
Constance 2 mirror-confined plasma and the method by which this equation was 
solved. i h c  electrons arc modeled in ( v ,  e) phasespace. where 9 = ~ i n - ~ ( v ~ ~ / u ) .  
The ion distribution is considered to bc a Maxwellian with known density and 
temperrlture. l'hc ECRt.1 is modeled with n bounce-averaged quasilinear equation 
which is strictly correct only for linear heating of confined particles. However, since 
the lnagnctic ficld is assumed to bc parabolic, the heating can bc "extcnded" into 
the Ii~ss cone whcn the potential is positive. Cli:~ngcs in the pirrticle energy are 
iwun~ed to occur randurnly, over several passes through resonance. The potential 
of' thc plasma is also ssurned to be parabolic and a known lilriction of time. Those 
particles within the loss region of velocity-space are loss at a rate determined from 
their transit time. k c h  point in velocity space is advanced it1 time using n modified 
Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) tccl~nique uscd by Killccn and Man2. 

The report is orginized into six sections. The first section d ~ x ~ $ b e s  the Fokker- 
Plank model for clectrot~-elcctron and electron-ion collisions. The second section 
dcscrib~! the loss-cone term from which the elcctron loss current b calculated. The 
third section dcscribts the programming of the ECRH term. The fourth section 
dcscribcs thc numerical rnetl~od uscd to solve the partial-differential equation. The 
fifth section lists the diagnostics availilble to evaluate the code's perfo~mance, And, 
the final section gives some examples and checks of'thc operatinn of the p r o m .  

A2.10. Collisions 

A_2.10.1. Rosenbluth Potentials . The electron-electron and electron-ion collisions 
are given by the Rosenbluth formulas4, or 

where 
1 

J$ = I'~{F,(~)D,H~(~) - i ~ , ( ~ e ( v ) ~ j ~ i ~ 8 ( v ) ) )  
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and whcre the potentials I f p  and Gg satisfy Poisson's equation. 

and r g  = 4re2e;beg/m:. Mc, is the reduccd mass. or memp/(me + ma). Note 
that the derivatives, Di. in Equations 1 and 2 ore cov;lriant dcrivntives. This insures 
the obvious result that the scaler formed from the divergence of the vector Ji 
is invariant to changcs in. thc description of the coordinate system. The integral 
solutions to Fquation 3 and 4 are 

As will be shown in the ncxt albscction, only Gel,(v, 0) need be numerically 
in tcgrated. Since fbr cach phase-space point, this integration involvcs a summation 
over all grid points and is very timc consuming. Therefore, all of the coefficients . 
for the integration is saved on disk2. Equ:ition 5 can be expressed in terms of the . 

elliptic integral of the second kind, or 

QO 

G,.(v;o) = 1 v2dv / w  sin ede4da+b E ( ~ ) F ~ , ~ ( ~ ,  e) 
a + b  

(7) 

where 

A2.10.2. Reduction of the Fokker-Plank Equation. For this program, the electrons 
are placed in a (r, 8,#,  I/)) coordinate system. an-uation 1 must be expressed 
in terms of these coordinates. 7'he electrons arc assumed to be independent.of 
gy roph'w, 4, and the collision tern is trivially bounccd-averaged ovcr the bounce- 
phase, $, by assunling a square-well. (rhe ECRH and el~dloss terms assume 
parabolic ni;~gnctic and potential profiles.) 

Equation 1 bccolnes 



Thc elcctron and ion terms are therefore 

The metric in. the ( v ,  0) coordinate system can be found by transforming the 
metric of sphcrical coorditlates to obtain 

qi, = 65 + v2i% + v2sin2~$S) (12) 

Ihc most complica~c& term is the tensor finned from the covariant derivative 
of the velocity-space gradient, which, in terms of ordinary partial derivatives, is 

where r:, is thc affine connection or Chrisrc@l symhP and is defined from the 
metric as 

1 r; = -g'k{(aigkj 2 + a," - a k g i , )  (14) 

Since F. is independent of the gyrophase, then only the matrices I'!, and I':, need 
be calculated. They are 

r;j = - v ~  - v a i n 2 ~ J b  (15) 

r;, = 'er  + - S ~ ~ O C O S ~ ~ )  
1 1 .  V 

(16) 

'This gives 



and the tensor product of the two double gradients become 

where 

For the ions, If and G arc independent of pitch-angle which nllows am analytic 
expression for thc electron-ion collision tcrm and si~nplifies the tensor term above. 

&. 10.3. The Electron-Ion Term . Although b r  electron-electron cc~llisions, the 
potential, Gel,(v.O), must be calculated from the evolving electron velocity 
distribution, thc ions are assumcd to be Maxwellian. Their potcntial can be 
calculated analytically. 

Assuming, 

aHim aGion d 2 ~ i m  
where = %,/mi. Only, the terms -, - need be calculated 

av a ' d ~ 3  

aHim can be found from Gauss's law and Equation 3. 
av 

where 

and, likewise, for G,, 
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But, li;,(v + 00) -+ 0, SO 

which gives 

and 

A2.10.4. Surnrnary of Collision. Terms . The Fokker-Plank collision terms can, 
tl~us. be si~mmarized as 

aFe r~l-1 =(Aee + Aei)Fe + (Bee + Bei)= a& + (C" + C e i ) ~  a& 
at coilisiona 

aa F~ a* Fe a2 F, (25) 
+(Dee + D c ~ ) ~  + (Eee 9 ae2 + Fee avaj  

where 

1 (2  - C O S ~ O  d ' ~  88 
c e e  = -- 2sin0- + case- 

2v3san0 vsine i302 aui38 

and 



A2.10.5. - A Simple Check . As a check of the formula, the function Fe(v, 0) - 
e - ' ( " / ~ " e ) '  must be n stationary solution to the Fokker-Plank collision operitor. 
Igc~oring the slower, electrdn-ion collisions. 

aFe so that, when Equation 26 is substituted into Equation 25, - - 
at 
- 0. It is also easy 

to show that when 'F, = z, the electron-ion term vanishes. 

A2.11. End Losses and Sources 

For particles in the loss-cone, the particle loss rate is given by 

where T ~ + ~ ~ ~ , ~  is the time for a particle to go from the midplme to the mirror-peak. 
The loss-boundary is given by vll(s = amp) = 0, or 

or' 

where A@ = a0 - a,,, and R, is the mirror ratio. In ( v ,  8 )  phase-space, 

2q v'{i - &sin2@() = ,A@ (31) 



The condition of being within the loss-region is 

For particles such that Isin01 < d1/Q., and 

l ~ r  particlcs such that Isin61 > Jwi. AS can be seen. for positive A@, only the 
first incquality is used, and for negative A@, only the sccond is used. 

The transit time is obtaincd from the equations of motion. Since 

then 

Y 18 
~ ( t )  = - sin (wet + +) 

W B  

where 

Therefore, 

When w s  < 0, then Ttransit - ~ i n h - ~ ( l w ~ / u  cos0). Note that Yushmanov particles 
arc: not included in this analysis. 

[n addition, a Mtlxwellian distribution of elcctrons me assumed to be at the 
mirror peak and entcr the mirror-region at the same transit rdte calculated above. 
Note that energy is conserved for the incoming particles so that this Mlxwellian 
distribtrtion is mapped to the passing region of velocity spncc. Finally, ionization 
with a given pressure of hydrogen gas is included. I'hc ionizition cross-section 
is approximated by ???. For a region of velocity-space, (11, Q), F(v,6) decreases 
according to the difference between the ionization rate at (v,8) and that region 
which is more energetic by 13.6ev. This reduccs the energy of the electrons while a 
-- (1/2)ev source of cold electrons is added to tllc distribution that is proportional 
to the total ionizatiorl rate. 
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A2.1.2. The ECRH Term 

A2.12.1. The Diffusion Paths . The ECRH tenn used for this code was derived 
by Mauell. In this model, only linear heating of trnppcd, electrons are heated. 
Since the cffcct of the heating is bounced-averigcd, particles in the loss region of 
velocity-space are not heated. 

'The bounce-avcraged diffusion equation is 

aFe 2 a a - = a~z -Dre.-Fe at rcs ax ax 

1 qa where a& = - --l&12 is the square of the right-handed, electric acceleration, and 
2 m2 

For thc program, thc diffusion equation is simplified by re-witting the Equation 
41s 

a F e  a2Fe 2DTes BFe] -- at  = akx{or,-+ -- 
tea ax2 ~ k t ~  ax (42) 

This uses the (very good) approximation that the dominant ~~,,,~-dependance in 
D,, is the velocity-factor v i  ,re,. 

The gradient along the diffusion path, d /ax, can be written in (v, 0)  coordinates 
by using the idcnhties 

. and the appropriate Jitcobians. For instance, 

and, likewise, 
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This givcs the gradicnt along the diffusion paths a 

where C = (1/RVer - sin20)/v2cosOsin0. Also. afier some dgebra. 

The ECRH term call then be summarized as 

ape aFe a2& 51 = B E C R I ~  + C E C ~  -z + DECRH-- 
2 at ECRH. av2 

QR 
a2 F, . a2 Fe 

(50) 

+ EECRH ,el + FECRH 

where 

&J'&?>-.Thg .Resonance mwiim . In this section, the rules used to evaluate D,, 
are explained. Since pekl 1. 

where 
1 1 2  R~{T i ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~  (where 7;; = vn/2)  (52) 

-1 
Re{Sl, I= ~ T W ~ T $ ~ A Z ~ ( U ~ T ~ ~ ~ )  (where = vn/2)  (53) 

and where v,, = w - nw, - kllvlI. Here, all quantities are evduated at the point 
of resonance. Equation 51 is used for "simple" resonance points iie when v,, -* 0 
while u remains finite); and Equation 52 is used for "Airy" resonilnce points, which 
uccur when both un and u, -+ 0. 

The type and number of resonance points depend upon Re., kll, and the actual 
bounce-orbit of rhe electrcnl. For the progrm, these variatior~s can be classified into 
four categoriu which were shown in Chapter 4 in Figure 38. Tl~c mirror is assumed 
to be symmetric for interchatlge of Y with -8.  
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A2.13. Numerical Methods 

The Fokker-Plank equation (Equations 24,27 and 38) is solved by the modified 
Alternating Direction Implicit (AID) mcthod used by Killectl and Marx2. A grid in 
the ( v ,  0) phase space is defined with variable spacing in the v-direction to provide 
a wide energy resolution and in the 8-direction to allow qu:~dmture integration. 
'I'ypi~idly. the grid has 45 v-points and 16-theta points. Integration in the v-direction 
is perlbrnied with Simpson's rulc modified to for variable grid spacing2. 

The AD1 solution consists of "splitting" the 2-dimensional partial differential 
equation into two parts so that the v md 8 differences can be taken separi~tely. This 
gives two oqu;ltions which con be solved implicitly. 

If, in eiich.kqur~tion. central difkrences are taken for each derivative (except for a 
backward derivative for the mixed term). each equation can be written as 

where, for the u-split 

and, for the 0-split, 
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= At 2E 1 F 
idc - KO- + id 

1 wiaL = ql+ I A t S +  
AtF (Fn-1,~-1 - ~ n - l , l + l  

4A0Av- ' 1 
AtF n+1,1+1+ ~ n - 1 . 1 - 1 -  ~ n + l , l - l -  

(Fe F:-','+') + 4A9Av+ e 
a 

where 

and similarly for AO, A8+, A0-. In the above equations, the index n refers to the 
v-direction and the index I refers to the 0-rutis. . . 

Using boundary conditions. these difference equations dcfinc il tri-diagonal 
matrix which can be clrsily tr~tisforrncd into upper triangular form. For example, 
the matrix dcfincd in Equation 56 becomes 

which is cquivalent to 

where 
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Afkr thc coefficients IZn and Y" have been found, the solution is trivial: 

~r = yN 
F:-I = yn-1- c-'F: (61) 

The boundary colrditions of the program are 

1. -1 = 0 due to azimuthal symmetry. F?' = Ffll. 
au ~ = o , e = ~ p  

aFe 4. -1 = 0 due to azimuthal symmetry, F:nL-l = FY. ao e=o,, 
aFc 5. -1 = o from bounce-direction symmetry. ae e=,/2 

These boundary conditions are used to combine or eliminate terms in 
the upper lcft and bottom right cornen of thc matrix. In this way, the initial 
conditions for the sweep out ruld back ti~~~ough the grid indices are determined. 

Finally, note that all of the gradients of Gel&, 0) neidehed for the electron- 
clectl-on collision tcrm can be found using central differcnccs since dl of 
the boundary points are obtained implicitly from the interior points and the 
boundary conditions. 
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Comments on Hot Electron Stablization of DCLC 

The original goal of the Constance 2 experiments was to investigate the 
"mechanisnl" of hot clectron stdbilization, reported in the expcrinicnls of Ioffe, 
el nl., 1975, Klinkowstein and Smullin, 1978, Kanaev, 1979, and Mauel, 1979. 
The hope was that by repeating the conditions under which E-beam and ECRH 
stabilization was obsened, the superior diagnostics of Conslance 2 would be 
able to measure the electron population present during stabilization. One of 
the key issues to be determined by the experiments was whether or not a 
p-trapped electron population depressed the potential, confining cool ions and 
stabilizing loss-cone instabilities or whether "some other mechanism" (such rt9 

hot-electron driven turbulence) was nqonsi ble for the observcd stabilization. 
The first step of this inves~ig:ltion was the formation of a hot, mirror- 

confined plasma which was unstable to loss-cone instabilities. For over a year 
and a half, cxpcrimcnts were conducted to try and reproduce this plasma 
consistently. As explained in Chapter 2, this required operating at low densitits 
and at low loffe currents. For "optimum" gun conditions, the ion-cyclotron 
fluctuations, characteristic of DCLC, were observed. An example of this is 
shown in Figure 4. The sharp > 30db peak at the ion-cyclotron frequency was 
the: primary evidence that the inst:~hility was indeed of the K 1 . C  type. For 
this shot. the gun diamagnetism was a factor of 5 larger than the shots which 
wen: typical fbr ECRH experiments rcpotted in the main body of the text The 
fluctuations cortcsponded to a rise of the floating potential and occurcd about 
100psec after crowbar. The line density did not appear to be strongly effected 
by the instability. However, the total ion endloss did show a marked increase 
during the flirctuations. 

For the short time when the gun operated as decribcd above, ECRH was 
used to repeat some of the stabilization results reported in MaueL 1979. Figures 
2 and 3 summarize these results. In Figure 2, the results of increasing the ECRH 
power fbr h c d  injection times are shown. As in the Constauce 1 experiments, 
for bw powers, the intensity of the fluctuirtion incream and, for high powers, 
stabilization is observed. Figure 3 shows the effect of the cllunging fluctation 
intensity on the total ion endloss. For plasma fumed under similar conditions, 
the "mgc*' of fluctuation intensity shbwn in the figure was obtained by either 
varying the ECRH power or by turningoff the divemr coil. Clwly. the 
fluctuations were increasing the ion-lass rate. In other tvord5, the ion-cyclotron 
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Fire 1. An tmmp1c of the ion cycIi%nm fluctuations o b m c d  in thc Constance 
2 plasma under "optimum" gw opedon, low density opmtion. and at bw IolFe 

h a g  of tbe instability was "pumping~ut" the warm-trapped ions in t k  
same w y  as ECRH wm observed to Upurnpart" he  w o n  n~agnefically-rmppcd 
electrons in Chapter 5. In the case of the OCLC instability, however, as the 
Ructuiitions pump ions into the loss region. the "drive" for the instability b 
redi~ced. A steadystate fluctuation level develops which bdmces the RF-driven 
losses into the loss-cone by the transit nte of t h e  ions wt of the mirror 
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I RATIO OF ION €NOLOSS CURRENT 
TO LltlE .DENSITY VERSES FLUCTUATIOIJ IItTENSIfY 

H i g h ,  ff 14 !1-2242 - L a  *leY* 1 1-22-82 
L o r  f t r id  11-24- 

I I I 
1 I I I 

1 2 3 - 5 6 4 

RUCTUATION I N E M I ~  (V/pp) 

Yigurc 3. A gricph of thc total ion cndloss ;is a hnction of thc fluctl~ation intcnsity. 
Ihc "rangc" of pan1rncler-s was.obti~ined for similar plasrna whilc vilrying cithcr 
thc l:.CItH power ( ic .  sti~biliition or cnhanccmctlt) or turning olf thc divcnor 
coil (which always pmduccd a micrvstablc plmna!. 

(Baldwin, et al. 1977).l 

Although futher experiments were attempted, the strong instability could 
not be reproduced. Pnrt of this is due to the inability to reproduce the "factor 
of 5" increase in diarnilgnetism observed during strong instability. However. if 
the density was rcduccd further, even 50cv ions should be unstable provided 
that good vacumtt cor~dilions are mainrained in the experimenr. It is likoly that 
with proper use of Ti-gcttcring the fluctuations might be routinely reproduced 
in Constance 2 

Since the physics of ECRH has bcen thoroughly inv~stigated, can 
any statement be made about the "mechanism" for DCLC stabilization? 
Two possiblities are suggested by the experiments summarized in this 
thesis. First both the Fokker-Planck simulation and the diarnajpetic and 
endlass measurements suggest that sizable fractions (> 10%) of 100-500ev 

'This was one of' the first vicroties of thc quasilinear theory! Sincc thc inslability san~rated at 
relatively low fluctuation Icvels. little-non-linear wave-wme or wave-panicle itlteractions occured 
enabling a very accurate d~~scription of thc 2XIlll expetiment in the prcse~ice of the ion-cyclotron 
fluctl~ations. 
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"warm" electron populations art: creatcd for ECRH powers greater than 5- 
1.OkWatt. Under these conditions a > 1.0% rcduction of the potential (6@ - 
Tc,bulk6n~arm/?Z) sliould resuit. nlis was the same conclusion reached in the 
Constance 1 ECRH expcrimcnts, and also tlie sime reasoning used by Joffe, 
t!t al., 1976 and Kanacv, 1979. The implication of this observation is that 
significrrnt depressions of the potential m a y  occur. A dilference betwccn both 
the Constance 1 and 2 experiments and those of PR-6, however, is that, in the 
Constance expcrinients, the resonant zones were to either side of the midplane; 
whereas, in PR-6, the heating zone was at thc midplane. Thus, the Constance 
2 experiments suggest that eitlier the depressions of tlie potenti:d occurcd to 
eithcr side ol' the midplane or that the potential throughout the entire trap 
was lowered. In either cask, the results of this thesis suggest that suniciently 
dense, p-trapped electrons are -created by the ECRH which appear to have 
stabilized the instability. However, the strong heating of the electrons at the 
edgc of the plasma, which increws the plasma density (presumably) due to wall 
interactions, was also observed in this thesis. Density increases were observed in 
both the Ci~nstance 1 ECRli ex pcrinicnts and during the stabilization recorded . 

with Constance 2. Since the DCLC instability is strongly arected by the plasma 
parameters at the steepest density gradient ( i . ~  the cdgc), the activity at the 
plasma's edge rnap also bc responsible for the observed stabilization either 
bccause of the rcduction of the outer plasma potentiill or perhaps because of 
"line-tying" to the walls. 

Tt~e resolution of these hypotheses may be possible in future Constance 
expcriments-especially if vacui~~n conditions are improved. In addition, if 
axial potential profiles could be estimated (from, for example. floating probe 
analysis), significant progress could be made toward realizing whether or not 
hot-electron potential modifications do it1 fact stabilize DCLC or whether the 
observations rccordcd in the Constance experiments were creatcd by some 
"other", unknown mechanism. 
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